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1 . Renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention
1.1.1. The negotiations for the conclusion
of a new convention between the Com-
munity and the 64 ACP Srares, plus Angola
and Mozambique,l which were opened
officially in I,.!,xembourg on 5 ahd 7
Ocotber 7983,2 were completed on 22
November following a meeqing between Mr
\1-bbie Namaliu, Minister 
-for Foreign
Affairs of Papua New Guinea and Preside-nt
of the ACP Council of Ministers, Mr perer
Barry, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Ire-
land and President of the Council of the
European Communities, and Mr Edeard
Pisani, Vice-President of the Commisiion
with special responsibility for developmenr.
At the meeting rhe Presidents confirmed
the agreemenrs reached ad referendum at
negotiator level following the ministerial
meeting held in Brussels from 9 to 12
October 3 and concluded the nesotiations
on the two outstanding pointsjth. irrr.
of human rights and tlie-definition of the
concept of human dignity, and the volume
of financing to be made available under
the new Convention and its breakdown by
method and instrument.
Regarding the first issue, the Preamble to
the new Convention will contain an explicit
reference to fundamental human rights,
taken from the Charter of the Ui'ited
Nations. The parties will adopr a joint dec-
laration in which the concept of human
dignity will be defined and wliich makes an
explicit reference to the parties' determi-
nation to do all in their power to eradicate
apartheid.
The aid package available under the new
Convention was set definitively at 8 S00
million ECU, of which 7 400 million ECU
constitutes the EDF allocation and 1 100
million ECU the EIB's own resources allo-
cation.
This enabled the co-Presidents to declare
the 
-negotiations formally concluded andconfirm that the Convention would be
signed in Lom6, Togo, on 8 December.
It will now be possible ro conrinue and step
up cooperation which started more than a
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quarter of- a century ago. In a particularly
unfavourafle international economic cli-
mate, where mosr of the multilateral finan-
cing institutions are having their aid budgets
drastically cut, ir is important that the C5m-
munity should maintain at the same level
the financial contribution which it makes
to the ACP countries under this agreement.
Under the new Convention what was achie-
ved in earlier convenrions is maintained and
the basic principles of ACP-EEC cooper-
ation- are clearly reaffirmed, namely non-
interference and mutual respect for the sov-
ereignty of the parties; the main insrrumenrs
of cooperation are extended and streng-
thened-trade regulations, Stabex, Sysmiir,
protocols and special trade arrangements.
And yet it goes much further than merely
maintaining acquired rights and established
obligations.
Main features of Lom6 III
1.1.2. The Convention has a new struc-
ture, in which the first chapter sets out
clearly the objective of ACP-EEC cooper-
ation so as to make it easily understandible
to the layman.
The joint institutions, which are one of the
special features of ACP-EEC cooperation,
have been maintained. The role ahd oper-
I Since Angola has not yet signed the Convention, the
ACP States are as follows: Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas,
Barbados, Belize, Benin, Borswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi,
Cameroon, Cap Verde, Central African Republic, Chad,
Comoros, Congo, Dlibouti, Dominica, Equatorial Guinea,
Ethiopia, Fiii, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Grenada, Guinea,
Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Ivory Coast,Jamaica, Kenya, Kiri-
bati, Lesotho, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauri-
tania, Mauritius, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, papua New
Guinea, Rwanda, Saint Christopher and Nevis, Saint Lucia,
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Samoa, Sao Tome and
Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra hone, Solomon Islands,
Somalia, Sudan, Suriname, Swaziland, Tanzania, Togo,
Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tuvalu, Uganda, Vanuaiu,
Zair e, Zambia, Zi mbabwe.2 Bull. EC 10-1983, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.4;see also Bull. 2-
1984, points 2.2.32and2.2.33; Bull. EC 5-1984, points 2.2.39
et seq. Bull. EC 6-1984, point 2.2.42 et seq.; Bull. Z/B-1994,
point 2.2.37; Bull. EC 9-1984, points 2.2.27 ro 2.2,29;Bull.
EC 10-1984, point 2.2.34.3 Bull. EC lO-1984, point 2.2.35.
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ation of these institutions is to be improved
and their activities harmonized.
As regards the problems connected with
progrimming, the dialogue and effective-
ness, the text of the Convention ensures
both the total independence of recipient
countries and close-convergence between
Community aid and the national policies
pursued by each of those countries.
In the chapter on financial and technical
cooperation, the key item in the search for
effectiveness is the entirely new program-
ming process, which rests on true coordi-
nation of action between donors and the
recipient country. Account is taken in the
proiess of the recipient's choice of develop-
ment strategy, and it enables us, in the light
of shared experience and thoroughgoing
exchanges of views, to identify not only
projects and operations, but especially sec-
iors on which to focus the Community's
financial support, development obiectives
and priorities, and the most suitable ways
and means of achieving them.
A soecial fund has been reserved for the
,esettle*ent of returnees and refugees, and
two new chapters have been added on ship-
ping and fisheries.
Among the various innovations, the new
Convention acknowledges the importance
of private investment as an essential comp-
lement to official development assistance.
In agricultural cooperation, more emphasis
will be placed on the ACP States' food
supplies, and the Community agrees to inte-
grate its aid more closely into the ACP
States' own food strategies and to step up
its supplies of agricultural products avail-
able in the Community.
Campaigns with specific themes are to be
Iaunched, aimed at maintaining or restoring
natural balances, the main one being
drought and desertification control. Such
operations normally call for a regional and
long-term approach, and require the soli-
darity of the international community.
In the commercial sphere, the Community
has eased the rules of origin, offered better
terms for imports of ACP rice and rum and
improved the procedure for examining ACP
requests for preferential access for their
agiicultural pioducts. In addition, aid for
AtP trade piomotion has been extended to
the services sector, notably tourism.
The system for the stabilization of export
earnings from agricultural products (Sta-
bex) has been extended and improved. Most
of its mechanisms have been reviewed so as
to contribute more effectively to the recov-
ery of the agricultural commodities sectors
in the ACP States, the deterioration of
which is particularly alarming.
The mechanism and implementing pro-
cedures of Sysmin, the system for promoting
mining activities, have also been improved,
and from now on Sysmin will be open to a
larger 
. 
number of ACP ore-producing
countnes.
Cultural and social cooperation is an inno-
vation in Community development cooper-
ation. It is aimed at promoting the more
self-reliant development of ACP States,
focused on man and rooted in the culture of
each people. Through cooperation, support
will be given to the ACP States'policies and
measures in order to enhance their human
resources, increase their own creative capa-
cities and promote their cultural identities.
Criteria have also been laid down to ensure
that the cultural and social dimension is
taken into account more fully in proiects
and programmes in the various areas of
cooperation.
As for the environment, the new Conven-
tion makes specific reference to the ecologi-
cal aspect of development as it affects the
objectives set and the main areas of cooper-
ation.
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2. Famine in Africa
The situation
1.2.1. The dramatic situation created by
the drought in Ethiopia and many orher
African countries, pariicularly in thl Sahel,
which is threatening the lives of millions,
has caused the Community to launch an
emergency plan this month to follow on
from the operations begun in April.l
Speaking to Parliamenr, Mr Pisani said rhat
in November the minimum monthly emerg-
ency food aid requiremenrs were 18 000
lonnes for Mali, 29 000 ronnes for Niger,
72 000 for Ethiopia,12 0OO ronnes for Mau-
ritania and 18 000 ronnes for Chad.
Although Ethiopia's case was the most
impressive because of the high proportion
of the population involved, it was not the
worst. The part of Africa rhat worried Mr
Pisani most was, rather, Mauritania. His
first message for Parliament was, therefore,
that the situation was extremely grave-notjust in this or that country, but giave every-
where from the Horn of Africi to Dakar.
He had formed the impression that the con-
tinent was in a lengthy cycle of famine and
food shortages which might last for years
to come. It was not only a climatic disaster.
There was a general worsening of the eco-
logical situation, the repercussions of which
would be felt over a long period.
The Community's immediate
response
1.2.2. After providing Mozambique with
rapid and substantial aid at the end of last
year, the C-ommunity introduced its emerg-
ency plan for Africa in April, setting asid-e
85 million ECU for the purpose. It was
thus able to provide a number of African
countries with emergency aid in the form
of foodstuffs, emergency transport, seeds
and medical products valued af almost 23
million ECU, together with 220 OAO ronnes
of food aid worth over 62 million ECU. As
a response to the worsening situation in
recent weeks, the Commission adopted a
further emergency plan on 3l Octobir.l A
sum of 50 million ECU has been earmarked
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for this second plan, 35 million ECU of
which is to be used for emergency aid and 25
million ECU as food aid (providing 100 000
tonnes to be added to rhe normal pro-
grammes).
Tle pl-an is first and foremost designed to
aid Ethiopia, which will benefit fiom 18
million ECU in emergency aid and 5 million
ECU (20 000 tonnes) in food aid). This
brings the aid for this counrry in 1984 to 67
million ECU (23.5 million ECU for emerg-
ency aid, 2 million ECU of which is for aid
to Ethiopian refugees, and 43.5 million ECU
for food aid). Other counrries which will
receive aid under the plan are the Sahel
countries: Mali is to receive 2 million ECU,
Niger 3 million ECU, Burkina Faso 1
million ECU, Sudan 1 million ECU, Chad
5 million ECU, Mauritaiia Z million ECU,
Rwanda and Senegal 1 million ECU each,
Zaire 5N 000 ECU and Chad refugees in
the Central African Republic and Sudan
500 000 ECU, making 17 million ECU in
all in emergency aid for these countries.
Emergency food aid has also been allocatedto Sudan, Kenya, Mozambique, Chad,
Niger, Mauritania and Mali.2-The Com-
mission's operations will be tightly coordi-
nated with those of international'agencies
such as UNDRO and WFP and the Member
States (according to procedures for coordi-
nation already agreed on or adopted at the
meeting of the Member States and the Com-
mission's delegates held in Brussels on 13
November).
The need for longer-term
measures
1.2.3. On 5 November Mr Pisani reporred
to the Council on rhe implementation of
the emergency aid programme of 35 million
I Bull. EC 10-1984, point2.2.47.2 At the European Summit in Dublin on 3 and 4
December, the Council was asked to take all possible steps
in order to ensure that between now and the next harvest,
a_id amounting to 1.2 million tonnes would be provided by
the Community and its Member States: Bull. EC 12-1984(forthcoming).
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ECU to help famine victims in Africa' He
appealed to the Council to act logically,
siiing that it was not a matter, in the-very
s.iio,Ir situation existing today, of shuffling
apDropriations from one chapter to another
foi whictr they had not been intended in
order to salve one's conscience, if, at the
same time, one refused to provide the
necessary funds for effecting structural
change:'such situations must also be pro-
videJfor in medium- and long-term policy.
The Council adopted a resolution request-
ing the Commission to take the decisions
n.id.d to implement its emergency plan
and stating itJ intention to Pursue actively
the Comriunity's long-term efforts aimed
at ensuring food security in the countries
hit by famine.
The Council also considered a plan to com-
bat exceptional drought in tht Sahel and
other countries such as Ethiopia. (This plan,
known as the Orsec Plan, was originally
proposed by France in June.1 ) At the end
bf iis discuisions the Council adopted con-
clusions aimed at promoting better coordi-
nation between the Community and its
Member States, in close collaboration with
the Governments of the Sahel countries, the
relevant agencies and other donors, in-order
to make future operations more effective
and to use the available resources to opti-
mum effect. This will be done through the
systematic anticipation of critical situations
and the assessment of aid requirements in
emergencies, through'pre-programming'
and icoordinated plan of action by donors
on the basis of known needs for the follow-
ing year, and finally through the mobiliza-
tiJn'and notably the delivery of aid in good
time and in a-coordinated fashion. The
Commission and the Member States held
their first coordination meeting on 13
November, devoting it to the Sahel
countries and Ethiopia. A second meeting,
which will also cover Sudan, Kenya and
Mozambique, will be held in December.
1.2.4. Mr Pisani also stressed the need for
longer-term structural measures during Par-
liarient's emergency debate on the famine
in Ethiopia and the Sahel. He said that in
10
spite of the institutional constraints on the
iommunity-in contrast with the freedom
of action which the Member States enjoy-
ed-it had nevertheless been able to release
35 million ECU in emergency aid in record
time. He then spoke of the other difficulties
to be faced: the unpredictability of the disas-
ter and its magnitude, the availability of
shipping space, the capacity of the ports to
handle ihe aid, problems with land and air
transport from ihe port of entry to distant
placei in the interior (here, he mentioned
ihat some problems had been overcome
through Community aid, which b14 pto-
vided-new locomotives for the Djibouti-
Addis Ababa railway and through lorries
donated by Germany and Italy), the-prob-
lem of insecurity and of monitoring the use
to which food aid would be put.
He said that it was necessary to go beyond
such an analysis, to be forward-looking and
to start coniidering future action. Thanks
to the aid that hadbeen mobilized and the
efforts of all the donors, there would be a
brief respite of about three months. For a
very shoit while, the appalling situation of
the last few weeks would be alleviated, but
that did not mean an end to the problem.
Starting in December or Januar-y, the Com-
mission would have to take the initiative
for the fresh efforts that would be needed
in the months ahead, from March or April.
Mr Pisani stated that still more had to be
' done and that the Community should be
asking itself whether the system it- was
op.ra-ting was adequate to the task in hand
and whether errois were being made in
administering the aid. First, an early warn-
ing system was needed in order not to be
tafen by surprise. Ongoing coordination
was needed between thi Commission and
the Member States and between Europe and
other aid donors. A 'crisis unit' had there-
fore been set up in the Commission. In
addition, recipient countries should be
asked to guarantee that the aid being pro-
vided would not be shunted off to areas
which had no facilities for receiving it: the
I Bull. EC 6-1984, point 2.2.41.
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Revision of Euratom Treaty
countries themselves, in the light of their
own food shortages and their own critical
situations, should mobilize rheir resources
in order to receive the aid and distribute it
properly. The Community's support for the
food strategies being develofed by four
African countries-Kenya, Mali, Rwanda
and Zambia-was part of this approach.
mission confirms rhat the new Chapter VI
will apply exclusively ro supplies 'for
civil non-explosive purposes'- ind that
implementing procedures will have to be
adopted at the appropriate time in order
to define precisely what the scope of the
provisions will be in the nuclear-weapon
Member States.
Unity of the market
1.3.3. The procedure for adopting at
Community level special conditions relatingto intra-Community transfers and to
imports from outsidl the Community has
been altered: this is nor ro be done by Com-
mission Regulation subject to 'appeal' to
the Council but by Council Rigulation
adopted unanimously on a proposal from
the Commission.
Where the conditions in question are'politi-
cal', the Regulation will be based on i pol-
itical consensus to be reached in advance
by the Member States in order ro reconcile
the powers of the Members States in matters
of non-proliferation with Community
responsibility as regards supplies. A 'safe-
I OJ C 3i0, 16.12.1982; Bull. EC 1z-l99z, point 1.5.1 er
seq.2 oJ c 172,2.7.1984; oJ c 341, 19.t2.198J; Bull. EC 9-
1983, point 2.4.24.
r coM(s+) 6M final 2.
3. New arrangements for the supply of
nuclear materials for peaceful uses
under the Euratom Treaty:
the Commission amends its proposal
1.3.1. As provided in Article 76 of the
Euratom Treaty, the Commission sent the
Council in December 1982, a proposal thar
the Treaty arrangements for ihe supply of
nuclear materials for peaceful usei -(Title
Two, Chapter VI) be adapted to the chan-
ged circumsrances of the 1980s. I The Com-
mission let it be understood that if, during
the discussions on its proposal, alternative
procedures for implementing the new
arrangements seemed preferable, it would
take them into consideration.
The proposal has meanwhile been discussedin detail by all the Community insti-
tutions, z national authorities and indus-
trial circles.
In the light of these discussions, rhe Com-
mission sent the Council on 14 November
a number of amendments ro and clarifi-
cations of its initial proposal, wirhour com-
promising the objective of the revision of
the Treaty provisions in question, which
is to enable the Comminuty effectively to
ensure reqular and equitable supplies for all
tts users. r
Main features of the amended
proposal
Scope
1.3.2. There is no change to the initial
proposal in this respect, but the Com-
Bull. EC tt-1984 11
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guard clause' has also been added allowing
ihe Member States, provided that strict pre-
cautions are taken, to depart from the prin-
ciple of the unity of the market in excep-
tional and unforeseeable circumstances.
Exports
1.3.4. The concept of the 'general interest
of the Community' to be safeguarded in
every instance of exportation outside the
Community has been clearly spelt out. The
Commission, when granting export
authorization, will have to ensure com-
pliance with international agreements
intered into by the Community, with any
solidarity measures that may have been,
decided by the Council and with the non-
proliferation conditions laid down in a
ilegulation adopted unanimously by the
Council. Adoption of such a Regu-
lation-as in ihe case of the Regulation
intended to ensure unity of the market, and
for the same reasons-will have to be pre-
ceded by a political consensus between the
Member States.
Supervision
1.3.5. The Commission proposes a simpli-
fied supervision system consisting in the
notificalion of the existence of supply con-
tracts, supplemented by certain particulars
to enable ihe Supply Agency to discharge
its economic responsibilities.
Role of the Supply Agency
1.3.6. The Supply Agency will be able to
render assistance to operatiors at their
request, in the negotiation and conclusion
of supply contracts. In this respect the Com-
mission has given the Agency a wider role
to play than was allotted to it in the initial
proposal.
Achievement of a consensus
1.3.7. After the Commission had transmit-
ted its amended proposal to the Council, a
consensus was in fact reached between the
Member States concerning the non-prolifer-
ation precautions pertaining to intra-Com-
12
munity transfers, to imPorts and to exPorts
outside the Community.l This will facili-
tate the successful completion of work on
the revision of Chapter VI.
At a political cooperation meeting 2 on 20
November a 'Declaration of Common Pol-
icy on the consequences of the adoption of
the London Guidelines by the 10 Member
States of the Community' was issued.3 The
main implications of the declaration are
that:
o all the Member States have adopted the
London Guidelines (hitherto, only six had
done so);
o the Member States note that the Guide-
lines form 'a basic common discipline' for
nuclear exports;
. the Member States note that, provided
the Rome Treaties are observed, it is within
their competence to effect transfers of
materials, equipment and nuclear tech-
nology between Member States without
restriction, subject to certain additional
procedures which are described in detail in
the declaration;
o the additional procedures concern the
transfers of plutonium and of uranium
enriched to over 20% (rules governing stor-
age, certification of use, etc.); re-exPor-
tation to a non-Community State presup-
poses the consent of the Member State
which separated the plutonium or enriched
the uranium, with the proviso, in particular,
that the consent of the Member State which
supplied these materials may also be
re(uired; derogation is made in the case
of verv small ouantities used for sensitive
aornpon.nt, of measuring instruments or of
trransfers which do not exceed 50 grams in
one year.
I Point 1.3.2 Poinr 2.4.3 The London Guidehnes are a code of conduct whcreby
certain countries subject their exports of nuclear materials,
equipmcnt and technology to non-nuclear-weapon States ro
conditions designed to ensure non-prohferation (prohibition
of explosive uses, physical protection, restricrions on trans-
fers of sensitive materials). On 11 January 1978 most of
the these countries (including some of the Member States)
officially informed the Director-General of the IAEA that
they intcnded to follow these Guidelines, drawn up two
years previously.
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1. Building the CommunitY
Economic and monetarY PolicY
Council
2.1.1. At its economic and financialaffairs
meetins on 12 November the Council
reachei agreement 1 on the pr-oposals for
implemeniing the principles of budgetary
ani financiaidiscipiine d6fined by the Euro-
oean Council at Fontainebleau.2 The pro-
oosals were Dassed on to the Ministers for
horeien Affairs, who approved them on 13
November in the form of 'draft conclusions'
and sent them to Parliament as the Coun-
cil's joint position for the discussions to be
held with Parliament.
Economic situation
'Annual Economic RePort 1984-85'
2.1.2. Onl}November the Economic and
Social Committee delivered its opinion 3 on
the 'Annual Economic Report' f.or 7984-
85.4
Economic PolicY Committee
2.1.3. The Economic Policy Committee
held its 151st meeting on 28 November,
with Mr Byatt in the chair. It examined
certain speiific problems dealt with in the
'Annual L.onorni. Review' for 1984-85. a
European MonetarY System
Strengthening the EMS
2.1.4. On 29 November the Commission
sent the Council a communication and a
draft resolution comprising a set of meas-
ures aimed at a signiflcant itrengthening of
the EMS.5 The nteasures have three objec-
tives: economic convergence within the
EMS, supported in particular by adiust-
14
ments to the medium-term financial assist-
ance mechanism;6 resuming the financial
integration process;7 and reinforcing the
EMS mechanisms, in particular through
wider use of the ECU.8
The oroposals contained in the communi-
cation must be seen as part of the continued
development of the EMS. The Commission
considirs it important therefore that the
following matt;rs should be kept 
- 
under
review, with a view to dealing with them in
the near future: participation of sterling in
the exchange-rati mechlnism,,narrowing of
the fluctuai'ion margin for the lira and study
of the conditions for participation of the
drachma; abolition of the ECU's present
acceptability limit (50%); removal-qf--the
obsticles to full private use of the ECU in
the Member States; and, lastly, adiustments
to the Community's financial assistance
instruments so as to give them a more spec-
ific role as instruments of convergence
within the EMS.
Medium-term financial assistance
2.1.5. On 29 November the Commission
i.nt th. Council a proposal for a Decision e
concerning the extension of the machinery
for medirim-term financial assistance for
two vears. unless the definitive phase of the
E,MS is t.i rp within that Period.lo
Monetary Committee
2.1.6. The Monetary Committee held its
307th meeting in Brussels on 20 November
with Mr Camdessus in the chair, to prePare
I Point 2.3.4.2 Bull. EC 6-1984, point 1.1.2.3 Point 2.4.6.4 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.1.5 coM(84) 678 final.6 Point 2.1.5.7 Bull. EC 4-1983, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.8.8 Bull. EC 3-1982, points 1.4.1 to 1.4.4; Bull. EC 4-1983'
point 1.2.9.
e coM(84) 679 final.
r0 0J L 375,31.12.1980; Bull. EC 72-1980' point 2.1.2; OJ
L368,28.12.1982; Bull. EC 12'1982, point 2.1.2.
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lnternal market and industrial affairs
the ground for the Council's discussions
on reinforcing the EMS (scheduled for 10
December). It also exchanged views on
developments in the international economic
and monetary environment and discussed
preparation for the future work of the IMF
Interim Commimee and the IMF/'World
Bank Development Committee.
!nterna! market
and industrial affairs
Free movement of persons
and freedom to provide services
Mutual recognition of diplomas
and access to occupations
Midwives
2.1.7. The Advisory Committee on rhe
Training of Midwives held its inaugural
meeting on 6 and 7 November. It adopted
a work programme which, at the Cbm-
mission's requesr, will relate mainly ro the
advisability of proposing ro the Council
the adoption of certain amendments to the
Direjtives of 21 January l98O concerning
the freedom of movement of midwiv.r ,nd
mu_tual 
_ 
recognitiol of diplomas in mid-
wifery.l
Dentists
2.1.8. The Advisory Commimee on the
Training of Dental Practitioners met on 20
and2l November for a thorough discussion
of th-e reports concerning basiCand special-
ist dental training. Staremenrs weri also
made on the aids provided by the Com-
mission in the area of higher educarion,
particularly for loint study programmes and
short-term visits, and on Cxamination and
assessment methods for students in Ger-
many and the United Kingdom.
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Free movement of goods
General economic situation in Greece
2.1.9. On 28 November the Commission
decided to extend unril 31 December 1985(the end of the transitional period for
Greece) the derogatory measuresiuthorized
for 79842 to Iimit imports into Greece of a
number of products-mainly for the con-
struction industry (ceramic tiles, sinks,
wash basins, cast-iron and steel baths, taps,
cocks etc., furniture).
Removal of technical
and administrative barriers to trade
Industrial products
2.1.10. On 23 November the Commission
transmitted to the Council a proposal for
a Directive relating to roll-over protection
structures incorporating two pillars and
mounted in front of the drivei's seat on
narrow-track wheeled agricultural or for-
estry tractors.3 This proposal is to form
pa.rt of the body of legislation relating to
roll-over protection structures on agricul-
tural tractors and to supplement the Direc-
tives already adopted by the Council in the
field of dynamic resrs 4 and static resrs.5
The proposed Directive would remove rech-
nical barriers to trade due to disparities
between national regulations on theiubiect
and help improve road safety at work in
the Communtiy..
Foodstuffs
2.1.11. At its November session the Econ-
omic and Social Committee gave an opin-
ion 6 on the proposal for a Council Diiec-
, oJ L 33, 11.2.1980.
, oJ I- 23,28.1.t984; oJ L 36 8.2.7984; Bull. EC 1-1984,
point 2.1.7; Ol L 299,77.77.1983; Bull. EC 10-1984, point
2.1.11.3 coM(84) 400 final.1 oJ Lzzo, 29.g.19Tt.
, oJ L tzg, tz.z.79zB.5 Point 2.4.30.
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tive laying down the list of simulants to be
used for iesting migration of constituents
of plastic materials ind articles intended to
come into contact with foodstuffs.l
Business law
Companies
2.1.12. On27 November the Council for-
mally adopted a Directive 2 updating the
"*o.rntt expressed 
in ECU iir the fourth
Council Directive of 1978 on the annual
accounts of certain types of companies,3 to
which it had given its approval in October.
lndustry
Steela
Council
2.1.13. On 22 November the Council
brieflv discussed s the problem of Com-
muniiv exDorts of tubis to the United
States.6 It deferred to its next meeting dis-
cussion of the situation of the market in
scrap and coated sheet and the question
of eitending operating aids under the aids
code.8
Crisis measures
Production quotas
first few months of the year. The difference
between the quotas for the first quarter of
1985 and thosi for the corresponding period
of 1984 are attributable to a downturn in
economic activity and the fact the quotas
for the first quarier of.7984 included certain
adiustments which the Commission was to
srant in accordance with its Decision to
E*t.nd the monitoring and quota system
(Article 14b). e
2.L.15. On 16 November the Commission
referred to the Council, for assent, and to
the ECSC Consultative Committee, for a
opinion. a Decisionll it is considering tak-
ing to -change the conditions on which
adlitional q,Iotas are granted, in view of
the progresi made in restructuring, as a
result of which it is no longer necessary to
offer an incentive.12
Coated sheet
2.1.16. The Commission adopted, for
transmission to the Council and the ECSC
Consultative Committee' a communication
in which it proposes grouping together in a
single category galvanized sheet (Category
Ic)ind other coated flat products (Category
Id1.tr ,, takes the view that the_ present
classification in two categories does not
take sufficient account of technological
developments involving successive treat-
ment 
-by different Processes and that it
draws an artificial distinction between these
products, thereby making reliable forecasts
more difficult.
OJ C 102, 14.4.7984; Bull. EC 4-1984' point 2.1.13.
oJ L 314, 4.12.1984.
oJ L222,14.8.1978.
Iniernational relations are dealt with in the'Commercial
policy' and'Relations with industrialized countries' sections
of the 'Enlargement and external relations' chapter.5 Point 2.4.17.6 Poinr 2.2.79.7 Point 2.1.16.t Poinr 2.1.43.
e oJ I- 29,7.2.7984.
ro oJ L 305, 23.11.1984.
rr coM(84) 633 final.
12 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.23; Bull. EC 1-1984' point
1.2.7 et seq.
rr COM(84) 634 final.
2.1.14. In the context of the extension of
the monitoring and production quota sys-
tem 9 and on t[e basil of forecasts produced
in collaboration with the undertakings con-
cerned, the Commission fixed on 20
November the provisional rates of abate-
ment for the fiist quarter of 1985 (Table
1). to
These rates were made particularly severe
for products in Categories Ia, Ib, Ic,III and
IV in the hope of causing prices to harden
somewhat; they also take account of the
seasonal trough which is a feature of the
t6 Bull. EC ll-7984
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Table I 
- 
Rates of ?9!t^ryrnt for the establisbment of production quotas for the firstquarter of 1985
Part of thc quota
that may bc delivcrcd
in thc common markct (%)
I a I Hot-rolled wide strip,
including hoop and iheet
I b Cold-rolled sheet
I c Galvanized sheet
I d Other coated flat products
II Reversing-millplate
III Heavy sections
IV !flire rod
V Reinforcing bars
VI Merchant bars
Table 2 
- 
Trends in production as a result of the quotas
50
43
2i
+43
48
58
39
48
40
'000 tonnes
45
39
t7
+41
43
48
37
46
40
Quota Productron
l/84 llt84 lll/84 lv /84 I/85 l/84 ll/84
la
Ib
Ic
Id
II
III
IV
V
VI
Hot-rolled wide strip,
I including hoop and iheet
Cold-rolled sheet
Galvanized sheet
Other coated flat producrs
Reversing-mill plate
Heavy sections
V/ire rod
Reinforcing bars
Merchant bars
5 078
3 553
846
846
I 359
1 304
2 689
1 942
2 372
4 213
i 687
905
823
1 179
I 19i
2 839
1 835
z 265
i 927
i 464
894
596
I 779
I 028
2 563
1 709
2 119
4 356
3 631
9s8
805
I 293
t 049
2 563
I 741
2265
3 927
3 408
884
818
I 293| 069
2 484
1 709
2 l9Z
5 146
3 588
931
750
1 322
I 151
2744
I 841
2 359
5 448
3 785
974
758
13M
tM5
2972
1 843
2249
Coate-d sheet is 
_at present the only productfor which the abatimenr rares ari iositive,
as a resulr of steadily increasing demand (in
the motor-manufacturing, household elec_
trical.and building industries). Generally
speaking, producers have in recent years
successfully specialized and adjusted iheir
production to long-term trends'in demand.
This development, however, has prompted
a movement towards investments which,
in the Commission's view, is excessive. In
October it already alerted producers ro the
risks of surplus capacity, chiefly in the tin-
plate and electrogalvanized sheet sectors.
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Minimum prices and guarantee system
2.1.17. Having nored that the Decision of
23 December 1983 establishing a guaranree
system and a system for the virification of
the minimum prices I was, on the whole,
being satisfactorily complied with bv the
undertakings concerned, ind in view of the
increase in the number of checks carried outby its officials and agents,2 the Com-
mission decided on 21 November to repeal,
t
2
oJ L 373, 31.12.1983.
oJ L 46, 16.2.1984.
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with effect from 1 January 1985, the require-
ment that undertakings entrust the necess-
ary verifications to an auditing company.l
Restructuring
2.1.18. In view of the difficulties that cer-
tain Member States have encountered in the
implementation of restructuring measures
in ihe steel industry, the Commission sought
the Council's assent to the extension for
one year of the operating aids authorized
until 31 Decembei 1984 in the context of
the aids code. Operating aids would thus
cease at the same time ai all the other aids
to the steel industry.2
2.1.19. The reduction in production capa-
cities for hot-rolled products which 
- 
the
Commission called for in June 1983i (a
cutback of.26.7 million tonnes by the end of
1985) will have reached nearly 22.8 million
tonnes by the end of 1984 (Table 3).4
Certain restructuring plans provide for clos-
ures which will exceed the minimum
reductions required, while new industrial
structures will probably result in further
capacity reductions. It should be possible to
atiain ihe figute of 30 million tonnes by
1986 and theieafter to Progress towards the
goal of 35 million tonnes.
Table 
'3 
-psiu6tion 
in production capacities for hot'rolled products (m
Maximum possiblc
production in 1980
Rcductions Closures at 3l Dccember 198{
minimum
rcquired
idcntrfred(within cach
undenaking)
in volumc terms
as a PcrccntaBc
of thc minrmum
:ductions rcquircd
Belgium
Denmark
Germany (FR)
France
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Community total
16 028
941
53 tl7
26 869
36 294
5 215
7 297
22840
3 155
66
5 010
5 311
5 834
950
950
4 500
3 183
66
6 922
5 311
3 850
1 045
L 432
4 229
3 182
66
6 295
3 631
3 494
1 045
82
4 tol
100.8
100
tM.7
68.4
59.9
108.0
8.6
91.1
168 601 26 736 26M8 2t 896 81.9
I nformatio n tech n o lo g i es
a n d telecomm u n icatio ns
2.1.20. On 5 and 7 November the Econ-
omic and Social Committee held a confer-
.1.: ?n 'Europe and the New Technolo-gles . "
lzlultiannual data-processing programme
2.1.21. On 22 November the Council for-
mally adopted the Decision 5 extending the
first'part -of the multiannual programme
(1979--83) in the field of data processing. /
18
Telecomunications
2.1.22. On 12 November the Council for-
mallv adooted two recommendations 8 on
the harmonization of standards for telecom-
munications equipment and the first phase
of the opening-up of public-sector pur-
I oJ L 303,22.11.1984.2 Point 2.1.43.3 0JL227,19.8.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983' point 1.1.1 et seq.
' 
See also Bull. EC 6-1984, point 2.1.13.5 Point 2.4.25.6 oJ L 308,27.11.1984.7 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.29.8 oJ I- 298, 16.11.1984.
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Customs union
chases of such equipmenr, which it had
approved in October.l
Biotechnology
2.1.23. On 21 November the Economic
and Social Committee endorsed the biotech-
nology research programme for 79BS-89.2
Other industries
Forestry-based industries
2.1.24. The Advisory Committee on Com-
munity Policy regarding Forestry and For-
estry-based Industries 3 held its second
meeting on 19 and 20 November. It dis-
cussed forest inventories, transport, the
situation in the sawmilling induitries and
standards. These issues, togither with forest
resources, the flow of information and the
Community wood deficit, will be further
discussed at the Committee's next meeting,
in June 1985.
lndustrial innovation and
the information market
Specialized information
2.1.25. On 27 November the Council
adopted the five-year (1984-88) prosramme
for the development of the speciilizJd infor-
mation market in Europt. a The pro-
gramme has an overall budget of 25 million
ECU, and it represents a continuation of
the successive three-year plans of action the
last of which finished at the end of 1983.5It provides for a more complete ranse of
specialized information and- easier 
"ic.r.for the professional user by a more system-
atic application of new information tichno-
logies and by exploiting the economies of
scale offered by the European marker.
Utilization of research results
2.1.26. On 28 November the Commission
made a call for proposals 6 for the construc-
Bull. EC 11-1984
tion and operation of a pilot plant for flue-
gas desulphurizarion, based on the MARK
13. A process developed at rhe Ispra Estab-
Iishment of the Joint Research' Centre. T
Proposals have to be submitted to rhe Com-
mission by 31 March 1985.
Customs union
Simplification of customs
formalities
Computerization of administrative
procedures in intra-Community trade
2.1.27. As requesred in the Council resol-
ution of 15 May on the computerization af
administrative procedures in intra-Com-
munity trade,8 the Commission sent the
Council a communication on 20 November
on the CD Project (Coordinated devilop-
ment of compurerized administrative prb-
cedures), e which forms part of the wider
Caddia programme.lo
The communication presents a framework
for developing computerized systems for
international trade between now and the
early 1990s. It broadens rhe scope of the
resolution adopted by the Councifin May 8
since it not only establishes guidelines ior
developing narional computeiized systems
d-ealing with intra-Comfnunity trade but
also covers systems for external trade and
the link-up of Commission sysrems with
those of the Member States.
The Commission proposes an overall
approach to the problem, whereby the
1 Bull. EC 10-1984, point I.3.1 and 7.J.2.
1 O: C 182,9.2.1984; Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.1.25.3 Bull. EC 6-1984, point2.1..24.4 OJ L 314, 4.12.1984; Bull. EC .'-I984, point 2.1.35.5 oJ L 100, 21.4.197s; oJ L 3t l, 4.1r.1978i oJ L zzo,
6.8.198r.
, oJ c 317,28.11.1984.7 Point 2.1.151.
I Ol C 737,24.5.t984; Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.6.e cOM(84) 556 final 2.l0 Cooperation in automation ofdata and documentation
for imports/exports ind agriculture (OJ C 112, 26.4.19g4).
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Community framework for computerizing
customs procedures would cover six main
fields: inira-Community trade, trade with
non-member countries (imports and
exports), interfaces with trading-firms' and
relevani Commission systems' link-up of
systems and the establishment of common
siandards for data interchange.
The Commission points out that in the case
of intra-Community trade the comput€riza-
tion proposals will have to be regarded as
interim solutions until such time as internal
trade is completely free of controls. More-
over, pending the removal of controls, care
will hive to be taken to see that customs
barriers are not simply replaced by infor-
mation technology barriers.
The new systems proposed by the Com-
mission will offer cleir advantages to all
the parties mainly involved in international
trade, namely:
(i) the customs administrations (through a
considerable speeding-up of customs clear-
ance procedures, leaving staff free to con-
..ntrite more on high-risk consignments,
more effective manaiement of quotas and
other tariff measures, faster collection and
processing of import/export data, improve-
ment of aico,rnting procedures, and so on);
(ii) trading firms (opportunities for on-line
connectio; with the customs' computerized
system or for using softwarH.g. tapes or
discs-to make piriodic returns of data;
opportunities in many cases- for using sim-
"iiii.d. computerized'procedures and muchlasier 
"...ti to information on tariffs andother matters essential for business);
(iii) transport firms and the port and air-
poit a.rthbritis (whose computerized- sys-
iems will link up with those of the national
customs adminiitrations and provide easier
access to information on customs pro-
cedures, the types of traffic dealt with at
specific customs posts, and so on).
The systems will also benefit the European
computer industry via the new- opportuni-
ties ihat will be opened up by the adoption
of common standards for data, messages
and technical link-ups, and by the conse-
20
quent increase in demand for hardware and
software.
They will have to be designed to. take
account of existing customs procedures,
which constitute an essential part of what
has been built up in the Community. The
existance of differing Member State com-
puter systems and plans for computeriza-
iion will necessarily constrain the way in
which the systems can be implemented. Fur-
thermore, lack of harmonizaiion of national
requirements in fields such as VAT, ex-cise
duiies, trade statistics and so on will affect
their efficiency. Lastly, a number of difficult
legal problems will have to be resolved,
"Jtabiy in the matter of 
confidentiality and
proteciion for data exchanged between sys-
tems.
Common Customs Tariff
Annual updating
2.1.28. On 27 November the Council
adooted. 1 on a Droposal from the Com-
misiion,'2 the updated version of the Com-
mon Customs Tiriff applicable from 1 Jan-
uary 1985. The bringing forward of tariff
cuti agreed in the Tokyo Round was con-
fined -to some 350 products or product
groups affecting partlcularly the trade of
Ihe developing iountries. 3
Nomenclature
2.1.29. On 16 November the Commission
adopted two Regulations for the-purpl"e of
ensuring uniform application 
-of the Com-
mon C-ustoms Taiiff, classifying certain
goods as follows:
(i) under subheading 07.02 B: potatoes,
ilic.d o. chipped, cooked in fat or oil,
f.rozen;4
I oJ t- gzo, 10.12.1984.2 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.34.3 Bull. Ec 10-1984, poinr2.2.L5.1 oJ L 301,20.11.1984.
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(ii) under subheading 38.19 X: fine powder
consisting of a mixture of manganous oxide
and other substances. I -
2.1.30. The Commimee on Common Cus-
toms Tariff Nomenclature also adopted a
number of tariff measures, in the form of
explalatory notes or agreements on the
classification of goods, involving the fol-
I_o.yi"g headings or subheadings: 12.03 E,
24.02 4,25.07,27.10 C II,32.0tB,38.19 X;
39.01 A, 42.02,44.L5,50.05 B2 and 23.03
B II.3
Economic tariff measures
Suspensions
2.1.31. In November the Council adopted
a Regulation remporarily suspending^ the
autonomous Common Customs Tariff
duties on a number of agricultural prod-
ucts.4
Tariff quotas
2.1.32. In November rhe Council adopted
a number of Regulations opening, allocat-
ing and providing for the adminislration of
Community tariff quotas in respec of the
following products:-
o 
.wi-ne of fresh grapes and grape must
with fermentarion arresred by the addition
of alcohol, falling within CCT heading No
22.05, 
- 
originating enrirely in Gieece
(1985); r
. apricot pulp falling within CCT sub-
heading ex 20.06 B_lI c) 1 aa), originating
in Morocco (1985);5
. apricot pulp falling within CCT sub-
heading ex 20.06 B II c) 1 aa), originating
in Tunisia (1985);6
o 
. 
wine of fresh grapes falling within CCT
zubheading ex_ 22.05 C, oiiginating in
Cyprus (1985);6
. liqueur wine falling within CCT sub-
b..ga!1g ex 22.05 C, oiiginating in Cyprus(1985);6
Bull. EC 11-1984
. 
. :grtql_petroleum products falling
within CCT Chapter 27, refined in Spaii(1985);7 '
o other woven fabrics of cotton falling
within CCT he1ding No 55.09, originating
in Spain (llAS1t z -
. 
. 
p.rep!ry! or preserved sardines falling
within CCT subheading l6.M D, originat-
ing in Tunisia (1985);6 -
. dried grapes falling within CCT sub-
hgadlng 08.04 B I, originating in Cyprus(1985);5
o salad beerroors falling within CCT sub-
Leading ex 07-.01 G IV, originating inCyprus (1985);6
o raw silk (not thrown) falline within
CCT heading No 50.02 (1985);8 -
. yarn, entirely of silk, other than yarn of
noil or other waste silk, not put up for retail
11le_, falling within CCT 
-subhlading 
ex
50.04 (1985);8
o, yarn, spun entirely from waste silk other
than.noil, nor pur up for retail sale, falling
within CCT subheading 50.05 A (1985);8
. certain wines having a designation of
origin,_falling within CCT sublieading ex
22.05 C, originating in Yugoslavia (1985);6
. 
..certain plywoods of coniferous species,
laling within CCT subheading ex'44.15(1985);8
. certain handwoven fabrics, including
pile-and chenille fabrics, falling within CCT
sub.head_ings ex 50.09, ex 55.07, ex 55.09
and ex 58.04 (1935); e
.__'Slijvovica' plum spirit falling within
CCT subheading ex 22.09 C IV a), orieinat-
ing in Yugoslavia (1985);6
oJ L 301, 20.11.1984.
oJ c 305, 16,11,1984.
oJ c 317, 28.11.1984.
oJ L 307, 24.11.1984.
oJ L 299, 17.11.1984.
oJ L 306, 23.11.1984.
oJ L 310, 28.11.1984.
oJ L 299, 17 .11.1984.
oJ L 304, 22.11.1984.
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o certain tobaccos falling within CCT
subheading ex 24.0L B, originating in
Yugoslavia (1985); t
. apricot pulp falling within CCT sub-
heading ex 20.06 B II c) 1 aa), originating
in Israel (1985);1
. dried figs falling within CCT subhead-
ing ex 08.OiB, originating in Spain (1985);2
. dried grapes falling within CCT sub-
heading 08.04 B I, originating in Spain
(1985);2
o SW€€t peppers falling within CCT sub-
heading 07.01 S, originating in Cyprus
(1985);1
. certain hand-made products (1985);3
. ferro-silicon falling within CCT sub-
heading 73.02 C (1985); a
. ferro-silico-manganese falling within
CCT subheading73.02 D (1985);a
. ferro-chromium containing not more
than 0.10% by weight of carbon and more
than 30% but not more than 90o/o by weight
of chromium (super-refined ferro-chro-
mium) falling within CCT subheading ex
73.O2EI (1985);a
. certain wines having a designation of
origin falling within CCT subheading ex
22."05 C, ori[inating in Algeria (1985);2
o rosin, including 'brais r6sineux', falling
within CCT subhelding 38.08 A (1985);a
. 2'-tert-pentylanthraquinone 
-falling
within CCT subheading ex 29.13 F.r
2.1.33. In November the Council adopted
two Regulations increasing the volume 
-of
the Community tariff quotas opened for
1984 for the following products:
o certain qualities of ferro-chromium fall-
ing within CCT subheading ex 73.02E1;6
. certain ferro-phosphorus falling within
CCT subheading ex 28.55 A.6
22
Community surveillance of imports
2.1.34. In November the Council adopted
a number of Regulations establishing ceil-
ings and Community surveillance for
imports of the following products:
. certain products originating in Malta
(1985);1
. certain textile products originating in
Cyprus (1985);1
o certain products originating in Yugosla-
via (1985) (Decision of the Representatives
of the Governments of the Member States
of the European Coal and Stee-l Community,
meeting wiihin the Council);1
. certain products originating in Yugosla-
via (1985). I
General legislation
Reliefs from customs duty
2.1.35. On 21 November the Commission
sent the Council a proposal for a Regu-
lation 7 amending the Council Regulations
of 28 March 1983 setting up a Community
system of reliefs from customs duty E and
of 28 June 1958 on the Common Customs
Tariff. e
The Commission is proposing an increase
of around 30% in the ceilings for the reliefs
from customs duty and the flat-rate charge
with regard to goods contained in travellers'
personil luggage or sent in small consign-
ments to private individuals.
1 oJ L 306,23.11.1984.2 oJ t- 308,27.77.1984.3 oJ L 3M,22.11.1984.4 oJ L 307,24.11.1984.5 oJ t- 299,77.77.7984.6 oJ L 296, 14.11.1984.7 oJ c 324,5.12.1984; coM(84) 62 final.I OJ L 105,23.4.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983' point 2.1.28.
e oJ L 172,22.7.1968.
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Competition
Competition
Restrictive practices, mergers
and dominant positions:
specific cases
Prohibited horizontal agreements
Peroxides
2.1.36. On 26 November the Commission
adopted a Decision prohibiting a long-
standing arrangement between the main
Community producers of hydrogen per-
oxide and its derivatives, sodium perboiate
and persulphates. The companies con-
cerned are Solvay/Laporte Industries
(which operate jointly in this industry under
the_ name 'lnterox'), Degussa, Air Liquide
and PCUK (Produits Chimiques Ugine
Kuhlmann), the latter now parr of Atochim.
Interox, the world's largest producer of
hydrogen peroxide with more ihatn a third
of world capacity for this producr, manu-
factures peroxide derivativCs in more than
20 establishments inside and outside the
Community. Degussa is the world's second-
largest producer with factories in Germany
and Belgium. These rwo groups, Interox
and Degussa, hold the same world rankings-
-first and second respectively-in t-hesodium perborate sector.
The activities covered by the Decision con-
stitute 'classic' antitrust infringements,
namely market-sharing, quota systems and
price-fixing. From 196l until at least
December 1980, when the Commission car-
ried out surprise checks on a number of
companies, the five producers applied a
'home markets' agreement under which
each of them limited its sales of hydrogen
peroxide and sodium perborate to one or
more markets within the Community; the
two French producers confined their activi-
ties to France, and Interox and Degussa sold
only in those Member States in which they
had production facilities.
The Commission found that as a result
prices of hydrogen peroxide varied widely
Bull. EC 1l-1984
not only between Member States but also
within each national market, ro the point
where some customers were paying more
than twice the price paid by similarly situ-
ated competltors.
This overall market-sharing agreemenr,
which covered most of the Community, was
complemented by a series of detailed
'national'agreements under which the mar-
kets allocated to certain producers were
divided between them accolding to agreed
percentages
Interox and Degussa were also in frequent
contact with each other to ensure that lisr
prices were being observed.
In view of the gravity of rhese quota and
price-fixing agreements, their long duration
and the importance of the industry. con-
cerned, the Commission decided to impose
heavy fines totalling 9 million ECU on those
involved: 3 millions ECU on Degussa, 4
million ECU on Solvay, 2 million ECU on
Laporte, 0.5 million ECU on Air Liquide
and 0.5 million ECU on ATO. This is the
highest total of fines ever imposed by the
Commission in a competition case.
Permissible forms of cooperation
Authorization of exhibition rules
2.1.37. On 23 November the Commission
decided I to renew until the end of 1993 the
exemption granted in 1975 2 under Article
85(3) of the EEC Treaty in respect of the
rules governing dental equipment exhi-
bitions (Expo Dental) adopted by the
Unione Nazionale Industrie Dentarie Ital-
iane (Unidi). Unidi organizes Expo Dental,
which are currently held every yelr. During
the six months preceding them, exhibitors
mqy not take part either directly of
indirectly, through represenrarives or by
advertising, in similar evenrs organized in
Italy.
I oJ L 3zz, 11.12.1994.
, OJ L 228,29.8.197s; Bull. EC 7/8-t97s,point 2.1.21.
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Competition
Since the initial decision taken in 1975,
exhibitors have been excluded from Expo
Dental for infringing the rules. To ensure
that the rules are applied obiectively, the
Commission has therefore prevailed upon
Unidi to introduce an arbitration procedure
which may be resorted to by exhibitors who
are refused admission to, or are excluded
from, Expo Dental.
Distribution
Unification of the n otor car market
in the interest of consumers
(Alfa Romeo)
2.1.38. In the course of inquiries into the
motor car market, the Commission has
looked into the matter of difficulties experi-
enced by customers wishing to buy Alfa
Romeo vehicles with right-hand drive; the
problem related particularly to delivery
dates and availability, and mainly con-
cerned United Kingdom nationals buying in
Belgium and Luxembourg. Following rep-
resentations by the Commission, AIfa
Romeo has now changed its commercial
policy on the sale and delivery of right-
hand-drive vehicles in markets where the
demand is ordinarily for left-hand-drive
cars.
In a circular to its distribution network in
Belgium and Luxembourg, the company has
emphasized that no obstacles must be put
in the way of orders for such vehicles. Prices
and delivery dates are to take reasonable
account of the specific costs and circum-
stances of supplying such vehicles. Where
the customer does not present his order in
person, the car may be bought on his behalf
by a third party with the customer's signed
authorization and a copy of the customer's
identity card or passport. All contractual
obligations concerning the guarantee and
after-sales service will now be applicable to
right-hand-drive cars.
These changes allowed the Commission to
close its file on the matter. The Commission
will not relax its efforts to create a true
common market in cars. An important
aspect of this policy is that, no matter where
24
they live in the Community, private individ-
uals must be able to buy a car wherever
they find the best terms.
Industrial and commercial property.
Copyright
Restrictiue royalty payments clause
2.1.39. The Commission has intervened
against a royalty payments clause in licens-
ing agreements which imposed continuous
paymLnts on licencees even where all the
Iicensed patents had expired and all the
transferred know-how had fallen into the
public domain.
Such clauses were part of agreements
between UARCO Inc., one of the leading
US companies in the field of continuous
business-form stationery, as licensor, and
licensees in the United Kingdom, France,
Belgium and Sweden (the latter also being
the licensee for parts of the Community).
They tend to create competitive disadvan-
tages for licensees and therefore fall within
Article 85(1) of the EEC Treaty.
Only where payments are spread beyond
the lifetime of the licensed patents or the
entry of the know-how into the 'public
domain in order to facilitate royalty pay-
ments for the licensee might such clauses be
compatible with Article 85(1). r UARCO
subsequently tried to justify the clauses by
claiming that the royalties were calculated
on an instalment basis, but no evidence was
found to support that assertion. Apart from
an initial lump sum and some fixed mini-
mum royalties, the only basis for payments
was the number of products sold under
Iicence. No other amount of money which
was fixed or at least calculable in advance
had been agreed upon between the parties.
Following the Commission's intervention,
the agreements were terminated by
UARCO. The Commission has been able
to close the file without taking a formal
I See Article 3(4) of the block exemption Regulation for
patent licensing agreements: OJ L 219,76.8.79841, Bull. EC
7 I 8-1984, point 2.1.50.
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decision, since the clauses complained of
are no Ionger in force between the parties.
In case of dispute, national courrs will rule
on,the legal consequences in accordance
with national law. They should also first
examine whether and to what extent know-
how has fallen into the public domain, as
the Commission has already stated in'the
Cartoux / T errap in case. I
State aids
General aids
Netherlands
2.1.40. On 7 November the Commission
decided not ro raise any objection to an aid
scheme for providing firms with infor-
mation about modern data-processing
methods, the scheme having been notified
by the Dutch Governmeni under Article
93(3) of the EEC Treaty.
Under this scheme, trade and industrial
organizations are to be assisted toimplement information programrnes
designed to draw the attention of hanaee-
ments, particularly of small and meditim-
sized firms, ro rhe possibility of improving
profitability through the use of modern
computer-based techniques and systems.
Belgiurn
2.1.41. On 2l November the Commission
decided not to raise any objection to Royal
Decree No 123 of 30 December 1982'on
the recruitment of unemployed persons for
certain business expansion profetts benefit-
ing small and medium-sized firms.
This measure, which had not been notified
to the Commission in advance, is directed
at firms employing up to 100 persons and
certain bodies assisting them. If covers only
study and research activities relatins to rhe
development of new products or p.6..ss.s,
access to external markets and energy or
raw-material savings.
Bull. EC ll-1984
The firms or bodies concerned will be eli-
gible to receive for two years aid covering
part of the wage and social securiry costs
of recruiting up ro three workers. They will
not be able to carry out more than two
projects ar qn-I one rime, and those proiects
must have different aims.
In notifying the Belgian Government of its
decision, the Commission stipulated that
aid for research aimed at developing exter-
nal markets could be granted oniy flr pro-jects relating to non-Community markits.
Regional aids
Netherlands
2.1.42. The Commission decided on 21
November to terminate the procedure it
initiated under Article 93(2)'of the EEC
Treaty in IIay 79822 in respecr of the
regional aid schemes notified bythe Nether-
lands for the period 1981-8S. It had
informed the Dutch Government that it
would terminate the procedure as soon as
it implemented the Deiree discontinuing the
special regional premium (BRT) created
under the Investment Account Act (Wet
Investeringsrekening), and accounting for
approximately half of the regional- aid
budget.
Once the procedure was initiated, the Dutch
Government reduced its regional aid sub-
stantially,3 cutting the reg-ional premium
under the investment premium- scheme(Investeringspremierregeling) in some
regions and ending it in others and giving
effect to the Act cancelling the regional
planning premium (ROT) with retroictive
effect from 15 September 1983. The Com-
mission was informed by letter dated 3 Sep-
tember that the BRT had been discontinued.
These changes will bring about a maior
reduction in regional aid- expenditure and
I Tenth Report on Competition Policy, point 129.
1 OJ C 175,73.7.1982; Bull. EC 5-1982, point 2.1.18.3 Seventeenth General Report, point 245.
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in the geographical spread of regional aid
schemei in the Netherlands.
Industry aids
Steel
2.1.43. A number of Member States have
informed the Commission that, in order to
carry out their restructuring plans success-
fully, they would need to grant oPerating
aid'beyond the 31 December 1984 deadline
laid down in the steel aids code.l Some
have also oointed out that further aid needs
to be provided to enable undertakings to
continue their restructuring effectively,
which has been held up by the deterioration
in their financial position as a result of a
less favourable market trend than had been
expected when the code was introduced in
1981.
The Commission has therefore requested
the Council to give its assent to an extension
of the deadline for granting operating aid
to 31 December 1985 (this date should not,
in the Commission's view, be changed; it
will coincide with that on which the aids
code expires and will therefore mark the
end of all steel aid) and to the introduction
of a new timetable for the notification and
authorization of aid supplementing that
authorized on 29 June 19832 (the deadline
for notifying additional aid plans would be
one month lfter the CounCil's assent and
that for authorizing them three months after
notification). The test of financial viability
as a condition of authorizing all steel aid is
to be maintained.
On 22 November the Council meeting on
policy for steel carried out its first detailed
examination of the Commission's request.
Shipbuilding
2.1.44. On 22 November the Council
adopted a directive extending until 3l
DecLmber 79863 the fifth Directive on aids
to shipbuilding, a which lays down rules
governing the granting of State aids to the
industry.
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Netherlands, France
2.1.45. On 7 and 21 November respect-
ively the Commission initiated the pro-
cedure laid down in Article 93)Z) of the EEC
Treaty in respect of aid plans notified to it
by the Dutch and French Governments.
The Dutch plan provides for an average
increase of 56/o in the rate of production aid
for the period from 30 June to 31 December
1984. The French plan provides for restruc-
turing premiums of FF 300 million for a
shipvird and for a cash injection of some
FF^j 000 million for a large shipbuilding
group.
In both cases the Commission considers that
at the present stage the additional aid which
the twb Governments propose to grant fails
to satisfy the conditions laid down in Article
6 of the'Council Directive of 28 April 19814
because it does not appear to be linked to
restructuring measures designed to elimin-
ate existing overcapacity. The Commission
is also concerned that such aid may under-
mine Community shipbuilders' resolve to
undertake the restructuring of the industry
and may prejudice the measures already
taken to cut overcapacity in other Member
States.
Textiles and PaPer
France
2.1.46. On 21 November the Commission
decided to initiate the Article 93(2) pro-
cedu5e in respect of State aids granted to a
French manufacturer of textiles, wrapping
and tissue paper, toys and other products.
The Commisiion has established that this
manufacturer-a conglomerate with more
than 15 000 employees-has received sev-
eral aids amounting to at least FF 480
million, and possibly as much as FF 540
million, since it filed for bankruptcy in 1981.
I oJ L 228, 13.8.1981; Bull. EC 5-1981, point 1.4.3.2 01t222,19.8.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 1.1.7 et seq.3 0J c 85,28.3.1984; Bull. EC 2-7984,point2.1.48.4 OJ L 737,23.5.1981; Bull. EC 4-1981, point 2.1.2Oi OJ
L 371, 30.12.1982; Bull. EC 12-1982, point 2.1.45.
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These aids, which were granted via the
Institut de d6veloppemenr industriel (lDI)
and its offshoot, the Soci6t6 de participation
et de restrucruration industrielle (Sopari),
had not been notified to the Commission.
The Commission considers that such rescue
aids are laible to distort comperirion and to
affect trade to an extent contrary to the
common interest. Furthermore. they aDDear
to have been granted in contiau.ntili, of
the conditions ser by the Commission whenit approved a French aid scheme for the
textile and clothing industry.
Financial institutions
and taxation
Taxation
lndirect taxes
Turnover taxes
2.1.47. On 21 November the Economic
ans Social Committee delivered its opin-
ion I on the proposal for a seventeinth
Directive, concerning exemption from
value-added tax on the tempoiary import-
ation^of goods other than means of tians-
port. z
Tax-free allowances
T ax-free allowances for trauellers
2.1.48. On 7 November the Commission,
in order to take account of Parliament's
opinion,3 amended a its proposal for a
Directive prolonging the derogation
accorded to Ireland relating to thJ rules
governing turnover tax and excise duty
applicable in international travel.5 The
new version proposes an increase in the
relationship. expressed in percentage terms,
between the unit value limit and thi overall
exemption and states expressly that the
Bull. EC lt-1984
derogation is to come to an end on 1 Jan-
uary 7989.
Direct taxes
Income tax and non-resident
employed persons
2.1.49. On 12 November Mr Tugendhar
reminded the Council of the imp-ortance
which the Commission attached to its pro-
posal for a Directive on more equitable tax
arrangements for the incomes of persons
working in one Member State and livine in
another.6 He srressed that adoption of-the
proposal would contribute to the establish-
ment of a people's Europe as called for by
the European Council meering at Fontaine-
bleau. T '
Combating tax evasion and avoidance
2.1.50. On 29 November the Commission
sent the Council and parliamenr a com-
munication on Community action to com-
bat international tax evasion and avoid-
ance,8- the aim being to give a fresh impetus
to such action at a time when the whole
Community is facing an economic crisis
with serious budgetary implications.
The Commission advocares the following
measures: finding ways, with the Member
States, of making full use of the possibilities
for administrative assisrance afforded by
existing Directives; extending assistance in
the recovery of tax claims toinclude direct
taxes; 9 and an early decision by the Council
on certain proposals presented by the Com-
mission. On the latter point, action is urged
in particular on rhe request from the Nor:dic
I Point 2.4.30.
I o.l c 244, 13.9.1984i Bull. EC 7/8-1984, point 2.1.84.
, OJ C 127, t4.S.t9B4; Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.1.55.4 oJ C 304, 15.11.1984; CoM(84) 58d fhal.
, OJ C 17,24.1.1984; Bull. EC 12-1983,point 2.1.60.
1 OJ C 21, 16.1.1980; Bull. EC tz-1979, point 2.1.58.7 Bull. EC 6-1984, points 1.1.1 to 1.t.9lsection 6); Bull.
EC 9-1984, point 1.1.1 ar seq.E COM(84) 603 final.
, oJ L 331,27.12.1979; Bull. EC t2-1979, point 2.1.55.
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countries to particpate in Community
mutual assistance procedures; I the rec-
ommendation for a Decision authorizing
the Commission to conduct negotiations on
the multilateral Council of Europe conven-
tion on administrative assistance in tax mat-
ters;2 and the proposal for an arbitration
procedure for the elimination of double tax-
ation in connection with the adiustment
of transfers of profits between associated
entreprises.3
Employment, education
and social policy
Employment
Employment and the labour market
2.1 .51 . On 11 and 1.2 November the Direc-
tor-General for Employment and the Direc-
tor of the Employment Services of the Mem-
ber States met to discuss employment pol-
icy for the coming years. Three main
themes were discussed: action and priorities
for job creation, adaptability of the labour
market, and the role of the employment
services.
The participants agreed that it was necess-
ary to promote a dialogue on the general
topical issues of employment policy, and
expressed their approval of the operation
of Misep (Mutual Information System on
Employment Policies), which plays an
important part in the coordination of poli-
cies at Community level.
2.1.52. On 2l November the Economic
and Social Committee delivered an opin-
ion 4 endorsing the proposal to step up
Community act_ion to combat long-term
unemployment. )
Impact of new technologies
2.1.53. On 15 and 16 November the Com-
mission held a seminar in Luxembourg to
study the social consequences of the intro-
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duction of new technologies in banking,
which was attended by experts from ban-
kers' associations, trade unions representing
bank employees, universities and research
institutes. The discussions coverd all the
social aspects of the introduction of these
technologies into the industry-which
employs 1.7 million people throughout the
Community-such as employment,
vocational training, employee health and
work organization.
Financial instruments
European Social Fund
2.1.54. On 28 November the Council
approved the Fund Committee's rules of
procedure, already endorsed by the Com-
mission.6
Education and vocational training
Cooperation in education
2.1.55. The European Teacher Trade
Union Committee, which represents over
two million members and aims to ensure
that matters concerning education and
training are discussed at European level,
held its annual meeting in Brussels on 12
and 13 November. The Committee gives
priority to action to fight spending cuts in
education, combat teacher and youth unem-
ployment, or promote equal opportunities
for all children and young people and
guarantee access for adults to education and
tralnlng.
2.1.55. The European Committee for
School Television met in Brussels on 14 and
15 November; discussions centred around
the scenario for a new series entitled 'Young
Europeans-one year after school', com-
1 Bull. Ec 2-1980, point 2.1.31.2 Bull. EC 11-1983, point 2.1.58.3 oJ c 301,12.12.1976.
a Point 2.4.30.5 Bull. Ec9-1984, poinr 2.1.43.6 Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.46.
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prising three programmes aimed at the 15-
16 age group for broadcasting during 1985-
85. The series is about the transition from
school to working life, featuring real-life
cases-at least one of them involving a
young person who has received vocational
training jointly financed by the European
Social Fund.
Youth exchanges
2.1.57. On 76 November Parliament
endorsed I the proposal for a Decision
establishing a third joint programme to
encourage the exchange of young workers
within the Community.2 Parliament
favours the extension bf the scope of the
programme, in particular by the immediate
inclusion of young people from Spain and
Portugal and, at a later date, young people
whose permanent place of residence is in a
Member State but who are not nationals
of a Community country. It also calls on
Member States to bear a reasonable pro-
portion of the costs not met by the Com-
mlsslon.
2.1.58. On 21 November the Economic
and Social Committee also endorsed 3 this
proposal.2
European Centre for the Development
of Vocational Training
2.1.59. The Management Board of the
European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training met in Berlin on 22
and 23 November and again held wide-
ranging discussions on the Centre's work
programme for 1985.4 The programme
exhibits close convergence with the activi-
ties of Commission departments over the
coming year, especially as regards voca-
tional training for young people and the
promotion of training in new information
technologies.
Living and working conditions
and social protection
Fight against poverty
2.1.60. On 29 November, further to the
undertaking given in the proposal made in
Bull. EC ll-1984
Iulv.5 the Commission sent the Council a
io-muni."tion 6 listing the specific areas
and particular subthemes for the Com-
munity's second anti-poverty programme.
The Commission takes the view that finan-
cial assistance should be directed mainly at
combating poverty in underprivileged
urban districts and impoverished rural areas
and aim at alleviating the poverty problems
of specific population groups, such as the
long-term and the young unemployed, the
elderly, single-parent families, second-gen-
eration migrants, refugees and returning
migrants, and 'marginal' groups (e.g. gyp-
sies, the homeless, drop-outs).
2.1.61. On 2l November the Economic
and Social Committee unanimously
endorsedT a proposal for specific action to
combat poverty for the period 1985-89,8
though regretting that only very limited
appropriations were available for the pro-
gramme.
Equality between men and women
2.1.52. On 15 November the Commission
amended e its proposal for a Directive on
parental 
- 
leave and leave for family
reasons.l0 The amendment extends the con-
ditions of application of the proposed meas-
ures and expressly includes step-parents
among those entitled to such leave, mainly
to satisfy Parliament's wishes.1l
2.1.53. On 27 November the Economic
and Social Committee delivered a favour-
able opinionl2 on the draft recommendation
on the promotion of positive action for
women,l3 expressing the view that a direc-
1 oJ c 337,17.121984.2 OJ C 153, 13.5.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.78.3 Poinr 2.4.30.4 Bull. EC9-1984, point 2.1.49.5 Bull. EC7/8-1983, point 2.1.100.6 CoM(84) 681 final.7 Point 2.4,30,8 oJ c 208, 8.8.1984; Bull. EC 7/8-1984, point 2.1.lfi).e oJ c 316, 27.11.1984" coM(84 631 final.
r0 OJ C 333,9.12.1983; Bull. EC 1t-1983, point 2.1.80.
rr OJ C 177,30.4.1984; Bull. EC 3-7984, point 2.7.79.
r2 Point 2.4.29.
rl oJ c 143,30.5.1984; Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.1.65.
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tive would be more appropriate for further-
ing the Commissiont aims than a rec-
ommendation.
2.1.64. On 8 and 9 November a seminar
took place in Dublin on the theme 'Equal
opporlunities in agriculture and in self-
employed occupations: issues and options',
organized jointly by the Irish Government
and the Commission to discuss the proposal
for a Council Directive on the application of
the principle of equal treatment as between
men and women engaged in an activity,
including agriculture, in a self-employed
capacity, and on the protection of self-
employed women during pregnancy and
motherhood;1 more general problems
facing self-employed persons were also dis-
cussed.
2.1.65. A conference on equality of oppor-
tunity for girls and boys in education was
held in Brussels on 27 and 28 November.
This was the first time that senior Education
Ministry officials and chairmen of equal
opportunities agencies had met at Com-
munity level to discuss the important part
played by schooling in promoting equal
opportunities.
Those taking part in the conference put
forward a range of proposals (covering
school text books, teacher training, the
opening-up of schools to the outside world,
educational guidance and coeducation)
which will be used as a basis for drafting
a Council resolution on positive action in
schools.
Social integration of the handicapped
2.1.66. On 21 November the Commission
organized a plenary meeting in Brussels of
the Community Network of Rehabilitation
Centres. On the agenda was the develop-
ment of the exchange programme and the
circulation of the results of the network's
activities.
Paul Finet Foundation
2.1..67. At its 60th meeting the Executive
Committee of the Paul Finet Foundation
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examined 208 applications and approved
180 grants totalling some BFR 3 million.
Since its inception the Foundation has
financed 13 661grants, totalling BFR 135.8
million.
Health and safety
Public health
Informal meeting of Health Ministers
2.1.58. On 29 November Ministers of
Health met informally in Brussels for the
first time since 1978 and agreed to hold
regular ministerial meetings in future-
starting with one in the first half of 1985.
Ministers discussed the development of
Community-level cooperation on health, as
provided in the social action programme
idopted by the Council in June.z There
was also discussion of the two Commission
communications on health-related prob-
lems (drug addiction, smoking, infectious
disease control)3 and the limitation of
health-care costs.
Ministers fully endorsed the ioint measures
envisaged by the Commission on the three
matters concerning which it has made spec-
ific proposals-a Community emergency
health card,4 an action programme on toxi-
cology for health protection 5 and the pro-
tection of dialysis patients by minimizing
exposure to aluminium.6
2.1.69. On 16 November Parliament
delivered an opinion 7 on the draft rec-
ommendation concerning the introduction
of a European emergency health card, to be
issued on request, for persons whose health
is particularly at risk (i.e. those- suffering
from a serious or chronic illness). u Viewing
1 OJ C 113,27.4.1984; Bull. EC 3-1984,point2.1.76.2 0J c 175, 4.7.1984; Bull. EC 6-1984, point 2.1.43.3 Bull. EC 9-1984,qoint 1.2.1 et seq.1 oJ c 21, 29.1.1984i Bull. EC 72-7983, point 2.1.83.5 oJ c 1s6,16.6.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.86.6 0J c 202,29.7.7983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.93.7 oJ c 332,17.12.1984.8 0J c 21,28.1.7984; Bull. EC 12-7983, point 2.1.88.
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this as a highly important Commission
initiative, Parliameni expressed the hope
that the provisions of the recommendarion
would be implemented as soon as possible.
Health and safety ar work
2.1.70. On 22 November the Commission
transmitted to rhe Council, parliamenr, the
Economic and Social Committee and the
ECSC Consultative Committee the eighth
progress report (covering 1983) of the
Advisory Committee on 3afety,- Hyeiene
and Health Prorection at Work.l
2.1.71. An International Seminar on the
Immunological System as a Target for
Toxic Damage was held in Luxeirbourg
on 5 to 9 November. It is one of a series
organized by the Commission and the Inter-
national Programme on Chemical Safetv of
UNEP/ILO/WHO in collaboration withthe
US Environmental Prorecrion Agency and
the National Institute of Enviionmenral
Health Sciences and with the participation
of the International Society on Immuno-
pharmacology.
The Seminar's principal objectives were to
review current knowledge of the structure,
function and dysfunction of the immunolo-
gical system and the human health impli-
cations of immunotoxicity.
Health and safety (Euratom)
2.1.72. The Commission recently pub-
lished a guide enrirled Radiation proteition
of the public in respect of consumer goods
containing radioactiue substances.zThis
g-uide, which provides an interpretation of
the provisions of Title II of ihe Council
Directive of 15 July 1980 amending the
Dire.ctives l_aying down the basic safetyltan-
dards for the health protection of the gen-
eral public and workCrs against the dan-eers
of ionizing radiation,3 was compiled iiththe assistance of experts appbinted in
accordance with ArticlL 31 of i6e Euratom
Treaty. While it is addressed to all radiation
protection expets, it is intended principally
for the narional authorities responsibli for
Bull. EC 11-1984
authorizing the marketine of the eoods
referred to in Title II of thJ Directive."
Culture
Council
2.1.73. The second meering4 of the Coun-
cil and the Ministers for eultural Affairs
meeting within the Council was held on 22
November.5
Ministers approved a resolution drawing
attention to rhe possibility of cultural wor-
kers having more access to the European
Social Fund 5 and agreed o, 
" 
prog."*-.
of work concerning cultural cooperation in
the contexr of the Solemn Decliration on
European Union. T They also examined the
possibility of a multilareral sysrem of sup-
port for the European film and television
programme industry I and heard a report
on progress in the implementation of the
resolutions adopted in-June (a meeting ofthe national authorities responsible -for
comh_ating audio-visual piracy-is ro be con-
vened 
.by Italy during- the first half of
1985).4 Ministers agreed to look into the
feasibility of setting-up a European infor-
mation centre on stolen worki of art in
Florence on rhe basis of a proposal from
the Italian Govenmenr.
The Council and Ministers took note of a
Commission paper on problems encoun-
tered by arrists wishing to exhibit in a Mem-
ber State other than t-he one in which they
Iive..They agreed to discuss privare copying
on the basis of a Comrnissibn ereen oio.,
on copyright. They also expresied inierest
t coM(84) 628 final.2 Report EUR 9290, Radiation protection 31, available
from the Office for Official Publications of the European
Communities, L-2985 Luxcmbourg.
, oJ L 246, 12.9.1980i Bull. EL 7/g-t9lo, point 2.1.54;
Bull. EC 4-1984, poinr 2.1.69.1 Bull. EC 6-1984, points 2.1.61 to 2.1.64.t Point 2.4.17.6 Point 2.1.74.7 Point 2.1.75.8 Poinr 2.1.7d.
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in a document from the French delegation
on the possibility of introducing uniform
pricing irrangements for books.
Cultural utorkers and the
European Social Fund
2.1.74. In their resolution on culturalwor-
kers and the European Social Fund the
Council and the Ministers for Cultural
Affairs meeting within the Council drew
attention to the urgent need for measures
to alleviate unemployment and underem-
ployment among cultural workers.
They emphasized the importance of action
to help young people develop their artistic
skills and recognized the potential uses of
new technology in the cultural sector.
Lastly, they reminded Member States that
they could submit proiects for assistance
from the Social Fund and requested the
Commission to give close consideration
under the present Social Fund Regulation
to applications for vocational training and
openings for artists and cultural workers.
Europ ean cultural cooP er ation
2.1.75. There was a lengthy discussion on
the intensification of European cultural
cooperation during which various schemes
set in motion by the Commission were
strongly encouraged. l A draft resolution
on the subject was not adopted as one Mem-
ber State entered a reservation.
However, Ministers did agree on a work
programme for the specific cultural projects
set out in the draft. Current proiects are
European Music Year, the European Com-
munity Youth Orchestra, the Theatre of
Europe in Paris and Milan, young people's
theatie, Etroiazz, the European Festival at
\Wiltz, Luxembourg, the European Film Fes-
tival, itinerant exhibitions of contemporary
painting, and support for the translation of
literary works.
Further preparatory work still has to be
done on other proiects involving the joint
organization of national sculpture compe-
titions, exchanges among cultural workers,
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the encouragement of traditional song and
dance, the promotion of the cultural heri-
tage, the plinning of itineraries for cultural
tours beiween Member States, and the
improvement of knowledge of languages
and information on history and culture.
It was agreed to select a European City of
Culture iach year. Athens was chosen for
1985. Amsterdam has been nominated for
7986 and a German city will be proposed
f.or 1987.
It was decided with the agreement of the
Foreign Ministers meeting in the context of
politi-al cooperation to strengthen cultural
cooperation in non-member countries,
notibly by providing material for European
film weeks, which could combine cultural
cooperation with the commercial pro-
motion of films.
Support for the film and
teleuision progran ffie industry
2.1.76. The Council and Ministers wel-
comed the progress made in the study of a
multilateral support system for the pro-
gramme industry. There is broad agreement
on the need to act in the field of film pro-
duction with the number of films made in
the Member States having fallen by nearly
half over the last ten years. The differences
of opinion mainly concerned the nature of
the fund, and its size and operation. It was
agreed that the Commission would present
a proposal in due course.
European Music Year 1985
2.1.77. In September 1982, on the basis of
an idea suggested by Parliament in 1980 to
promote Euiopean music,2 the Community
ind the Council of Europe decided to set
up a committee to organize a European
Music Year. J
In preparation for this Year, more than
1 000 projects have been launched in 24
I
3
Bull. EC 6-1983, point 1.6.1 (paragraph 3.3).
ol c 327,15.12.1980.
Bull. EC 9-1982, points 1.2.9 and 2.1.113.
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countries, inclt'4ing 850 under national pro-
grammes and about 100 resulting from indi-
vidual initiatives sponsored by t-he organiz-
lng commlttee.
For their part, the Community and the
Council of Europe have decidid to cofi-
nance some 30 multilateral projects in line
with Music Year's objectives, which include
training 
-and music-making for amareursand professionals, encourigement of cre-
ativity, and making music more accessible
to everyone.
Regional policy
Impact of Community policies and
measures in Northern Ireland
2.1.78. On 9 November the Commission
adopted, for transmittal to the Council, a
report concerning the impact of Community
policies and actions in Northern Ireland.l
The rep-ort is ro be laid before parliament,
having been prepared in response to, inter
alia, a resolution passed by-the House on
29 March.z '
The Commission has carried out a compre-
hensive in-depth examinarion of all Cbm-
munity measures planned or already under
way in Northern Ireland. It outlinei devel-
opments that would be beneficial to the
region in such fields as new rechnologies,
telecommunication and energy.
Northern Ireland receives aid from all the
Community's Funds and instruments for
ec-onomic development. In addition, in view
of its-special social and economic situation,
Northern Ireland is accorded priority for
Fund purposes, receives higher .rt.r of rid
and qualifies for a wide range of specific
measures.
Community aid to Northern Ireland since
1973 totals UKL 525 million (approximarely
88?_ million ECU), including- UKL tG7
million (274 million ECU) from the ERDF.
The flow of srructural aid from the Com-
munity is increasing, for in 1983 it totalled
UKL 112 million (201 million ECU). Aid
Bull. EC ll-1984
from the EIB since 1973 totals UKL 143
ryll_iol (231 million ECU); and up to July
1983 the United Kingdom Government-hai
received UKLzgzmillion (S15 million ECU)
under the supplemglrar-y measures to help
finance projects in Northern Ireland.
Coordination and programmes
Regional Policy Committee
2.1.79. The Regional Policy Committee,
meeting on 15 November, elected Mr Mie-
dema to succeed Mr Amali as Chairman,
considered competirion policy in coniunc-
tion with regional poliiy, and delivered
opinions on the regional development Dro-
grammes submitted by France ('second-gen-
g.?tig!lprogramm€, 1984-88) and Italy (for
Friuli-Venezia Giulia (t984-86).
The Committee delivered its opinion on 80
major infrastructure projects submitted for
ERDF grants totalling 710 million ECU.
Financial instruments
European Regional Development Fund
ERDF grants
Fund Committee
2.1.80. The ERDF Committee at irs meet-
ing on 21 
-November delivered its opinionon the draft grant decisions under the third
1984 allocation of the ERDF quora section.
The Committee delivered its opinion on rhe
proposals for ERDF assistance to the special
pJogrammes prepared for'non-quota' spec-
ttrc measures, concernine the United Kins-
dom, Greece, the Federrj n.ouUii.;fce?-
many and the Netherlands.
I
2
COM(84) 613 final.
OJ C 117, 30.4.7984; Bull. EC 3-t984,point2.4.Zj.
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Quota section
2.1.81. On 7 and 29 November the Com-
mission decided under Article 12 of the
ERDF Regulation to grant 1.966 million
ECU to finance seven studies closely con-
nected with the Fund's operations in the
United Kingdom. The studies concern the
following sectors and areas:
. drainage and sewerage treatment facili-
ties in Tayside, Scotland;
o the potential of Durham as a major tour-
ist and conference centre;
o econofiIic development and the expan-
sion of industry, commerce and tourism in
the South Tees areal
o work to improve access and facilities at
the inland poit of Gainsborough on the
River Trent;
. provision of a second road crossing of
the Severn EstuarY;
o conversion and refurbishing of existing
DroDerties and creation of new small busi-
i,.ti.t in Sunderland;
. further development of a major tourism
complex in Doncaster'
Business and innovation centres
2.1.82. As part of its strategy to promote
industrial conversion, the Commission is
encouraging the extension of business and
innovati-on-centres, which are regarded as
useful agents for industrial conversion in
the regiJns. The Commission agreed on 9
Noveriber to assist in the setting up of the
Eurooean Business and Innovation Centre
Network (EBN). This association was for-
med by the directors of some 40 business
and innovation centres and similar organiz-
ations devoted to the spread of new ideas.
Its main functions are to set up business
and innovation centres in the Community;
to encourage the professional practices best
suited to their needs; to facilitate cooPer-
ation between members, mainly in market-
ing; and to provide services and assistance
for the Commission.
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lntegrated operations
Preparatory studies
2.1.83. On 19 November the Commission
decided to grant assistance for a study pre-
paratory tJan integrated operation in the
-o.rntainous central areas of the Emilia-
Romagna region.
The study, to be directed and coordinated
bv the reeional forestry agency of Emilia-
Romagna, will devise measures for-develop-
ins thI areas concerned which will qualify
f# assistance from the structural Funds.
Priority is to be given to fo19s1ry, farming,
farm tourism, eiergy, small business and
training schemes.
Disaster relief
2.1.84. On 8 and 21 November the Com-
mission decided to'grant emergency aid of
100 000 ECU and 200 000 ECU respectively
for earthquake victims in the areas around
Messinia 
- (Greece) and Zaf.ferana Etnea
(Sicily).
Environment a.nd consumers
Environment
Information system on the state of
the environment and natural resources
2.1.85. On 16 November Parliament gave
its opinion I on the proposal prgs-e-nted by
the -Commission in October 1983 for a
Council Decision adopting a work pro-
gramme for the first phase of the 
-plan to
set up an information system-on the state
of th6 environment and natural resources in
the Community.2
I oJ c 337,17.12.1984.2 0J c 291,27.10.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.82.
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Prevention and reduction of
pollution and nuisances .
Freshwater and marine pollution
Protection of the North Sea
2.1.86. The Commission was represenred
at the first conference on the proiection of
the North Sea, which was held in Bremen
on 31 October and 1 November on the
invitation of the German Government. 1 AII
eight countries bordering the North Sea
took part.
The participanrs agreed to coordinate their
action to produce a more effective pro-
gramme to combat pollution of the North
Sea. Their final loint declaration lists the
measures to be given priority in the coordi-
nated- programme: rCduction of pollution
from land-based sources, action to combat
spills from shipping and preparation of a
;ornt continuous monitoring and surveil-
lance programme. The participants agreed
to hold a second conference in the U-nited
Kingdom in 1985.
Air pollution
2.1.87. Parliamenr gave its opinion2 in
November on the proposal for i Directive
on air quality standards for nitrogen diox-
ide.3 Both Parliament2 and the Economic
and Social Committee a delivered opinions
on the proposal for a Directive tb limit
emissions of pollutants from large combus-
tion plants.5
On 22 November the Economic and Social
Committee gave its opinion 6 on the pro-
posals for Directives on the lead content inpetrol and on noxious emissions from
motor vehicles. T
I nternationa I c oo peratio n
2.1.88. Commission representarives and
an Austrian delegation held a further meet-
ing in Brussels on 5 November in the series
on cooperation on environmental issues
started by the exchange of letters in 1978.8
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They reviewed all the main environmental
areas, notably air pollution, pollution by
chemicals and, on an Austriin propor^l,
schemes to protect rivers and lakes.
Agriculture
Council
2.1.89. At its meering on 12 and 13
November9 the Council-again discussed in
depth the reform of the common organiza-
tion of the market in wine, but failed to
reach an agreement.lo
It also discussed the results to date of appli-
cation of the superlevy on milkll -and
adopted- a Regulation on income support
for small dairy farmers during the tg'84t8S
and 1985/86 milk years.lz -
The Council also heard a sraremenr by Mr
Edgard Pisani on the immediate p.obl.mt
encountered in providing food aid for the
famine victims in Africa, particularlv in
Ethiopia and the Sahel countries; he r.i out
the Commission guidelines on how the CAp
r.night- help with food aid operarions and
described the links with - development
policy.13
Continuing its discussions on the revision
of the Community's policy on agricultural
structures, the Council noted that progress
had been made on a number of points.-
It also gave sympathetic consideration to
the proposal for an amendmenr to the basic
Regulation on oils and fats.
I Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.55.
, oJ c j3z, tz.tz.ts84.
1 o.l C 258,27.9.1983; Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.58.4 Point 2.4.30.j O: C 49,21.2.198\ Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.118.6 Point 2.4.27.
, oJ C 178,6.7.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, points 1.2.1 to
1.2.3.8 Bull. EC 4-1978, point 2.1.57.e Point 2.4.17,lo Point 2.1.92.ll Point 2.1.95.I2 Point 2.1.100.rr Point 1.2.1 et seq.
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Lastly, the Council adopted the Regulation
amending the general rules concerning the
oroducti6n refund for olive oil used in the
manufacture of certain preserved foods and
the Regulation determining the Community
scale for grading pig carcases.
Economic aspects of the
common agricultural policy
Holdings and incomes
2.1.90. A survey of 34 000 farms keeping
accounts has shown that the provisional
income per annual work unit f.ot 7982/83
was 8 800 ECU. As the comparable figure
f.or l98l/82 was 7 500 ECU, the increase is
l7o/o. Holdings in the smallest of the five
economic size classes showed an, average
rise in income of. 2lo/o, while the increase
for those in the largest class was well below
average (10o/o ).
Farmers growing cereals achieved- particu-
larly good results (* 22o/o), as did wine-
growelrs (+ 36% ), specialized dairy farmers(+ ls'/.) and fodder growers (+ 29%). At
the other end of the scale, fruit growers(+ 0%) and farmers engaged in growing
ii.ld .rops (+ 72o/o) and fattening cattle(* 1olo) experienced below-average rises in
income.
The increase in incomes was lowest in the
Netherlands (3olo) and highest in Luxem-
bourg (38%); in the other Member States
the iicrease ranged f.rom 4o/o in Ireland to
28o/, in Germany.l
2.1.91. An update of existing information
on farm incomes has been published in a
booklet entitled FADN-Farm accounts
results, covering the years 1978/79 to l98l/
82.2 The priniipal data and farm results
represent some 3 000 000 holdings in the
10 Member States, subdivided by type of
farming, economic size, utilized agricultural
area and income bracket.
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Market organizations
Adiustment of basic regulations
Wine
2.1.92. The reform of the market organ-
ization for wine was again the subject of
intense debate at the various Council meet-
ings. Ministers, however, were not-yet able
to-iind a consensus on the key problems, i.e.
the introduction of a guarantee threshold
accompanied by the automatic application
of compulsory distillation and the phasing
out of the use of sucrose for enriching table
wines. The outstanding issues are to be put
to the European Council meeting in Dublin
on3and4December.
2.1.93. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee, meeting on 21 and 22 November,
deliveied 
" 
pt.Ii-inrry policy opinion 3 on
the Commiision propoials for the reform
of the wine markCt. a
Oliue oil \
2.1.94. The Commission laid down the
rules for the application of the 
-new pro-
duction aid sclieme for olive oil s decided
on by the Council in July.6 To ensure that
a closer watch is kept on aid applications,
the new scheme substantially alters the ear-
lier arrangements, providing, among other
things, foithe setting up ofspecial supervis-
ory 6odies, particularly in Italy and Greece,
tighter checl<s and a system of specific sanc-
tions.
Milk and milk Products
2.1.95. At the Council meeting on 12 and
13 November Mr Poul Dalsager, Member
of the Commission with special responsi-
I The results of this survey will be published in the 1984
Report on the Agricultural Siluation in the Community.2 Available from the Publications Office in Luxembourg.3 Poinr 2.4.28.1 OJ C L59,27.9.1984; Bull' EC 9-1984, point 2.1.80; OJ
C 278, 18.10.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.82.5 oJ I- L58,27.9.7984i oJ c 288, 1.11.1984.6 0J L 208,3.7.1984; Bull. EC 7/8-1984, point 2.1.122.
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bility for agriculture, reported on the pro-
gress made so far towards the target of
reducing deliveries to dairies f.or 1984/85 by
applying the new rules on milk and milk
products, including the superlevy. I It was
noted that, although some positive resulrs
had already been achieved, several Member
States had been encountering major techni-
cal difficulties in implementing the system.
Most of them were in favour of postponing
the date of collecting the levy for the first
time until after 31 December.
The Commission after looking into the situ-
ation again, finally decided on 30 November
to extend the deadline for the first payment
of the levy by 30 days, i.e. until 74
December.2 On the other hand, it took the
view that there was no reason for it to
propose amendments to the new rules on
milk amd milk products, contrary to what
some Member States were hoping. It also
stated that it would initiate the infringement
procedure in all cases of failure to apply the
rules properly.
Cereals
2.1.96. The Commission proposed that
the Council change the present arrange-
ments for production refunds on starch and
starch production 3 by amending Regu-
lations (EEC) Nos 2727/75 and l4l8/754
establishing the market organizations for
cereals and rice and replacing the Regu-
lations on starch production refunds. s The
policy pursued until now has been the grant-
ing of a flat-rate refund (amounting to
about 70o/" of the value of the raw matelial)
on the production of starch for whatever
purpose. The Commission proposes rhat a
distinction be made between thC producion
of starch intended for uses protetted under
the Community agricultural rules (starch
for food purposes) and the production of
industrial starch, which does not enjoy any
external protection, with the production
refund being restricted to 'nsn-protected'
starch.
Pigmeat
2.1.97. The Council, on 13 November,
adopted the Regulation determining the
Bull. EC ll-1984
Community scale for grading pig carcases.6
Its entry into force, scheduled for 1 January
1985, marks a new phase in the market
organization. Based solely on the percentage
of lean meat on carcases, the new scale
assures producers of a fair payment while
at the same time making the market more
transparent as regards trade in carcases.
Market trends
Sugar
2.1.98. On the world marketT prices for
white sugar and raw sugar are still low-
partly because of large sugar surpluses
(quantities over and above normal stocks),
which are currently put at 13 million
tonnes raw sugar equivalent. According to
the first estimates available for 1984/85,
world sugar production could reach 95.5
million tonnes raw sugar equivalent, while
consumption is not expected to exceed pro-
duction, so the surpluses are not likely to
be reduced.
As regards the situation in the Community,
the area planted with beet in 1984/85 is
estimated at 7722 000 hectares (3.1% more
than last year).
Production of beet sugar in the Community,
based on a yield per hectare of 6.94 tonnes,
is currently estimated at 11.96 million
tonnes, to which must be added 290 0N
tonnes of cane sugar from the French over-
seas departments and 19 000 tonnes of sugar
obtained from molasses; this brings total
estimated production to 12.27 million
tonnes of white sugar. Sugar consumption
in the Community is unlikely to exceed the
7983/84level and will thus be of the order
I Bull. EC 3-1984, point 1.2.4 et seq.2 oJ L 299, 17.11.1984; oJ L 307, 24.11.1984.3 CoM(84) 520 frnal.o oJ L 281,1.11.1975; oJ L 165, 2s.6.1926.5 oJ c 34r,2r.12.1984.6 oJ L 301,20.il.1984.7 Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.1.95; Bull. EC 5-1984, point
2.r.131.
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of 9.4 million tonnes. Counting imports of
preferential sugar, traditional external trade
in sugar in the form of processed products
and stocks carried over to 1984/85, total
export availabilities-including C sugar-
will, according to current estimates, be
fairly close to the quantities actually
exported in 7983/,84.
Prices and specific measures
Milk and milk products
2.1.99. The measures for the disposal of
butter stocks outside the Communitv
i..ia.a ." Ly tr,.C.mmission in october I
entered into force on 15 November. Pre-
viously, at a meeting of Australian and New
Zealand representatives and a Commission
delegation, the Commission side had stated
that the Community hoped to tackle the
specific problem of its large stocks rapidly;
it did not intend to make any permanent
change to its sales policy.
The GATT International Dairy Products
Council, for its part, meeting again on 16
November, adopted a resolution in which
it noted that the Community had given
assurances that these measures would be
repealed very shortly and urged the Com-
munity and all the participants in the Inter-
national Dairy Arrangement to pursue a
policy aimed at reducing stocks and thereby
relieving pressure on the market, stressing
that the exchange of detailed information
and close cooperation between participants
was more necessary than ever.
2.1.L00. On 13 November the Council,
acting on a proposal from the Com-
mission,2 amended the provisions concern-
ing income support for small dairy farmers
in 1984/85 and 1985/85,3 authorizing the
Member States not to pay the aid to small
producers not subject to the co-responsi-
bility levy so as to take more account of the
actual milk production figures and reserve
the aid for farmers for whom milk pro-
duction represented a vital source of
38
income. At the same time, the possibility of
granting the aid to small producers who
6egan milk deliveries after the start of 1983
was introducted.
2.1.101. The Council determined the
1985/86 guideline figure for the fat content
which whole milk imported into Ireland
and the United Kingdom from other Mem-
ber States must have in order to be marketed
in those two countries. The figure is 3.50%
for Ireland and 3.90Yo for the United
Kingdom.
2.1.102. On 29 November the Com-
mission decided to reduce temporarily the
level of the aid for liquid skimmed milk and
skimmed-milk powder sold in liquid form
for feed for animals other tharr calves.4
This measure reflects a certain tension on
the market in fresh powder, tending to push
up prices for milk powder for food aid
supplies and calI feed.
2.1.103. On 30 November the Com-
mission adopted a communication to the
Council concerning the programme for the
utilization of funds accruing from the milk
co-responsibility levy for t985/86;5 it con-
cerns ihe allocation of the proceeds of the
levy of 2o/o of the target price for 1985/86.
An additional 1% is to be set aside to cover
the cost of the supplementary reference
quantity for the 7984/85 milk year. These
funds will, therefore, be collected for a spec-
ific purpose in the course of the same year
(see Table 4). 6
t OJ L 279,23.10.1984; Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.99.2 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.100.3 oJ L 298,16.11.1984.4 oJ L 312,30.11.1984.5 coM(84) 675 final.6 The cost of this programme should be compared with
the revenue available from the 1984/85 milk year, i.e. 545
million ECU.
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Table 4 
- 
Utilization of funds accruing from the co-responsibility leuy
Promotional measures within the Community
Assessment of promotion measures, especially for butter, in the Com-
munity
School milk
Butterfat for ice cream
Butterfat for pastry and bakery products
Concentrated butter
Promotion outside the Community
Improvement of milk quality
Skimmed-milk powder programme
Other measures
Total
Allmations
(million ECU)
33.0
2.5
95.0
35.0
90.0
5.0
15.0
6.0
242.0
19.5
Oliue oil
2.1.104. In October the Council had fixed
the representative market price and the
threshold price for 1984/85 ar. 196.87 and
195.74 ECU per 100 kg respectively.l Based
on these figures there is a consumption aid
of 49.80 ECU per 100 kg, 2.49 ECIJ down
on 1983/84 (52.29 ECU/100 kg). This cut is
in line with the quotations for competing
vegetable oils and the outlook for them
on the Community market in 1984/85. The
Council also decided that 4o/o of the aid
should be retained for financing schemes to
promote the consumption of olive oil.
Fruit and uegetables
2.1.105. The Commission adopted Regu-
lations on 7 November fixing the reference
prices for t984/85 for cabbage lerruce,
broad-leaved (Batavian) endives, arti-
chokes, mandarins, including tangerines
and satsumas, wilkings, other similar citrus
hybrids and clementines.2
For the first three products this is the first
time that a reference price has been set.
In connection with the amendment of the
acquis communautaire f.or fruit and veg-
etables, the Commission had informed the
Council that it intended fixing reference
prices for these products and apricots, in
Bull. EC 11-1984
order to alleviate the foreseeable difficulties
of Community producers arising from the
enlargement of the Community.
As for the reference prices for mandarins,
other citrus hybrids and clementines, the
adjustment results from the strict appli-
cation of the amendment of the acquis
which the Couricil adopted in October
1983.3
The Commissron also adopted Regulations
on 15 November fixing the reference price
for sweet oranges for 7984/85 and the mini-
mum price for selling blood oranges with-
drawn from the market to processing indus-
tries and also a Regulation amending Regu-
lation (EEC) No2763/84 increasing for part
of the 1984/85 marketing year the minimum
size of apples allowed to be marketed. a
Structures
2.1.106. To facilitate discussions within
the Council on the revision of the agricul-
tural structures policy, the Commission
545.0
oJ L 285, 30.10.1984.
oJ L291,8.11.1984.
OJ L 325, 22.11.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 1.1.1 et
oJ L 298, 16.11.1984.
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adopted proposals to the Council on 28
November concerning the future financing
of the EAGGF Guidance Section and the
foreseeable level of expenditure on struc-
tural policy over the next five years (1985
to 1989).1
Forestry
2.1.107. The Commission proposed to the
Council 2 that the 'common measure' for
forestry in certain Mediterranean zones of
the Community,3 which has proved very
successful over the past five years but
expires on 31 December, be extended until
31 December 1985 pending a favourable
Council decision on the integrated Mediter-
ranean programmes which should ensure
that this scheme is continued from 1 Jan-
uary 1986.
Agricultural !egislation
Veterinary and animal husbandry
legislation
2.1.108. On 21 November the Economic
and Social Committee delivered an opin-
ion 4 on the proposal made by the Com-
mission in September concerning health
problems affec_ting intra-Community trade
in fresh meat.5
Plant health legislation
2.L.109. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee also gave its opinion 4 on the Com-
mission's June proposals to update and
improve the plant health arrangements with
a view to protecting the Community against
the introduction or propagation of harmful
organisms.6
Competition
2.1.110. Under Articles 92-94 of. the EEC
Treaty, the Commission decided to make no
comment on the introduction of proposed
schemes notified by:
N
Germany
H e ssen: energy-saving measures;
Louer Saxony: development aid for exploi-
tation of private woodlands.
Greece
Aids for farmers whose farms were dam-
aged by bad weather between November
7982 and spring 1983;
Aid for tobacco, tomato, potato and cherry
growers who suffered losses as a result of
rain and diseases during spring and summer
7983;
Loans for young farmers as an incentive to
buy land and houses.
2.1.111. Under the same review of new
measures, the Commission decided to intiti-
ate the Article 93(2) procedure in respect of
the following aids:
Greece
Aid for cherry growers;
National aids to cover the cost of transport-
ing tobacco from the place of production
to storage centres.
Frarice
Aids granted by Onivins to table wine pro-
ducers' groups;
Aids in the form of reduced-interest loans
to pig farmers' solidarity funds.
Italy
Sicily: the measures complained of are con-
tained in Regional Bills Nos 791 and 200
laying down measures to assist cooperat-
ives, syndicates and groups of citrus fruit
I Point 2.1.115.2 oJ c 302, 13.11.1984; coM(84) ss4.3 oJ L 38,14.2.1979.1 Point 2.4.30.s oJ c L55,22.9.1984l, Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.88.6 OJ C 186, 13.7.1984; Bull. EC 6-1984' point 2.1.109.
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growers and consist of aids granted in the
form of subsidies and interesi relief for the
production, processing and marketing of
citrus fruit;
Valle d'Aosta: bill laying down regional
aid measures for. agriculture; several of its
provisions constitute infringements of the
market regulations, others ioncern opera-
ting ar4s for processing and marketinf, the
rate of which could exieed the limits gln.r-
ally permitted; some measures *ilt be
reviewed by the Commission at a later date
under Article 93(1).
Sicily: in Regional Act No 583-548 on assist-
ance in respect of credit for industry, com-
merce, craft industries, fishing and cooper-
ation, the following measures are com-
plained of:
five-year loans (Section 33) for financing
:to.g\: and for purchasing equipment andburldrngs;
financing of leasing operations, to assist
cooperatives and groups of cooperatives(Sections 35, 35 and 37);
working credits for production and service
coop-eratives 
-working mainly with public
and local bodies (Seciion 39).
The Commission is reserving its position on
the following measures provided in Section
33: reduced-rate operatine credits for a oer-
iod of 12 months fbr the t"..rt*.nt. ,.o..rr-
ing and sale of agricultural produits.
2.1.112. With regard to the late notifi-
cation !y France of an aid for Languedoc-Roussillon wine-growers, rhe Comhission
decided to initiate the procedure laid down
in Article 1,69 of the Treaty for failure to '
observe Article 93(3).
Under the first sentence of Article 93(3),
the Commission recommended that Greece
refrain from giving effect to an aid scheme
for the production of potatoes in certain
regions.
November 1 amending the general rules for
the financing of inte-rvention by the EAGGF
Guarantee Section.2
Th. proposal inrroduces a provision
whereby, under certain conditi,ons, the
Community financing of the interest rares
for funds tied up when intervention agencies
buy products into intervention rnay be
reduced from 1985 onwards.
2.1.114. The Commission also adopted a
Regulation on 2l November fixing the
prices to be used for calculating the laluc
of agricultural products in intervention
storage to be carried forward to 1985.3
Guidance Section
2.1.115. Since 1980 the EAGGF Guidance
Section has been financed from a five-year
allocation. The Commission had already
noted that this system had become incom-
patible with the budget procedure,4 p^r-
ticularly following the afreement reaihed
in June 1982 by the three institutions on
measures to improve that procedure. S
Meanwhile, a wide-ranging debate on
budgetary discipline on r[e one hand and
better programming of all the structural
Funds aimed at improving their efficiency
on the other has continued.
The discussions on budgetary discipline
have now been virtually-concluded,- and
there are signs of agreements in the Council
on the Commission proposals for revision
of the Community's igricultural structures
policy. 6
In this connection, on 28 November the
Commission adopted a proposal for a Regu-
Iation / to be senr to the Council repealing
the current provisions of Regulation (EEC)
Eu ropean Agricultural Gu idance
and Guarantee Fund
coM(84) 551.
oJ L 216, 5.8.1978.
oJ L 303, 22.11.1984.
Prehminary draft 1984 budgct: COM(83) 180 final, Vol.
7, p. 426.
r oJ c 194,2s.7.1992.6 oJ C 347,22.12.1983; Bull. EC 9-1983, points 1.2.1 to
7.2.70.7 coM(84) 682 final.
Guarantee Section
2.1.113. The Commission adoored a oro-
posal for a Council Regulation oi Ze
Bull. EC 11-1984 4t
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No 729/701 providing for a five-year allo-
cation. However, it has also produced a
series of estimates relating to EAGGF Guid-
ance Section expenditure for the next five
years (1985 to t9gg) under the multiannual
indicative programming system. The pro-
posal is aclompanied by another proposal
for a Council Regulation amending Article
15 of Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 on com-
mon measures to improve the conditions
under which agricultural products are pro-
cessed and maiketed 2 by including an esti-
mate of their cost for the same five-year
period.
Fisheries
Resources
lnternal aspects
Community measures
TACs and quotas for 1984
2.L.116. On 13 November the Council
amended 3 for the sixth time,4 on a pro-
posal from the Commission,5 Council
Regulation (EEC) No 320/84 fixing TACs
and quotas for 1984,6 so as to increase the
TACs and quotas for cod in the St Pierre
and Miquelon zone and for common sole
in the English Channel.
Prohibition measures
2.1.117. On the basis of information
received from the national authorities con-
cerning the exhaustion of certain quotas,
the Commission banned:
. on 28 October vessels flying the flag of
the United Kingdom from fishing for hake
in Division IIa (EC zone) and IV, / on 28
October from fishing for common sole in
Division VIIf and g7 and on 15 November
in Division Vb (EC zone) and VI,8 and
on 19 November from fishing for saithe in
42
Divisions IIa (EC zone), IIIa, IIIb, c and d
(EC zone) and IV; e
o orr 12 November vessels flying the flag
of Denmark from fishing for haddock in
Divisions IIa (EC zone) and IV;10 and on 30
November from fishing for hake in Div-
isions IIIa, IIIb, c and d (EC zone) and for
sprat in Divisions IIa (EC zone) and IV;II
o on 25 November vessels flying the flag
of Belgium from fishing for sole in Division
VIIf and g;8
o orr 24 November vessels flying the flag
of the Netherlands from fishing for plaice
in Division IIIa (Skagerrak);8
o on 28 November vessels from all Mem-
ber States from fishing for saithe in Div-
isions IIa (EC zone), IIIa, IIIb, c and d (EC
zone) and IV.12
2.1.118. The Commission decided to
initiate the procedure provided in Article
159 of. the EEC Treaty in respect of Member
States which had exceeded their quotas for
1983 and 7984. lt also planned to initiate
the same procedure in respect of certain
member countries which are not observing
the control measures for fishing activities
laid down in Council Regulation (EEC) No
2057/82 of 29 June 1982.13
National measures
Protection of local stocks
2.1.119. On the basis of Article 19 of.
Regulation (EEC) No 171183 of 25 January
!983,14 the Commission approved the
I oJ L 94,28.4.1970.2 oJ L 51,23.2.7977.
r oJ L z9B, 16.11.1984.4 Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.98.5 coM(84) 582 final.6 oJ L 37,8.2.1984.7 oJ L 291,8.11.1984.8 oJ t- 301,24.11.1984.
e oJ L 301,20.11.1984.
ro oJ L 293, to.tt.t984.
rr oJ L 313, 1.12.1984.
12 oJ L 308,27.11.1984.
rr oJ L 220,29.7.1982.
14 oJ L 24,27.11.1983.
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national measures adopted before that date
by the following Member State:
France
Four decrees made on 4 July 1953 layingdown rules governing insh6resea fishing ii
the four Atlantic miritime regions wit-hin
the 12-mile zone and six decrees and orders
on fishing in French territorial warers or in
part of those waters.
External aspects
Bilateral relations
Sweden
2.1.120. On completion of the consul-
tations between the Community and
Sweden which led to the definition of
reciprocal fishing rights for 1985, the Com-
mission sent two proposals for Regulations
to the Council on 29 November 1-one
allocating catch quotas between Member
States for vessels fishing in Swedish warers
and the other laying down fishing con-
ditions in Community waters applicible to
vessels flying the flag of Sweden.-
Greenland
2.1.121. The Commission rransmitted a
proposal to rhe Council on 29 November
for the allocation between Member States
of the 1985 catch quoras of the Communityin Greenland warers.2 This proposal is
based on the fishing agreemenr signid on 13
March between the Community, Denmark
and the Local Government of Greenland,3
and represents one of the interim measures
to be_ taken pending the ratification by all
Member States of the Treaty providing for
Greenland's withdrawal from the Com-
munity.
Canada
2.1.122. On 5 November the Council
adopted a Regulation on the conclusion of
an Arrangement between the Community
Bull. EC 11-1984
and the Government of Canada on the
establishment of a scientific observation
programme in the Regulatory Area of the
NAFO Convenrion (Convention on Furure
Multilateral Cooperation in the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries).4 The Arrangement has
been in force provisionally sincduly. s
Multilateral relations
2.1.123. The Commission attended the
annual meeting of the North-Easr Atlantic
Fisheries Commission, which was held in
London from 27 to 29 November.
2.1.124. The Commission represented the
Community as an observer at the fourth
extraordinary meering of the International
Commission for the Conservation of Atlan-
tic Tunas in Las Palmas, Spain, from 7 to
13 November.6
Markets and structures
Market organization
The situation of the herring market
2.1.125. The Commission adopted for
transmittal to the Council the second part
of the reporr- on rhe situation of the heriing
market in the Community, T which sup-
plements last May's reporr. 8 It deals in
particular with the evaluation of the avail-
able resources and the quality requirements
of the processing industry.
Prices and specific measures
2.1.126. On 1,4 November the Com-
mission amended e Regulation (EEC) No
t coM(84) G74 f.inal.2 coM(84) 638 final.3 Bull. EC 2-1984, point 1.4.7 et seq.4 oJ | 292,9.11.1984.
r Bull. EC7/8-1984, point 2.1.155.6 Bull. EC7/8-1984, point 2.1.150.7 coM(84) 629 final.8 Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.159.
, oJ L 297,7s.11.19s4.
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3137/82 of 19 November 1982 laying down
detailed rules for the granting of financial
compensation in respect of certain fishery
prod-ucts. 1 The amending instrument sim-
'plifi.r the scheme for the application of the
margin of tolerance by producers' organiz-
ations and harmonizes the procedure for
issuing the documents required for sales-by
^ 
oro?ucers' organization in a Member
Staie other than -that in which it has been
recognized.
2.1.127. In November Parliament
delivered its opinion 2 on a proposal 
-to
introduce a syitem of annual quotas for
imports of salted. and dried cod (amending
the basic Regulation on fishery products).
Structures
Implementation of structural directives
2.1.128. On 28 November the Commis-
sion approved a draft measures to promote
the temporary or permanent cessation of
fishing by certain fishing vessels in Greece
oursuint to Council Directive 83/515/EEC
ff + October 1983 concerning certain meas-
Table 5-Decision to grant aid in the context of a,common.measure.for restructuring,
modernizing"and deueloping the fishing'industry and for deueloping aquacuhure
(Regulation (EEC) No 2908/8j)
ures to adiust capacity in the fisheries
sector. 5
2.1.129. On 30 November the Com-
mission approved 4 a specific programme
for fishery-products presented by Greece
under Council Regulation (EEC) N0 355/
lZ of. tS February 1977 on common meas-
ures to improve the conditions under which
agricultural products are processed and
marketed.6
2.1.130. Under Council Regulation (EEC)
No 2908/83 of 4 October 1983 on a common
measure for restructuring, modernizing and
developins the fishing industry and for
develolin[ aqtraculture,5 the Commission
decided on ZS November to finance 772
oroiects for the construction of vessels, 188
ior'the modernization of vessels, 18 for
aouaculture installations and 4 for artificial
...fr. Th. total aid granted amounts to
approximately 29 million ECU (Table 5).7
t oJ L 335,29.12.1982.2 oJ c 337,17.12.1984.3 0J c 267,6.10.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.10'5.4 oJ L 322, 11.12.1984.5 oJ I- 290,22.10.1983.6 oJ I- s1,23.2.Dn.7 Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.123.
Proiccts submrtted Proiccts acccptcd
Number
Aid
requestcd
(mrlhon
ECU)
Numbcr
Aid in
nationat'
curfcncy
Ard in
mrlhon
ECUI
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
France
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total
t2
132
8
42
1M
1Z
269
11
76
3.1
15.5
0.8
2.6
10.0
0.7
54.3
0.9
8.3
8
5Z
6
39
63
11
133
11
59
80 252 5U
14 407 341
I 376 5M
133735 465
41 189 835
326 U9
t6 001 752 841
2 343 056
2 598 585
1.778
1.767
0.515
1.496
5.992
0.450
11.553
0.927
4.601
666 96.3 382 29.189
I Scptcmbcr 1984 conversion ratc.
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Competition
Federal Republic of Germany
2.1.131. The Commission took note of the
German Government's intention to grant
an aid of 5o/o for investment projects for-
ming part of a multiannual programme for
the development of aquaculture as provided
for in Article 3 of Council Regulation (EEC)
No 2908/83 of 4 October 1983 on a common
measure for restructuring, modernizing and
developing the fishing industry and for
developing aquaculture. I
2.1.132. The Commission decided to rer-
minate the scrutiny procedure provided in
Article 93(2) of the Treaty in respect of a
German aid to encourage the redeployment
of the fishing fleet towards new ireas and
towards species underused or unused up to
now for human consumption.2
Transport
Council
2.1.133. The Council mer on 8
November 3 to consider how to give effect
to the decisions of principle adopted on
10 May.4 In a significant-srep towards a
common transport policy it gave political
approval to all the measures decided on.
The Council reached agreement on weights
and dimensions for commercial rbad
vehicles. It confirmed its decision to adopt
its first directive on rhis matter in December
and undertook to settle all outstanding
issues concerning drive axle standards for
five- and six-axle vehicles by 31 December
1985.
The Council also took nore of the interim
reports from two high-level groups ser up
in May-one on inland transport, the other
on air transport.4
Operation of the ma*et
Rhine navigation
2.1.134. On 8 November the Council
decided on joint action by the Member
Bull. EC ll-1984
States party to the Revised Convention for
the Navigation of the Rhine with a view to
the adoption by the Central Commission for
the Navigation of the Rhine of a resolution
concerning the conditions for issuing the
certificate that a vessel belongs to rhe Rhine
navigation fleet.5
International cooperation
2.1.135. On 16 November the Com-
mission reported back to the Council6 on
the talks on inland transport between Mr
Contogeorgis and the Austrian authori-
ties. 7
Energy
Council
2.1.136. At a meeting of Energy Ministers
on 13 November 3 the Council adopted con-
clusions on Member States' energy poli-
cies,8 a resolution on their energy-saving
programmes 9 and a Decision concerning
the granting in respect of 1984 of support
to Community projects in the hydrocarbons
sector.l0 The Council discussed energy
pricesll and natural gas.12 It was unab"ll
to adopt a proposal for a Regulation on
Community financial support in favour of
industries producing solid fuels,13 as the
Member States'positions in this matter had
not changed.
I oJ L 290, 22.10.1993.2 BuU. EC 6-1984, point 2.1.125.3 Point 2.4.17.I Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.151.5 Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.1.101.6 CoM(84) 543 final.7 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.129.8 Poinr 2.1.137.
e Point 2.1.138.
ro Points 2.1.747 and2,1.742.
rr Point 2.1.139.
12 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.131.13 OJ C 232,30.8.1983; Bull. EC 7t8-1983, point 2.1.188;
OJ C 264, 3. 10. 1984; Bull. EC 9 -7984, poim 2.7.112.
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Finally, there was an exchange of views on
the energy implications of certain questions,
notably lead in petrol.
Formulating and imPlementing
a Community energy Policy
Structural change in
Member States' energy policies
2.1.137. The Council continued its dis-
cussions, in the light of the guidelines it had
formulaied at its flrevious mieting in May, 1
of Member States'energy policies and the
progress made as regards the 
-long-term
ineigy objectives. At the close of these dis-
cussi,ons, it adopted conclusions in which it
'reaffirmed the importance ... of appropri-
ate and common long-term energy objec-
tives as a framework for both national and
Community action'.
The Council asked the Commission to sug-
gest new obiectives for the next 10 years
*hich would reflect the results of the
detailed review of Member States' energy
policies and the study of options for energy
supply and demand up to the year 2000. The
Commission's proposals, however, would
have to be sufficiently flexible to allow of
adjustment to any chances in the energy
market which might occur between now
and the turn of the century.
2.1.138. The Council adopted a resolution
setting out guidelines for a basic energy-
savine orogiamme recommended to all
M.m6ei Sti'tes 2 and noted that the Com-
mission would shortly transmit a study on
the energy-saving implications of Member
States' current legislation and practice in
the transport sector.
Energy pricing
2.1.139. The Council carried out an initial
review of a Commission report on the appli-
cation, in the Member States, of energy-
pricing principles, especially in the gas and
ilectricily industries. 3
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Specific problems
Solid fuels
2.1.140. On 21 November the Economic
and Social Committee delivered its opin-
ion 4 on the amended proposal for a Regu-
lation concerning financial suPport by the
Community for industries producing solid
fuels.5
Oil and natural gas
2.1.141. The Council examined a com-
munication from the Commission on the
programme of support for Community pro-
i..ti in the hydrocarbons sector.5
It adopted a Decision, in respect of 1984,
on the granting of financial support (about
35 million ECU) to Community proiects in
this sector. T
2.1.142. On 26 November the Com-
mission sent the Council a proposal for a
Regulation on a programme of support for
technolosical development in the hydro-
carbons -sector.8 Deiigned to replace the
basic Regulation of 9 Novemb-er 1973, e this
reflects 10 years' experience6 in applying
the old Regulation, and accords with the
Community's current strategy.
Nuclear energy
2.1.143. On 14 November the Com-
mission amended the proposal it made in
December 1982 on the revision of Chapter
VI of Title Two of the Euratom Treaty.l0
2.1.144. On 27 November the Com-
mission transmitted to the Economic and
I Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.175.2 Bull. EC 2-1984, point 2.1.153; Bull. EC 5-1984, point
2.1.176.3 Bull. Ec9-1984, point 2.1.111.4 Point 2.4.30.5 0J c 264,3.10.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.112.6 Bull. EC 5-1984, point2.7.l79.7 Bull. EC7/8-1984, point 2.7.174.8 oJ c 3L5,6.12.1984; coM(84) 558 final.e oJ L 3tz, 13.11.1973.lo Point 1.3.1 et seq.
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S_ocial Committee (for irs opinion) and to
the Council (for informario;) a communi-
cation on the Community's illustrative
nuclear programme (PINC), in which it ana-
lysed the siruation of the nuclear industry
in the Community and forecast medium-
and long-term trends. l As regards the next
10 years, the Commission is proposinq the
following objectives for rhe divelbpme-nt of
nuclear energy: by 1985, between 40 and
50% of total electricity should be eenerated
from nuclear fuel, and in the loiger term(beyond the year 2000) the proportion
should. be even 
.higher-generated- ro anincreasing extent in new, fast-reactor power
stations, which use uranium's energy poten-
tial much more fully.
Energy saving and rational use
2.1.145. On 20 November the Com-
mission sent the Council a communication
on a European policy for the rational use
of energy in the building secror,2 in which
it pointed out that the sector accounts for
38% of overall energy consumption and
50% of total potential energy iavings. It
sets out a number of guidelines for action,
based on previous programmes already car-
ried out: promoting the thermal auditing
of buildings; technical improvements and
regulations; optimum use of funds; and user
information and behaviour.
Alternative energy sources
and energy saving
D emonstration proj e ct s
2.1.146. On 14 November the Com-
mission decided, pursuant to Council Regu-
lation No 1971183 of 11 July 19833 and
Regulation No 2125184 of 23 July 1984a on
the granting of financial support for pilot
industrial and demonstration projects r-elat-
ing to the liquefaction and gasification of
solid fuels, to grant financial support total-
Iing 20 293 473 ECU to three dem-onsrrarion
projects, three pilot industrial projects and
three feasibility studies.
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2.1.147. Under Council Resulation No
1972/83 of 11 July 19835 and-No 2126/84
of 26 July 79$4 on the granring of financial
support for_demonstration projects relating
to the exploitation of alternative energy
sources and to energy saving and the subsii-
tution of hydrocarbons, the Commission
also decided in November to granr financial
support to:
58 energy-saving projects (25 180 22lECU);
39 solar energy projects (5 574 323 ECU);
36 wind power projects (8 587 057 ECU);
30 projects for the utilization of biomass
and the energy use of wasre (11139 194
ECU);
26 hydroelectricity projects (5 090 98S
ECU);
11 projects on the substitution of solid fuel
for oil and gas (12 814 255 ECU); and
9 projects on combined heat and power
(s s76 314 ECU).
Research and development
Council
2.1.148. At its meeting on 6 November the
Council conducted a detailed examinarion
of ways and means of ensuring a satisfac-
tory development of the common research
and development policy while taking
account of the exceptional financial and
budgetary constrainis under which the
Community is currently operating.
In line with the conclusions of the European
Councils at Stuttgart 6 and Fontainebleiu, 7
the Council confirmed that scientific and
technical activities should be maintained as
high priorities for the Community and that
the goals and criteria set out in the frame-
Ai
coM(84) 553.
COM(84) 674 final.
OJ L 195, 19.7.1983; Bull. EC Z/B-1983, point 2.1.191.
OJ L 195, 26.7.1984; Bull. EC Z/8-1994, point 2.1.126.OJI 195, 19.7.1983; Bull. EC Z/B-1983, point 2.1.192.
Bull. EC 5-1983, point 1.5.4.
Bull. EC 6-1984, point 1.1.6.
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Research and develoPment
work orogramme f.or 7984-871 should be
used ai thi basis for programme decisions.
The Council also reaffirmed its agreement
to a gradual increase in expenditure for
the C-ommunity's scientific and technical
activities.
The Council was unable to reach a decision
at this meeting, but was to do so on the
following eight programmes at its next
meeting-in December: radiation protec-
tion.2 -Brite (basic research into industrial
technology),i stimulation,4 tiotechno-
loey.5 -non-nuclear energy'6 reactor
r"Liy,7 fusion 8 and radioactive waste. e
Development of the
common policy
International cooperation
2.1:149. In November the Commission
asked the Council to conclude two agree-
ments-the first between the Community
and the Kingdom of Sweden on three con-
certed-action projects in the field of hearing
imDairment, thrombosis and diabetes, and
nuirition,l0 carried out as part of the R6cD
Droqramme in the field of medical and pub-
iic f,ealth research (1982-85);11 the second
between the Community and the Swiss Con-
federation on R6cD in the field of wood as
a renewable raw material.12
In November the Commission also asked
the Council for authorization to open nego-
tiations on behalf of the European Econ-
omic Community and Euratom for frame-
work agreementi on scientific and technical
coooerition with Sweden and Switzer-
land.13
Scientific and technical
objectives
Improving the management of
raw materials
2.1.150. New organic reagents enabling
oxidized and complex lead and zinc ores to
be concentrated and enriched by flotation
48
were recently developed under the R&D
suborogramme on mitals and mineral sub-
.t"r..Ja Ores of this type do not lend
themselves to conventional flotation
methods. An application for a patent has
been lodged.
Improving the management of
energy resources
Deuelopment of a flue-gas
de sulp h irizati on P r o ce s s and
construction of a Pilot
desulpburization Plant
2.1.151. A flue-gas desulphurization pro-
cess has been developed by the JRC Ispra
Establishment as part of the hydrogen
research programme.
The MARK 13 A process is a new waY of
desulphurizing flue gases without qroduc-
ing rlsidual water. It produces.sulphuric
an? hydrobromic acid-chemical products
which-can be marketed and reused.
The process is based on the principle of
bringing the flue gases into contact with an
aqueoui solution containing a small quan-
tiw of bromide. This substance reacts with
thi sulphur dioxide and water to form sul-
phuric-and hydrobromic acid, which, once
iormed, remain in solution. The hydro-
bromic acid is then reconverted into bro-
mine by electrolysis, and hydrogen is for-
med as'a secondary by-Product'
Part of the acid mixture comes into acontact
with a contraflow of hot gases to be desul-
I OJ C 208,4.8.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1-248.2 OJ C 179,6.7.1983;Bull. EC 6-7983,point2.1.279.3 OJ C 230,27.8.1983 Bull. EC 6-1983,point2.7.271.1 OJ C 142,29.5.1984; Bull. EC 4-1984' point 2.1.132.5 0J c 182,9.7.1984; Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.1.25.6 OJ C 218, 13.8.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983,point2.1.262.7 0J c 250,19.9.1983; Bull. EC 6-7984,point2.1.264.8 0J c 198,27.7.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, points 2.1.794 to
2.1.196.
e oJ c 166,26.6.1984; Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.1.129.
ro coM(84) 607 final.1r oJ L 248,24.8.7982.
12 coM(84) 515 final.
rr COM(84) 656 final; COM(84) 657 final.
11 oJ L 174,21.6.1982.
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phurized. The water and hydrobromic acid
are then evaporated, thus producing con-
centrated sulphuric acid. This means that
all the reaction products (bromine and
water) are generated by the process itself
and that there are no solids needing to be
removed.
The main advantage of the process, then, is
that it is not hampered by the difficulties
inherent in a large number of competing
processes, which require the transport and
storage of large quantities of solid marter
such as limestone and gypsum. Highly con-
centrated, but almost pure, sulphuric acid,
and not gypsum, is the by-product of the
Ispra process. More than 90o/" of the sul-
phur dioxide is likely to be removed.
As things now stand, the MARK 13 A pro-
cess, which can already match its major
competitors, and is perhaps even cheaper,
is still undergoing further development.
The Commission has published in the
Official Journal a call for proposals for the
construction and operation of a pilot plant
for flue-gas desulphurization based on the
Community's MARK 13 A process.l
2.1.152. fn. f.oro.nic and Social Com-
mittee gave its opinion in November 2 on
two proposals for Council Decisions----one
adopting a research and training pro-
gramme (1985-89) in the field of controlled
thermonuclear fusion, the other relating to
a tritium-handling laboratory.3 It also
endorsed the proposal for a Council
Decision concerning an RBcD programme
for the optimization of the production and
utilization of hydrocarbons (1984-87). a
Improving living and
working conditions
Enuironment
2.1.153. It was possible to examine all of
the results so far obtained from the subpro-
gramme on climatological research falling
within the R6<D programme in the field of
environmental protection and climatology
Bull. EC ll-1984
(1981-85) 5 at a symposium recently held at
Sophia-Antipolis, France. The results were
examined from two points of view: a study
of changes in the world's climate and the
modelling of this for forecasting purposes,
and the promoting of European research in
this area and the encouragement of cooper-
ation and communication between Euro-
pean research workers.
Noteworthy scientific results have been
published, especially as regards climatic
changes which could be caused by the
heating up of the atmosphere ('greenhouse
effect') due to the accumulation of carbon
dioxide arising from the combustion of fos-
sil fuels. This is an important matter in that
basic resources such as water and food also
depend upon climate. The forecast disturb-
ances could affect not only temperatures
but also the hydrological cycle, and this
could make certain regions such as southern
Europe, which already have problems in
this area, both warmer and drier.
Health and safety
2.1.154. There is an urgent need to assess
the risk of exposure by man to radio-
nuclides, but this is not possible purely by
means of animal experiments. Patients to
whom thorotrast (thorium dioxide) has
been administered as a tracer in the radi-
ography of the vascular system are one of
the four populations that have been exposed
to substantial doses of radionuclides. It is
estimated that before the harmfulness of
thorotrast was recognized, between 10 000
and 20 000 patients were exposed to this
product between 1930 and 1950 in Germany
alone. Equivalent numbers of patients were
treated in other countries.
The Commission participated in a study of
the epidemiology of these patients which
began in Germany in 1957 and continued
I oJ c 317,28.11.1994; oJ s 231,30.11.1984.2 Point 2.4.30.3 oJ c 198;27.7.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, points 2.1.194 ro
2.1.196.1 oJ c 754,74.6.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.797.5 oJ L 101,11.4.1981.
EC and applicant countries
as part of the radiation protection research
Programme
The results obtained so far have been sum-
marized in a report recently published by
the Commission (EUR 9504 E). More
specifically, it has been possible to compare
the data acquired in Germany with those
obtained from similar studies carried out in
Denmark, Japan and the United States. All
of the data rLceived clearly show a greatly
increased risk of liver cancer and of myelo-
proliferative disorders (different types of
leukaemia).
Cirrhosis of the liver and bone marrow
failure were also noted. Naturally, there
are differences between the disease spectra
studied in the various countries, which
reflect the influence of other factors such as
diet.
The data acquired so far constitute an
important basis for any evaluation of the
Enlargement and bilateral
relations with applicant
countries
2.2.1. On 12 and 13 and on 26 to 28
November the Council discussed what the
Community's stance was to be in the final
phase of the negotiations with Spain and
Portugal on a number of majoi items I
(agriculture,2 fisheries, industrial tariff dis-
mantling).
From these meetings the President of the
Council concluded that there were a num-
ber of problems with a political aspect still
outstanding, especially reform of the com-
mon organization of the market in wine,
on which agreement on the other dossiers
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2. Enlargement and externa! relations
hazards due to radionuclides, and especially
those relating to the liver.
Improving the efficacy of
the Community's scientific and
technical potential
2.1.155. On 23 November the Com-
mission amended, 1 to take account of Par-
liament's opinion,2 its proposal for a
Council Decision adopting a Community
, plan to stimulate European cooperation and
scientific and technical interchange (1985-
88).3 Parliament is to be informed of the
results of the review of the plan that the
Commission is to undertake during its
second year.
I oJ c J24, s.12.t984.2 oJ c 31s,26.11.1984.3 oJ c 142,29.5.198.4; Bull. EC 41984,point2.1.732.
depended. The Council referred the wine
problems to the forthcoming Dublin meet-
ing of the European Council.
The Council informed the Spanish and Por-
tuguese Foreign Ministers of the progress
mide and the irrangements agreed upon for
continuing negotiations after the European
Council meeting.
Portugal
Accession negotiations
2.2.2. The Community transmitted to
Portugal a statement on processed agricul-
tural products.
I Point 2.4.17.2 Point 2.7.92.
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Portugal presented its reply ro rhis state-
ment and two further statements on sugar
and vegetable oils.
Pre-accession aids
2.2.1. Parliament gave a favourable opin-
ion I on 15 November on specific financial
aid for improving agricultural and fishery
structures in Portugal, z but regretted that
only 500 000 ECU was earmarked for the
fisheries sector.
Parliament also adopted a resolution on the
fisheries sector in Portugal.3
Bilateral relations
2.2.4. On 26 November the Council
authorized the Commission to negoriare
two protocols concerning trade and imports
of motor vehicles.
Spain
Accession negotiations
2.2.5. At its meeting on 79 and 20
November in Brussels, the European Parlia-
ment-Spanish Cortes Joint Committeehad a long discussion with Mr Marin,
Spain's State Secretary for relations with the
Community, and Mr Natali, Commission
Vice-President.
The Committee, which expressed its con-
cern over the extent of the many problems
still outstanding, also examined the insti-
tutional aspect of accession, especially
Spanish participation in the European Par-
liament.
Commercial policy
Contribution to the reversal
of protectionist trends
2.2.6. On 8 November the Council took a
formal decision to speed up the Tokyo
Bull. EC 11-1984
Round tariff reductions, as agreed at its 22
and 23 October meeting. 4
lmplementing the common
commercial policy
C o mmercia I po I icy instr ume nts
lmport arrangements in respect
of State-trading countries
2.2.7. On 15 November the Commission
transmitted to the Council, as it has to each
year, a proposal for a Decision establishing
the import quotas to be opened for the
coming year by the Member Stares in
respect of State-trading countries5 in
accordance with the Council Regulation of
14 November 1983.6
Easing of restrictive measures
2.2.8. Under the Council Regulation of 14
November 1983 on import arrangements for
products originating in State-trading
countries and not liberalized at Community
level,6 the Commission took the following
measures:
. opening of quotas:
Italy-Poland.. unwroughr aluminium, not
alloyed, containing 99.99o/. aluminium; 7
France-German Democratic Republic : por-
celain or china household articles;8
Italy-People's Republic of China: ladies'
hand-embroidered silk, woven night-
dresses;9
Italy -Hungary.' trinitrotoluene (TNT) ;10
o adjustment of quotas:
I oJ c 337,17.12.1984.2 oJ C 171,30.6.1984;Bull. EC 6-1984, point 2.2.5.3 Point 2.a.15; OJ C 337, 17 .12.1984.4 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.2.5.5 coM(84) 545 final.6 oJ L 346,8.r2.19s3.7 oJ c 309,20.11.1984.8 oJ c 313,24.11.1984.e oJ c 316,27.t1.t984.
ro oJ c 318,29.11.1984.
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France-German Democratic Republic: tex-
tile products.l
Trade protection
2.2.9. The trade protection measures
taken in November are shown in Table 5.
Treaties and trade agreements:
extension or automatic renewal
2.2.10. On 22 November the Council
authorized the extension or automatic
renewal of certain trade agreements
between Member States and other countries
for which the date of expiry or the date for
giving notice falls between I January and 1
April 1985 (fourth batch for 7984).2
2.2.11. On 14 November the Commission
sent the Council a proposal for a Decision
authorizing the automatic renewal or main-
tenance in force of certain friendship, trade
and navigation treaties and similar agree-
ments concluded between Member States
and non-member countries. 3
Table 6 
- 
Trade protection tneasures
Ant i -dump ing p ro ce e dings
Definitiue anti-dumping duty on imports
of:
. dense sodium carbonate originating
in the United States of America
oJ L 311,29.11.1984
(provisional duty: OJ L 206, 2.8.1984)
Amendment of definitiue anti-dumping
duty on imports of:
. certain ball bearings originating in
Japan and exported by NTN Toyo Bear-
ing Co. Ltd
oJ L 307, 24.11.1984
(definitive duty: OJ L 193,21.7.7984)
Export credits
2.2.12. On 27 November the Council
adopted a Directive concerning the recipro-
cal obligations of export credit insurance
organizations of the Member States acting
on behalf of the State or with its support'
or of public departments acting in place
of such organizations, in the case of ioint
guarantees for a contract involving one or
more subcontracts in one or more Member
States.4
2.2.1i. With a view to the opening of
negotiations at the beginning of December
for an agreement on aircraft with the other
participants in the Arrangement on Guide-
Iines for Officially Supported Export Cre-
dits,s the Council reached agreement in
principle, on 72 November, on the Com-
munity's position as regards large aircraft.
I oJ c 313,24.11.1984.2 oJ L 308,27.11.1984.3 coM(84) 610 final.4 oJ L 374,4.72.7984.5 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.2.10.
Commission
Ant idump ing p ro ce e dings
Notice of initiation of proceeding concerning imports of:
o standard wood board originating in Bulgaria, Czechoslo-
vakia, Poland, Romania, Spain, USSR or Yugoslavia
oJ c 305, 15.1t.1984
Surueillance tneasures
Extension of Community surueillance of imports of:
. certain textile products originating in Argentina
oJ L 305, 23.11.1984
(introduction of surveillance: OJ L 376,31.12.1982;
OJ L 187,72.7.1983; OJ L 351, 14.12.7983)
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Sectora! commercial policy
measures
lron and steel products
Steel: external measures
1985 arrangements
2.2.14. In accordance with the negotiating
guidelines given it by the Council,l the
Commission opened negotiations with 14
countries z with a view to the arrangements
for 7984 being extended for 1985. The Com-
mission proposed to the other countries that
the terms of the new arrangements should
be substantially the same as those of the
current ones. However, should they include
reference quantities, the figure for 1985
should be slightly higher than that for 1984,
in order to allow for the slight increase in
apparent consumption in the Community
in 1984. Initial negotiating meetings took
place with all the other countries involved.
With three of them (Australia, South Korea
and Poland) agreement has already been
reached.
Steel Arrangement with the
United States
2.2.15. On 22 November the Council
decided to terminate the 1982 exchange of
letters with the United States conceining
Community exports of steel tubes.3
Textile products
Agreements and arrangements
with non-member countries
MFA countries
2.2.16. Consultations with Hong Kong
which took place in Brussels on 14
November resulted in agreement on the
introduction of a new, regional quantitative
limit on exports of corsetry to the United
Kingdom.
Bull. EC 11-1984
Mediterranean preferential countries
2.2.17. Management problems relating to
the arrangement with Spain were discussed
in Madrid on 7 and 8 November, the Com-
mission briefed the Spanish authorities in
detail on the textile arrangements to be
applied by Spain after accession.
2.2.18. Consultations were also held with
Turkey on 27 November to examine certain
problems arising from the management of
the agreement on cotton yarn.
Relations with industrialized
countries
United States
2.2.19. When the voluntary restraint
arrangement concerning Community
exports of tonnage steels to the United
States was made in October 1982, a steel
pipes and tubes were excluded. They were
covered by a separate exchange of letters,
which stated that consultations could be
requested if United States imports from the
Community exceeded 5.9% of consump-
tion.
As the Community's share of the US market
substantially exceeded this figure, especially
in 1984, the requisite consultations took
place, between Mr Haferkamp and Mr
Davignon for the Commission, and Mr Wil-
liam Brock, Representative for Trade Nego-
tiations, and Mr Malcolm Baldrige, Sec-
retary of Commerce, for the United States.
A compromise was reached along the fol-
Iowing lines: the market share would be
7.60/o (instead of 5.9o/o); there would be a
subceiling for oil country tubular goods;
the 7.6o/o limit would not apply to exports
I Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.2.10.2 Austria, Finland, Norway, Sweden, Australia, Brazil,
South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Poland, Romania.3 Point 2,2.19.4 oJ L 3M,1.11.1982; Bull. EC 10-1982, point 1.3.1 ar
seq,
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Relations with industrialized countries
under contracts already signed as part of a
major project or to exports by Community
manufacturers to their US subsidiaries; the
United States would also accept additional
Community exports where a situation of
short supply was deemed to exist.
The compromise would apply for two years
from I December 1984.
On 27 November, however, the United
States Government reiected this compro-
mise, which the Council had mandated the
Commission to negotiate on 22 November.
Under the powers it has to restrict steel
imports under the Trade and Tariff Act,l
it placed a complete embargo on imports of
Community steel pipes and tubes until 31
December 1984 and imposed for 1985 a
limit of 5.9% of United States consumption.
Meeting on26 to 28 November,2 the Coun-
cil expressed its deep regret at the United
States Government's attitude, and decided
to terminate unilaterally the exchange of
letters of 21 October 7982 on steel pipes
and tubes.3 It instructed Mr Davignon to
take the necessary action.
On 28 November Mr Davignon stated that
the Community would be exercising its full
rights under the GATT.
Canada
2.2.20. On 27 November the first
Community / Canada Business Cooperation
Conference took place in Toronto. The
Conference was organized by the Com-
mission in the context of the 1976 EEC-
Canada Framework Agreement for com-
mercial and economic cooperation 4 in
order to inform businessmen of the oppor-
tunities for, benefits of and techniques used
in mutually profitable business cooperation.
Over a dozen senior business executives
from Europe and Canada presented their
insights and experience in the areas of
investments, joint ventures, technology and
know-how transfers, marketing and sales,
physical distribution and financing between
European and Canadian companies. Mr
Ivor Richard attended the Conference.
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2.2.21. On 29 and 30 November the 23rd
round of Community/Canada high-level
consultations took place in Ottawa. The
discussions covered economic, energy and
trade policy issues. The Canadian side
described the ongoing policy reviews which
the new Government is engaged in. Regard-
ing bilateral issues, the Canadians expressed
particular concern about increasing imports
of Irish beef into Canada and about the
Commission decision not to propose a
further derogation for imports of Canadian
seed potatoes into Italy. The Commission
delegation reiterated its concern regarding
the provisions in the new Canadian import
legislation on anti-dumping procedures for
irrevocable tenders and on the acceptance
of undertakings. Two other areas in which
the Commission delegation urged Canada
to remove obstacles to trade were alcoholic
beverages and footwear.
2.2.22. Consultations under Article XIX
of the General.Agreement took place on
28 November regarding the extension of
Canadian import restrictions for footwear
beyond 1 December 1984. The Commission
side insisted on full compensation by Can-
ada for the trade loss suffered by the Com-
munity as a result of these restrictions.
2.2.23. The fourth round of negotiations
with the Canadian Government concerning
the Euratom-Canada Agreement 4 too
place in Brussels on 19 and 20 November.
The two delegations reaihed agreement on
the text of an exchange of letters to amend
and supplement certain clauses of the
Agreement, which will be signed when both
parties' internal approval procedures have
been completed.
European Free Trade Association
2.2.24. At the invitation of Swiss Federal
Councillor Dr Kurt Furgler, President of the
EFTA Council, Mr Thorn and Mr Hafer-
Bull. EC 10-1984, point2.2.77.
Point 2.4.77.
oJ L 307, 7.77.1982.
Bull. EC 3-7984, point 2,2.23.
I
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Relations with other countries and regions
kamp met the EFTA Ministers at their half-
yearly Council meeting in Geneva on 5 and
6 November.
Both sides summed up efforts made so far
to implement the Joint Declaration made in
Luxembourg, I and each stressed the
importance of new initiatives rowards
closer cooperation.
In the initial phase both sides agreed to give
priority to these topics: technical barriers
to trade; simplification of administrative
formalities and procedures at borders; sim-
plification of the origin rules.
Regarding the removal of technical trade
barriers, the Community and EFTA agreed
to draw up common standards in every
possible sphere within the European Com-
mittee on Standardization (CEN) and the
European Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardization (CENELEC).
As for simplifying border formalities, dis-
cusslons are ln progress on easlng transrt
and examining ways of cutting down
administrative procedures. The quesrion of
future cooperation on research and develop-
ment was also tackled.
Joint Committees
2.2.25. The EEC-Norway, EEC-Finland
and EEC-lceland Joint Commimees mer on27 and 28 November. Apart from some
specific problems on all sides, there was
general agreement that the free trade agree-
ments had met the objectives of cooperation
better than expected, and all parties again
expressed satisfaction at the new impetus
given to inter-European cooperation at the
Luxembourg meeting in April.l
Switzerland and Sweden
2.2.26. In November, following explora-
tory talks which enabled areas to be ldent-
ified in which mutually beneficial scientific
and technical cooperation would be poss-
ible, the Commission asked the Council to
give it a mandate to negotiate two frame-
work agreements with Switzerland and
Sweden.
Bull. EC ll-1984
Relations with other
countries and regions
Countries of the Gulf
and the Arabian Peninsula
2.2.27. On 7 and 8 November a first infor-
mal contact between representatives of the
Commission and of the Gulf Cooperation
Council took place in Bahrain to explore
the possibility of opening negotiationi for
a cooPeration agreement.
Asia
Association of South East Asian
Nations
2.2.28. The Asean and Community Fore-
ign Ministers held their fifth meering in
Dublin on 15 and 15 November, reaffirming
the broad consensus between them on cur-
rent political issues, particularly the situ-
ation in Kampuchea and Afghanistan.
Ministers agreed to discuss guidelines for
future cooperation at a ministerial meeting
on economic questions to be held when
the first five-year period of the Agreemenr
expires. They also agreed to look into ways
of strengthening financial cooperation on
the basis of a study which would take
account of the experience of the European
Investment Bank in non-Community
countries.
Finally, they stressed the important role of
science and technology, investment and
training in the cooperation context.
2.2.29. In the course of the meeting, a
protocol2 was signed extending the EEC-
Asean Cooperation AgreementJ to Brunei
Darussalam.3
1 Bull. EC 4-1984, point 7,2,7 et seq.2 oJ c 304, 15.11.1984; coM(84) 601 final.3 oJ L 144, 10.6.1980.
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India
2.2.30. A conference on technology trans-
fer and investment took place in Berlin on
26 and 27 November under the ongoing
programme of industrial cooperation
between the Community and India and the
1981 Commercial and Economic Cooper-
ation Agreement.l The participants
included industrialists, research workers,
representatives of financial institutions and
officials from both the Community and
India. The discussions provided an oppor-
tunity to formulate further cooperation
activities with India, especially with a view
to assisting small businesses.
Latin America
Venezuela, Colombia and Peru
2.2.31. Mr Thorn paid an official visit
to Venezuela, Colombia and Peru from 28
October to 4 November. He was received
by the respective Heads of State, Mr Jaime
Lusinchi, Mr Belisario Betancur and Mr
Fernando Belaunde and by members of their
governments.
This was the first official visit by a President
of the Commission to Latin America. The
object was to demonstrate the importance
which the Commission and the Community
attach to their relations with Latin America
and to establishing a closer relationship
between the two regions.2 It also provided
an opportunity to discuss bilateral issues
and a number of regional questions, in par-
ticular the Community's relations with Cen-
tral America 3 and with the Andean
Group..a. Certain more specific subjects
were discussed too, among which the gen-
eral problem of Latin America's debt and
the Community's support for the Conta-
dora process.3
The opportunity was taken to remind the
Andean Group countries of the benefits
which they stand to gain in ratifying with-
out delay the Framework Agreement con-
cluded with the Community in December
1,9$.4 The Community itself ratified the
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Agreement in June s and in this context has
already arranged for preliminary practical
steps (seminars on investment and agrifood
production).
State-trad i ng cou ntries
Romania
2.2.32. The Joint Committee set up under
the EEC-Romania Agreement of 1985,6
whose task it is to administer the bilateral
agreements (trade in textile products, trade
in industrial products, Arrangement on
Romanian exports of iron and steel prod-
ucts), met for the fourth time on 8 and 9
November, in Bucharest.
The delegations were led by Mr Haferkamp
for the Community and Mr Vasile Pungan,
Romania's Minister of Foreign Trade.
The Joint Committee adopted several rec-
ommendations designed to stimulate trade.
The Commission will recommend to the
Council that a number of quotas be
increased and certain import restrictions
lifted. The Romanian side will request its
authorities to show flexibility in respect of
compensation and ensure that imports from
the Community do not lag behind those
from other members of GATT.
The Commission indicated its concern at
the growing imbalance in trade between the
EEC and Romania, to the Community's
disadvantage (Romanian imports have
declined sharply over the last three years
and amounted to less than a third of its
exports in the first quarter of 1984). The
Commission insisted that a consolidation
of bilateral relations would depend largely
on a recovery of Community exports to
Romania.
t oJ L 328, 15.11.1981.2 Bull. EC 4-1984, point 1.3.1 er seq.3 Bull. EC 9-1984, point 1.3.1 er seq.4 Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.2.38; Bull. EC 12-1983, point
2.2.45.5 Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.2.36.6 oJ L 352,29.12.1980.
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Development
Council
2.2.33. The Council meeting on 6
November 1 focused on the famine in Africa
and measures to combat the exceptional
drought in the Sahel.2 The Council
reviewed the results of the food strategies
which four African countries have
adopted,3 took note of a Commission study
on the nutritional value (cost-effectiveness)
of the various products supplied by the
Community as food aid, and discussed the
communication received from the Com-
mission in October on the environment and
development.4 It also confirmed the gen-
eral guidelines put forward by the Com-
mission for financial and technical aid in
1985 to non-associated developing
countries, pending the opinion to be
delivered by Parliament. The meeting also
heard a statement by Mr Pisani on the inno-
vative features of the future Lom6 Conven-
tion, as regards development.
The environment and development
2.2.34. On 5 November the Council and
the Representatives of the Governments of
the Member States took note of the com-
munication on the environmental dimen-
sion of the Community's development pol-
icy sent by the Commission in October. s It
then adopted a resolution emphasizing the
need to support the new provisions on the
matter in Lom6 III and provide a broader
foundation for campaigns on specific
themes which are aimed at protecting the
environment and its resources.
Negotiations for a new ACP-EEC
Convention
2.2.35. After a meeting on 22 November
the Presidents of the ACP and EEC Councils
and Mr Pisani made an official statement
to the effect that the negotiations for the
new ACP-EEC Convention had been con-
cluded and that it would be signed in Lom6
on 8 December.6
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General ized tariff preferences
Scheme for 1985
2.2.36. Acting on the proposals made by
the Commission in July,7 which Parlia-
ment 8 and the Economic and Social Com-
mittee had meanwhile endorsed, e the
Council gave its agreement in principle to
the various regulations and decisions
governing the generalized tariff preferences
to be applied by the Community in 1985.
Formal adoption by the Council will not
take place until Parliament and the Econ-
omic and Social Committee have given their
opinion on the Commission's proposal of
9 November that Greenland be included
among the beneficiaries of the GSP, as a
result of its withdrawal from the Com-
munity and its new status as a Danish
dependent territory. 1o
After the discussion in the Council, the
Commission said it regretted that it had not
been possible to make improvements to the
preferences for China and Central America,
and hoped that for 1985 the Council would
draw the proper concrete conclusions from
its policy declarations.
Commodities and world
agreements
Cocoa
2.2.37. The second meeting of the UN
conference to negotiate a fourth Inter-
national Cocoa Agreement was held in
I Poinr 2.4.17.2 Point 1.2.1 et seq.3 Point 2.2.42.4 Point 2.2.34.5 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.2.33.6 Point 1.7.7 et seq.7 OJ C 294, 5.11.1984i Bull. EC 7/8-1984, points 2.2.38
to 2.2.41.8 oJ c 332,17.12.1984.
e coM(84) 530 final.
10 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.2.45.
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Geneva from 8 October to 2 November.l
It was attended by representatives of 32
producer countries and 36 consumer
countriesl substantial progress was made in
clarifying the participants' positions.
The consumers' group was unanimously
behind the proposal made by the Com-
munity (which accounts for more than 35%
of the world's consumption and holds 600lo
of the consumers' votes in the present
Agreement, in which the United States does
not participate) to introduce into the new
agreement a stabilization mechanism con-
sisting mainly of a buffer stock sup-
plemented by other measures based on
withdrawals from the market. In the opin-
ion of the consumer countries, prices should
be stabilized around a reference level reflect-
ing long-term market trends; this was put
at usD 1/lb.
The producer countries' side (which
includes Ivory Coast, the world's largest
producer and not a party to the present
Agreement, though taking an active part in
the negotiations), while willing to accept
the principle of supplementary market with-
drawal machinery, was still not prepared to
drop its original proposal for export quotas.
The producers also suggested a price
bracket ranging from USD 1.1 to 1.5/lb, i.e.
an average of USD 1.35/lb, as the one to be
aimed at.
Jute and iute products
2.2.38. The 1982 International Agreement
on Jute and Jute Products, which came into
force provisionally in January 1984,2 is due
to enter into force definitively in the near
future. The Commission accordingly pro-
posed to the Council on 19 November that
the Community and its Member States con-
clude and ratify the Agreement.3
2.2.39. FAO's Intergovernmental Group
on Jute, Kenaf and Allied Fibres held its
20th meeting in Rome from 72 to 15
November. Representatives of the Com-
mission and several of the Member States
attended. The Group examined the situ-
ation of the jute market, where there is
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an acute shortage of the raw material, the
difficulties resulting from this and the
immediate and medium-term outlook. The
Community's spokesman gave his views, as
did those of the jute-producing countries;
the latter also wanted the problems of long-
term supply to be examined by the Group.
Progress in setting up the new International
Jute Organization and its repercussions on
the Group's future activities were also dis-
cussed.
Natural rubber
2.2.40. The International Natural Rubber
Council held one of its regular meetings
from 12 to 15 November in Kuala Lumpur.
As the 1979 lnternational Natural Rubber
Agreement is due to expire on 22 October
1985, a preparatory discussion on its
renegotiation was held on the occasion of
this meeting, so that the Council was able to
take a number of decisions on the structure,
duration and timetable of the conference
(probably 22 April to 10 May 1985).
In order to ensure continuity in inter-
national cooperation on natural rubber, the
Council agreed to extend the 7979 Agree-
ment at its next session.
Campaign against hunger 4
Special programme to combat
hunger in the world
2.2.41. On 30 November the Commission
presented to the Council an interim report
on the execution of the special programme
to combat- hunger in the world up to 31
July 1984.5 This programme was approved
in July 1983,6 and a 50 million ECU appro-
I Bull. EC 5-1984, point2.2.46; Bull. EC 7/8-1984, points
2.2.43 and 2.2.44.
z Bull. EC 1-1984, point 2.2.30.3 CoM(s4) 618 final.4 See also point 1.2.1 et seq.5 coM(84) 560 final.6 oJ L 196,20.7.7983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, poinr 2.2.65i
Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.2.49.
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priation was entered in the 1983 budget
(Article 958) to cover it.
The first part of the report described the
measures taken by the Commission and the
recipient States: 19 operations, representing
a commitment of more than 49 million
ECU, were funded.
These resources were allocated to two types
of operation: measures to increase the level
of self-reliance in food (61%) and measures
to protect natural resources (39%).
The funds were distributed geographically
as follows: ACP States (chiefly for food
strategies) 70%; other developing countries(principally Haiti, Nepal and Bangladesh)
30%. Some 80% of the appropriations com-
mitted went to countries in the least-
developed category.
In the second part of the report, the Com-
mission set out the general approach envis-
aged for using appropriations under Article
958 of the 1984 budget. The Commission's
proposals, in general, aim at continuity with
operations launched in 1983, with a larger
share of the appropriations being allocated
to developing countries in Latin America
and Asia and to operations in eastern and
southern Africa.
Kenya
Kenya (via !ilFP)
Sudan
Sudan (via NGOs)
Kampuchea (via NGOs)
Tanzania (via Licross)
Lebanon (via UNRWA)
Burundi
Ethiopia
Mozambique
Ethiopia (via UNHCR and
CRDA)
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Support for food strategies
2.2.42. On 5 November the Council held
a thorough discussion of experience so far
in the support given by the Community,
with the collaboration of the Member States
and other donors, to the food strategies
being implemented by four African
countries (Kenya, Mali, Rwanda andZam-
bia), aimed at developing their self-suf-
ficiency and food security.l The results
were judged generally encouraging, and the
Council concluded by agreeing that such
strategies should be pursued in the next
Lom6 Convention and that the approach
should, as far as possible, become general-
ized.
Food aid
Emergency operations 2
2.2.4i. In November the Commission
decided on the'following emergency food
aid operations, from the 1984 budget appro-
priation:
Bull. EC 6-1984, point 2.2.49.
Point 1.2.2.
I
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5000t
2158t
10 000 r
500 r
60t
50r
7200t
600 t
150 r
150 t
250 r.
100 t
730 t
400 t
100 t
10 000 t
10 000 t
10 000 t
of cereals
of cereals
of cereals
of cereals
of milk powder
of dried fish
of cereals
of cereals
of vegetable oil
of beans
of skimmed-milk powder
of butteroil
of cereals
of beans
of vegetable oil
of cereals
of cereals
of cereals
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Niger
Chad
Mali
Mauritania
Emergency aid
2.2.44. As a move towardi easing the
plight of drought victims in Africa, on 30
October the budgetary authorities approved
a transfer of 32 million ECU to Article 950
of the budget. In November 15 million ECU
from this sum was allocated to Ethiopia
and the rest to countries in the Sahel and
other parts of Africa also suffering from the
effects of drought. I
Stabex
1983 report
2.2.45. On 19 November the Commission
sent to the Council its report on the oper-
ation during 1983 of the export earnings
stabilization system set up by the Lom6
Convention and the Decision on the associ-
ation of the OCT with the Community.2
ACP protocols
Sugar
2.2.46. Under the Protocol on sugar
between the ACP States and the Com-
munity, the Community undertakes to pur-
chase at guaranteed prices approximately
1.3 million tonnes of white sugar equivalent
from certain ACP States in the event that
the latter fail to sell their product on the
Community market.
If a country fails to deliver its agreed quan-
tity of sugar, under the protocol the.Com-
mission ffiay, in consultation with the
countries concerned, decide to reallocate
the shortfall. On 12 November the Com-
mission therefore decided to reallocate
25 500 tonnes of sugar a year out of the
agreed quantity for Trinidad and Tobago,
@
9 000 t of cereals
9 000 t of cereals
8 000 t of cereals
8 000 t of cereals
which had failed to deliver this quantity,
without invoking force majeur.
Financia! and technical
cooperation
ACP States and OCTs
2.2.47. In November the Commission
took decisions involving the allocation of
fourth and fifth EDF resources totalling
52 420 523 ECU to finance projects, pro-
grammes and emergency aid operations
administered by it in the following sectors:
Industrialization
Rural production
Education and training
ECU
4 180 000
25 943 523
5 430 000
Transport and communications 12 259 000
Fairs and exhibitions
Trade promotion
1 508 000
10 000 000
Emergency aid (for Ethiopia) 3 000 000
62 420 523
Non-associated developing countries
2.2.48. On 5 November the Commission
decided-with the endorsement of the
Committee on Aid to Non-associated
Developing Countries-to finance the fol-
lowing projects out of the Community
budget (projects in China-1983 appropri-
ations, project in Nepal-1984 appropri-
ations):
Nepal-Nepal Administrative Staff College(parallel financing with the United King-
I Point 1.2.1 et seq.2 COM(84) 522 Linel.
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I nternational organizations and conferences
dom): total cost 5.5 million ECU; EEC con-
tribution 5 million ECU;
China-fruit cultivating and preservation
techniques (cofinancing with ltaly): total
cost 4.35 million ECU; EEC contribution
1.5 million ECU;
China-flood forecasting and managemenr
of Beijiang River (autonomous project):
total cost 5.5 million ECU; EEC contri-
bution 1.7 million ECU.
These latest commitments take total finan-
cial and technical assisrance to non-associ-
ated developing countries since 1976 above
the 1 000 million ECU mark. This form of
cooperation was first launched in that year
with an appropriation of 20 million ECU.
Since then the sums earmarked have grown
steadily, to reach 218 million ECU in 1984.
Relations with NGOs
2.2.49. In the period I January to 30
November a total of 26 400 000 ECU was
committed by the Commission for the cofi-
nancing of229 developing country projects
presented by 107 NGOs.
The Commission also contributed 2 800 000
ECU to 57 campaigns informing the Euro-
pean public about development issues.
Visits
2.2.50. Mr D. Norman, Minister of Agric-
ulture of Zimbabwe and Chairman of the
SADCC Agriculture Ministers, visited the
Commission on 19 and 20 November. He
underlined how important it was for Zim-
babwe to be authorized to srarr exporting
beef to the Community under the Beef Pro-
tocol as soon as possible. Other issues,
including Community assistance to sou-
thern Africa (particularly as regards food
security and agricultural development poli-
cies), were also discussed.
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I nternational organ izations
and conferences
United Nations
FAO
2.2.51. The 85th session of the FAO
Council, held in Rome from 19 to 30
November, gave rise to a wide-ranging dis-
cussion on the situation regarding the
world's food and agriculture, which is
dominated by the disastrous srare of affairs
in, many African countries-in particu[ar
Ethiopia.
In this context, the Community representa-
tive referred to the amount of humanitarian
aid already provided or under way for those
countries and said that so far the Com-
munity was responsible for the largest share
of the aid given to Ethiopia. He also
announced the new plan introduced by the
Community_ at the beginning of
November. I
The other main subjects discussed con-
cerned the follow-up to the World Confer-
ence on Fisheries Management and Devel-
opment 2 and topics connected with forests,
in particular the designation of 1985 as
International Year of the Forest. The Com-
munity also expressed its position on these
various points.
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade
2.2.52. The 40th session of the GATT
Contracting Parties took place in Geneva
on 26 to 30 November. This session was of
particular importance for its review of the
progress made in the work programme
resulting from the GATT ministerial meet-
ing of 7982.3
I Point 1,2.1 et seq.2 Bull. EC7/8-1984, point 2.1.159.
s Bull. EC 11-1982, point 1.1.1 et seq; point 3.4.1.
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In addition to announcing a proposal for
the elimination or liberalization of a num-
ber of quantitative restrictions maintained
by some Member States and confirming the
acceleration of Tokyo Round tariff con-
cessions, I the Community made a major
contribution to progress in the 1982 minis-
terial work programme in areas such as
agriculture, services, exchange-rate fluctu-
ations and trade in counterfeit goods. The
Community supported a call for continuing
efforts to make further progress on the work
programme and, against this background,
welcomed the idea of a GATT meeting in
the course of 1985 to assess the extent to
which a consensus had emerged on starting
a new round and what the subiect and tim-
ing of such negotiations should be.
It was further agreed to set up appropriate
machinery to enable work to proceed within
the GATT framework on trade in services.
The Contracting Parties also decided to set
up a group of experts, including an expert
designated by WIPO, to examine trade in
counterfeit goods. Further, the Contracting
Parties recognized that exchange-rate fluc-
tuations can and do affect international
trade and that the relationship between
exchange-market instability and trade
should be kept under consideration.
Committee on Government Procurement
2.2.53. The Committee on Government
Procurement held a further meeting in
Geneva on 13 to 15 November.2 The main
purpose of the meeting was to take stock
of the current negotiations designed to
improve and extend the Government Pro-
curement Code. In addition, the Committee
began its review, for 1983, of the statistics
which the signatories are obliged to provide
every year.
Committee on Trade in Agriculture
2.2.54. Because of difficulties in interpret-
ing the basic rules, and the various disputes
opposing the United States to the Com-
munity's common agricultural policy, many
of the Contracting Parties to the General
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Agreement came to consider that the oper-
ation of GATT rules applicable to agricul-
ture needed to be improved.
The ministerial meeting of the Contracting
Parties in November 19823 therefore set up
a Committee on Trade in Agriculture, with
the task of making appropriate recommen-
dations to bring agriculture more fully into
the multilateral trading system by improv-
ing tfre effectiveness of GATT rules and
through their common interpretation, to
improve terms of access to markets, and
to bring export competition under greater
discipline.
After two years of intensive discussions, in
which the Community took an active part,
the Committee (chaired by Mr Aert de
Zeeuw, the Netherlands Director-General
of Agriculture) put forward a number of
recommendations and obtained their
approval at the annual session of the Con-
tracting Parties in November 7984.
These recommendations add up to a new
work programme devoted to a thorough
examination of how to solve the problems
of trade in agricultural products as a whole,
on the following bases:
o as regards measures concerning imports,
an approach involving quantitative restric-
tions (such as those allowed as derogations,
like the waiver enjoyed by the United States)
being made more fully subject to existing
rules, and also suitable sets of rules being
worked out for other measures, such as
voluntary restraint or minimum price agree-
ments, variable-rate duties or non-bound
tariffs;
. as regards subsidies affecting trade in
agricultural products, including export sub-
sidies and other export aids, including sub-
sidized credit, two parallel and alternative
approaches, one based on improving the
existing framework, the other consisting of
a general prohibition with exceptions;
Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.2.5
Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.2.45.
Bull. EC ll-7982, point 3.4.1.
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o making technical barriers ro trade,
including public health or plant health regu-
lations, subiect to improvid procedures, so
as to limit the harm they cauie to trade.
In addition the policies and measures
adopted by the Contracting Parties should
be reported and examined regularly so as
to ensure the transparency of their effect on
trade.
The Committee on Trade in Agriculture
was therefore kept in being to carry out rhis
work programme. It is to report on progress
in November 1985.
International Dairy Products Council
2.2.55. The International Dairy Products
Council held a furrher meeting in
November, at which it adopted a reso-
lution.
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
Education Committee
2.2.55. The Education Commitee mer at
ministerial level in Paris on 20 and 2l
November. Discussions centred on the
major challenges in education facing OECD
member countries and the problem of
enhancing the quality of education and
training during and after compulsory
schooling.
Counci! of Europe
2.2.57. The Council of Europe's Commir-
tee of Ministers held its 75th iession on 21
and 22 November. It approved the pro-
posals in the report adopted by the Pailia-
mentary Assembly, meering from 25 Sep-
tember to 4 October, on thefuture of Eurb-pean cooperation. This calls for a
Commission of Eminent European Per-
sonalities to be set up under the chairman-
ship of Mr Emilio Colombo, former Italian
Minister of Foreign Affairs, to chart the
prospects for European cooperation beyond
the present decade.
Diplomatic relations
2.2.58. The President of the Council and
the President of the Commission received
the following ambassadors, who presented
their letters of credence, to take effect on
25 November: HE Mr Tomas A. Tomasson,
Head of the Mission of the Republic of
Iceland to the European Economic Com-
munity; HE Mr Mahdi Masud, Head of the
Mission of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan
to the European Communities; and to take
effect on 27 November: HE Mr Pulat Tacar,
Permanent Delegate of the Republic of Tur-
key and Head of Mission to rhe European
Communities; HE Mr Vitthya Vejjajiva,
Head of the Mission of the Kingdom of
Thailand to the European Communities.
I Point 2.1.99.
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3. Financing Community activities
Budgets
General budget
1985 budget
First reading of draft budget
by Parliament
2.3.1. On 14 November the draft general
budget of the Communities for 1985 was
given its first reading by Parliament, 1
which very closely followed the proposals
tabled by its Committee on Budgets. These
diverge from the budget established by the
Council on three major points:
o establishment of a budget covering 12
months (observance of the principle of
budget annuality): Parliament accordingly
added 1 315 million ECU for EAGGF
Guarantee Section expenditure; in addition,
forecast expenditure was increased by 1 283
million ECU, corresponding to the cores-
ponsibility levy on milk products to be col-
Iected in 1985; the Commission and the
Council classified this as 'negative expendi-
ture', but Parliament entered it under rev-
enue with a concomitant increase in
Guarantee Section expenditure;
o entr)r on the expenditure side of the
compensation for the United Kingdom and
the Federal Republic of Germany: in adopt-
ing this amendment Parliament marked its
disagreement with the conclusions reached
at tf,e Fontainebleau European Council;2
1515.9 million ECU in expenditure was
scheduled, broken down as follows: 250
million ECU for urban renewal,350 million
ECU for transport, 350 million ECU for
employment and 555.9 million ECU for
energy strategy;
. determination of the increase in non-
compulsory expenditure at an appropriate
level in relation to compulsory expenditure:
according 
. 
to Parliament's classification,
increases in non-compulsory expenditure
amount to 373.3 million ECU for payments
and 773.8 million ECU for commitments;
g
under the Council's and Commission's
classification, the increases approved by
Parliament in non-compulsory expenditure
amount to 589 million ECU, far exceeding
Parliament's margin of manauvre of 241
million ECU as calculated by those two
institutions.
The main increases relate to the following
sectors: 3
. Social Fund. 700 million ECU in com-
mitments and 52 million ECU in payments;
c Regional Fund.71 million ECU in com-
mitments, plus an additional increase of 90
million ECU in commitment appropriations
for the Mediterranean programmes;
. Agricultural structures.35 million ECU
in commitments and 28 million ECU in
payments, mainly for the processing and
marketing of agricultural products, mod-
ernizations of farms, forestry measures and
agricultural structures in the less-favoured
areas, such as the Mediterranean (Greece in
particular) and Northern Ireland;
o Energy, research and inuestment. 92
million ECU in commitments and 60 million
ECU in payments, mainly for technological
development projects for hydrocarbons,
thermonuclear fusion (JET), information
technologies (Esprit Programme), advanced
communications technologies in Europe
(Race Programme) and the Joint Research
Centre in Ispra (fusion, nuclear fission and
environment programmes) ;
o Transport.70.2 million ECU in commit-
ments and 74.2 million ECU in payments;
these increases reflect the priority granted
to transport infrastructure projects;
. Deuelopment aid.93.5 million ECU in
commitments and 55.5 million ECU in pay-
ments for cooperation with non-associated
developing countries; 54.9 million ECU in
commitments and 48.9 million ECU in pay-
I Point 2.4.13; OJ C 337 , 17.12.1984.2 Bull. EC 6-1984, point 1.1.9 (Section 1).3 A table showing appropriations at the various stages of
the budgetary procedure and including the first reading of
the draft budgct by Parliament was published in Bull. EC
10-1984, point 2.3.2 (Table 4).
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ments to finance specific and exceptional
measures for developing and other non-
member countriesl and 30 million ECU in
payments for food aid.
2.3.2. With regard ro revenue, Parliament
adopted a draft amendmenr intended to
ensure, in view of the shortfall of own
resources currently available, that the rev-
enue and expenditure sides of the budget
would be balanced by means of advanies
from Member States on new Community
own resources. The sum of 2 830.90 million
ECU, corresponding to expenditure exceed-
ing own resources available within the 1olo
VAT limit (1 315 million ECU for the
EAGGF Guaranree Section and 1 515.9
million ECU for special measures for the
U-nited Kingdom and the Federal Republic
of Germany) was entered in a rr.* chrpt.t
as Community revenue.
None the less, in its final resolution Parlia-
ment asked, following an amendment from
the Eu-ropean Democratic Group, that the
date for the introduction of -new own
resources should be brought forward to
1985 so that the budger could be financed
in full without having to have recourse to
advances from the Member States.
Second reading of draft budget
by Council
2.3.3. On 29 and 30 November the Coun-
cil gave its second reading to the draft
budget for 1985,1 on the basis of the
amendmenrs and proposed modifications
resulting from Parliamenr's first reading.
Before starring work, the Council met a
delegation from Parliamenr led by its presi-dent. The Parliamentary delegation
defended the positions taken'by Parlilment
on its first reading, particularly as regards
observance,of the principle of annuality and
the entry of the compensation for the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many on the expenditure sidC.
Following its deliberations, the Council
reached the following main conclusions:
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. with regard ro the financing of the com-
mon agricultural policy, the Council, refer-
ring to the declaration made at its 2 and 3
October meeting, 1 agreed to enter, between
brackets, additional revenue and expendi-
tu_re, of 1 315 million ECU, which, bicause
of its special characteristics, is not included
in the budget total;
Council agreed ro increaies of 405.17
million ECU in commirments and 183.44
million ECU in payments in relation ro rhe
draft produced by the first reading;
. it refused to enter the compensation for
the United Kingdom and the Federal Repub-
lic of Germany on the expenditure side.
4.9ng the _main increases compared with
the first reading, the Council agreed to enter
50 million ECU in rhe reserve @hapter 100)
as commitment appropriations for the inte-
grated Mediterranean programmes. It also
allowed increases in commitment approori-
ations of 50 million ECU for the pflbf and
70 million ECU for the Social Fund. Lastly,
it agreed to an increase of 13.5 million ECU
in appropriations for aid to disaster victimsin developing and orher non-member
countries, together with an additional 30
million ECU in commitments and 12 million
ECU in payments for non-associated
developing counrries, mainly intended for
Central America following the San Jos6
Conference.2
Given the maximum rate of increase for
non-compulsory expenditure, this leaves
Parliament with a margin of manauvre for
its second reading of 75.96 million ECU for
commitments and 57.61 million ECU for
payments.
Budget discipline
2.3.4. On a number of occasions during
the month the Council examined the technil
cal aspects of applying the principle of
budgetary and financial disCipline con-
firmed by the Fontainebleau - European
I Bull. EC 10-1984, point 2.3.2.2 Bull. EC 9-1984, point 1.3.7 et seq,
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Council last June.l The United Kingdom
has demanded a decision on this matter
before it will pay over the refundable
advances to cover supplementary and
amending budget No 1/1984. z
At its economic and financial affairs meet-
ing on 12 November the Council reached
agieement on texts giving effect to 
-th-e 
prin-
ciple of budget discipline, but it left it to
the Foreign Minist.ts-to decide what should
be the status of the legal instrument.
Following a lengthy discussion, dur-ing
which nine Member States came oirt in fav-
our of 'conclusions' and only one in favour
of a 'resolution', draft conclusions, with
political but no legal value, were adopted.
This draft was sent to Parliament on 13
November as the Council's common pos-
ition for the ad hoc meeting on 2l
November.
At its November part-session Parliament
adopted a resolution 'on matters connected
with the establishment of the Community
budget (budget discipline).3 By 203 votes
to 7, with 22 abstentions, it reiected the
unilateral establishment by one arm of the
budgetary authority of measures relating
to budget discipline. It demanded that the
referenie framework for determining
maximum expenditure be establishedjointly by itself and the Council. Lastly,. it
ixpreised concern that the system, in the
foim proposed by the Council, might pre-
uent proper application of Article 203 of the
Treaiy (establishment of the maximum rate
for non-compulsory expenditqre and
exceeding of the 'statistical rate'). a
At the ad hoc meeting between the Council,
the enlarged Bureau of Parliament and the
President of the Commission on 21
November, views continued to diverge' The
Council again made the point that its text
was an internal document for which it alone
was responsible and that, at the present
stage in ihe proceedings, it was merely com-
mon ground and not a formal decision.
The Parliamentary delegation rejected this
interpretation and reiterated that the unilat-
eral -establishment of the reference frame-
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work necessary for determining the
maximum amount of the budget and the
undertaking not to exceed this prevented
Parliament-from exercising its right, if the
situation so required, of negotiating an
increase in the'statistical rate'. In addition,
it felt that the Commission's right of initia-
tive would also be seriously affected if an
unduly rigid framework was imposed. Par-
liament aicordingly asked to be involved in
defining the reference framework.
The President of the Commission took the
view that, if the Council regarded its text
as an internal document and if no ioint
reference framework could be agreed
between the Council and Parliament, then
Parliament could decide on its own refer-
ence framework, and the Commission
would have to take dccount of both when
drawing up its preliminary draft budget.
Following the meeting with the enlarged
Bureau of Parliament, the Council con-
tinued discussions on this matter at a Fore-
ign Ministers' meeting from 27 to 29
November. The President of the Com-
mission and Mr Tugendhat again asked the
Council to give serious consideration to the
reservationa lodged by Parliament and sug-
gested some amendments providing for Par-
Iiament to be consulted before any decision
is taken on the reference framework for
fixing annual budgetary expenditure.
At the end of this Council meeting, one
Member State remained opposed to any
chanee in the draft conclusions reached on
13 N"ovember. The others were in favour
of a change along the lines requested.by
Parliament, but most were also prepared to
adopt the original text. In order to leave
open the possibility of an amendment to the
text, foui Member States then opposed the
adoption of the draft conclusions. This led
the Council to refer the matter to the Dublin
European Council.
I Bull. EC 5-1984, point 1.1.2.2 Bull. EC 10-1984, point 1.1.1 er seq.3 oJ c 337,17.12.1984.
' 
'statistical rate': maximum rate
compulsory expenditure, assessed on
203(9) of the Treaty.
of increase in non-
the basis of Articlc
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For its parr the Commission reiterated its
position in the following sratemenr:
'The Commission deplores the fact that yesterday's
Council meeting was unable to reach'agreement
on budget discipline.
As a conciliatory move and with a view ro avoiding
any direct clash between the Council and parlial
ment which would be likely to bring the Com-
munity to a complete standstill, the eommission
had proposed rwo improvements to the draft under
discussion which appeared acceptable to all Mem-
ber States with one exception. These conciliatory
moves in no way meant that the Commission was
dropping its reservations on the Council's text.
The general public does nor understand this insti-
tutional squabbling.
The Commission wants the Community to func-
tion properly. For this, situations must be clearcur
and each institution's role must be fullv respected.
This morning there is one last chance,'and'we are
going to make the members of the Council aware
of their responsibilities. They cannot disregard
Parliament's prerogatives, noi the Commissilon's
right of initiative, nor the interests of a living and
dynamic Community.
The message is clear.'
Budget discharge
2.3.5. On 14 November Parliament re-
fused to grant the Commission a discharge
for its implementation of the 1982 g.n.r-"I
Qqdg:g.1. In April it had deferred giantingthis discharge and asked the Commission
to clarify a number of points.2 The Com-
mission's replies were sent on 2 August.3
Financial operations
ECSC
Loans raised
2.3.6. In November rhe Commission made
two private placings in French francs and
guilders for the equivalent of 15.8 million
ECU.
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Loans paid out
2.3.7. Acting under Articles 54 and 55 of
the ECSC Treaty, the Commission paid out
loans in November for a total 6t +l.lg
million ECU broken down as follows:
lndustrial loans
2.3.8. Industrial loans (Article 54) total-
ling 16 million- ECU were paid out to help
finance the following projetts:
Federal Republic of Germany
Industriekreditbank AG, Diisseldorf: pro-
moting consumption of Community coll.
France
Compagnie frangaise des aciers spiciaux,
Paris: installation of a new axle foundry at
the Dunes works, Dunkirk.
Ricbement steeluorks pouer station: mod-
ernization of the power station.
Conuersion loans
2.3.9. Conversion loans (Article 56) total-
ling 27.55 million ECU were paid out to
help finance the following projects:
Federal Republic of Germany
Multiregional loans to small and medium-
sized firms: Bank fi.ir Gemeinwirtschaft AG,Frankfurt/Main; Dresdner Bank AG;
Frankfurt/Main; Industriekreditbank AG;
Diisseldorf; Saarlindische Investitionskre-
ditbank AG, Saarbriicken.
Subsidized housing
2.3.10. Loans for the building of subsidi-
zed housing amounted to 3.73;illion ECU,
of which 110 000 ECU was for mineworkers
and 3.62 million ECU was for steelworkers.
I Point 2,4.12;Ol C337,77.72.t984.
, OJ L 173,30.6.t984; Bull. EC 4-1984, points 2.3.5 and
2.4.70.
r Bull. EC7/8-1984, point 2.3.13.
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EEC-NCI
Loans raised
2.3.11. In November the Commission
made two private placings in marks and
guilders foi the equivalent of 34.5 million
ECU, and a USD 100 million public issue.
Representing the equivalent of 138.5 million
ECU, this five-year loan was issued at Par
with an interest rate of 11+%.
The Commission also made two public
issues denominated in ECU. The first, for
50 million ECU, was on the Dutch market.
It was issued at par for six years with an
inrerest rate of l0:725o/o.lt will be redeemed
in three equal annual instalments from 1988
onwards. The second, f.or 200 million ECU,
was on the American market and will run
for 72 years. Issued at99lo/o, it bears inter-
e* * I to/o . It will be redee med in ten equal
annual instalments from 1 December 1987
onwards. This is the first issue denominated
in ECU on the American market and also
the first issue on this market not denomi-
nated in dollars. It marks a further step in
the Commission's efforts to develop the use
of the ECU.
Loans granted
2.3.12. Loans were concluded in
November for a total of 93.l million ECU,
of which 35 million ECU was under NCI
ll,t 14.4 million ECU under the first tran-
che of NCI III2 and 43.7 million ECU under
the second tranche of NCI III.3 They break
down as follows:
Energy
Italy
ENEL: 14.4 million ECU constituting the
second instalment of a loan to a scheme
for installing solar panels in dwellings and
service-sector buildings to produce hot
water; the scheme covers the entire country,
with priority being given to the Mezzo-
glorno.
Greece
Public Pouter Corporation' second 19
million ECU loan for working a lignite mine
north of Ptolemais to supply the Amynteon
power station; second 15 million ECU loan
to build a 2 x 300 MWe power station
fired by lignite from the above mine.
Telecommunications
France
Caisse nationale des tdlicommunications:
43.7 million ECU loan for installing a satel-
lite communications system offering com-
munications facilities between compinies. a
1 oJ c 116,30.4.1982.2 oJ L 164,23.6.1983.3 oJ L 208, 3.8.1984.4 Point 2.4.33.
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4. Politica! and institutional matters
Political cooperation
2.4.1. On 12 November the Foreign Min-
isters issued the following srarement on
Chile:
'The Ten deplore the increase of violence in Chile.
They are- firmly convinced that the dialogue
between the Chilean Governmenr and the derio-
cratic opposition is the way to achieve a consensus
in the country. They strongly denounce the aban-
donment of rhat dialogue in favour of measures
which seriously prejudice fundamental individual
liberties contained in the United Nations Declar-
ation of Human Rights.
The proclamation of a state of siege deprives Chi-
lean citizens, inter alia, of the pioteciion of thejudicial system as well as of a trinsition to plural-
istic democracy.
The Ten express their profound concern about
this situation and irs victims and express their
conviction of the necessity for the establishmenr,
at the earliest possible moment, of all democratic
liberties in the country.
The Ten are also concerned at the restrictions
which the Chilean Government has placed on the
retu_rn to their country of a very large number of
Chileans. They hope that the ChileanGovernment
will reconsider irs policy on this matrer and review
the cases of those cirizens forbidden ro rerurn ro
Chile.'
2.4.2. On 20 November the Ministers held
a short political cooperarion meeting in
Brussels. They adopted the fourth Com-
munity analysis of national reports on the
implementation of the Code -of Conduct
by European Community companies with
subsidiaries in South Africa (july 1981 -
June 1983). I They decided to lay this paper
before Parliament and publish ir. Thb fol-
lowing statement was made to the press:
'The Ten discussed the fourth Community analysis
of national reports on the implementation of 'rhe
Code of Conduct by European Community com-
panies.with subsidiaries in South Africa. They
decided to transmit the analysis to the European
Parliament. The reports cover periods from -July
1981 to June 1983. In all, the responses of-224
companies employing l4l 679 black workers are
analysed.
Since the Code of Conducr was adopted in 1977
importanr developments have raken place in lab-
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our practice in South Africa. The racial features
have been removed from parts of the legislation
dealing with labour matteri and freedom o-f associ-
ation has been extended to all black workers.
Accordingly, the influence of registered and non-
registered black trade unions hai increased mark-
edly. The growth of trade union activity in Euro-
pean Community companies was a notable feature
of the period under review and the Ten are pleasedto note that European Community companies
again showed an increased willingness to recosnize
black unions. The Ten regard iconciliatory"and
encouraging- attitude to unions by employers as
important if progress is to be made towaids the
achievemenr of internationally accepted standards
of industrial relations.
The Ten notes thar there had been a slight fall in
the percenrage of workers paid above-the level
recommended in the Code of Conduct. This is
apparently due to recession in the South African
economy. However, they also noted that the lot ofthe lowest-paid workers appeared to have
improved, although there is still icope for persuad-
ing companies which have not yet done so to
observe the guidelines recommended by the Code.
The Ten welcom'e the contribution which com-
panies can make in redressing in part the inequities
of the. educational system in Sourh Africa.-They
note that training and educational activities could
be expanded and could enable black workers ro
occupy-skilled positions which are, at presenr,
being filled by importation of workeri from
abroad.
The three members of the Ten whose companies
have most subsidiaries in South Africa- have
appointed attach6s to their embassies in Pretoria
who have specific responsibility for labour marters
related to the Code of Conduct,'
2.4.3. The Ministers also adopted a dec-
Iaration of common policy on the conse-
quences of the adoption by the 10 Member
States of the Community of the London
Guidelines for the Export of Nuclear
Material, Equipment and Technology.2
The declaration makes transfers of - all
nuclear materials between Member States
conditional upon the implementation of
physical protection measures and, in the
case of sensitive materials, upon special
arrangements for storage, an atlestatiron of
I Poinr 3.4.1.2 Also point 1.3.7.
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use and the consent of the Member State of
origin for retransfers within the Com-
munity.
2.4.4. Finally, the Ministers expressed
their deep concern at the increase of tension
in Centril America since the early days of
the month and expressed the hope that the
relevant parties would exercise the utmost
restraint and that the Central American
countries would soon reach full agreement
on a final text of the Contadora Act.
2.4.5. On 28 November the Ten issued
the following statement on the situation in
Bolivia:
'The Ten are following with concern the present
political situation in Bolivia. They reaffirm the
importance which they attach to the maintenance
of democratic government in that country.'
2.4.6. During its November part-session
Parliament passed resolutions on the mur-
der of Father Jerzy Popieluszko and the
situation in Chile.l
European policy and relations
between the institutions
European policy
Ad hoc Committee on Institutional
Affairs
2.4.7. The ad hoc Committee on Insti-
tutional Affairs met regularly in October
and November. It twice consulted Mr Pierre
Pflimlin, President of Parliament, and Mr
Altiero Spinelli, Chairman of Parliament's
Committee on Institutional Affairs and the
mover of the draft Treaty establishing the
European Union approved by Parliament in
February.2
In the interim report to the European Coun-
cil in Dublin it recommended that an inter-
governmental conference be convened in the
near future 'to negotiate a draft European
Union Treaty, on the basis of the acquis
communautaire, lthe interim report] and
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subsequent documents which the Commit-
tee will submit to the European Council,
the Solemn Declaration on European
Union, and guided by the spirit and the
method underlying the draft Treaty adopted
by the European Parliament.3
Ad hoc Committee
on a People's Europe
2.4.8. The ad hoc Committee on a
People's Europe met for the first time on 7
November. Mr Adonnino (ltaly) is chair-
man of the Committee, and his fellow mem-
bers are Mr Thuysbaert (Belgium), Mr
Christensen (Denmark), Mr Neusel (Federal
Republic of Germany) Mr Kranidiotis
(Gieece), Mr Gallo (France), Mr 6 Tuathail
(lreland), Mr Hansen (Luxembourg), Mr
'Wellenstein (Netherlands) and Mr William-
son (United Kingdom). The Commission
is represented by Mr NoEI, its Secretary-
General.
The Committee concentrated on practical
measures affecting Europeans (crossing
frontiers, tax-free allowances, free move-
ment, equivalence of degrees, diplomas etc.)
and willnot turn until later to the symbolic
measures suggested by the European Coun-
cil (European anthem and flag, an ECU
coin). At the end of November it adopted
an interim report to the Dublin European
Council to which it will add its practical
conclusions in the first half of 1985.
Relations between the institutions
Budget discharge
2.4.9. In a resolution passed on 14
November Parliament for the first time re-
fused to grant the Commission a discharge
in respect of the implementation of the 1982
Community budget. a
I Point z.a.rc; OJ C 3i7, 17.12.1984.2 Bull. EC 2-1984, poinc l.l.l et seq.3 Point 3.5.1.4 Point 2.4.12i Ol C 337, 77 .72.1984.
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Relations between Council
and Parliament
2.4.10. Parliament's enlarged Bureau and
the 10 Foreign Ministers of the Community
met on 20 November ar rhe initiative of the
President of Parliament. Mr Thorn and Mr
Andriessen were also present. Two main
subjects were discussed: improvemenr of the
conciliation procedure between Parliament
and Council I and revitalization of the
European economy to deal with the prob-
Iem of unemployment.
On the question of conciliation, Mr Peter
Barry, the Council President, suggested that
the forthcoming meetings of the Concili-
ation Committee should take place within
the system set up by the 1975 Declaration,
incorporating some aspects of the draft Dec-
laration proposed by the Commission in
1981 and approved by Parliament in
December 1983.2
However, the current conciliation pro-
cedure was not changed since one Member
State opposed any extension.
! nstitutions and organs
of the Communities
Parliament 3
Strasbourg: l2 to l6 November
2.4.11. The November part-session was
mainly devoted to consideration of budget-
ary issues, namely the first reading of the
1985 budget, the discharge for 1982 and
budget discipline. The two latter debates(and the votes that concluded them) saw
the House taking a distinctly harder line on
interinstitutional relations with respect to
its supervisory powers and to its actual
budgetary rights; the targets for its artacks
were the Commission on the question of
the 1982 discharge and the Council on the
issue of budget discipline.
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The other discussions, especially those on
the famine in Ethiopia and the Sahel, also
reflected this tougher attitude.
No discharge granted for 1982
2.4.12. Mrs Bodil Boserup (CornlDK),
rapporteur for the Committee on Budgetary
Control, contended straightaway that the
House ought to refuse the Commission the
discharge for 1982, so that this might serve
as a warning to the new Commission. She
then expounded several arguments in sup-
port of this view: the Commission had disre-
garded Parliament's rejection of draft sup-
plementary budget No I in December
7982;a it had refused ro organize a
'Christmas butter' operation, even though
the House had recommended it in October
7982;s it had failed to implement food aid
policies effectively; it had not made
adequate use of the appropriations available
as a result of Parliament's amendments to
the 1982 budget. Emphatically supporting
the conclusions of the Boserup report, the
Chairman of the Committee on Budgetary
Control, Mr Aigner (EPP/D), reiterated thar
if the Commission were granted a discharge
Parliament's position would be weakened.
For the Commission, Vice-President
Tugendhat rebutted the Commirree's argu-
t oJ c 89,22.4.1975i Bull. EC 2-1975, point 2501.2 Supplement 3/82 
- 
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Parliament
ments, pointing out that to use the discharge
resolution as a vehicle for general criticism
of the Commission's record was an abuse
of the Community's procedure. Concerning
the Commission's failure to act on Parlia-
ment's amendments, he stated that the Joint
Declaration of June 1982 ('the trialogue
agreement') 1 specifically recognized that a
legal basis was necessary to implement
budget appropriations, so that the Com-
mission was stranded when no such basis
existed. In regard to supplementary and
amending budget No 1/1982, Mr Tugend-
hat reminded the House that in rejecting
it 2 Parliament had clearly not questioned
the sums involved but the methods of grant-
ing the'compensation' for the United King-
dom and the Federal Republic.
As for the'Christmas butter' operation, Mr
Tugendhat maintained that Parliament had
not insisted on any particular scheme for
disposing of surplus butter and that had the
Commission followed Parliament's advice
on the conduct of agricultural policy the
cost to the Community would have
increased by some 2 500 million ECU a year.
Concerning the special food programme to
combat hunger in the world, Mr Tugendhat
explained that the Commission was oper-
ating in partnership with independent
countries 'whose political objectives and
standards of administration can differ from
ours' and that the Commission was short-
staffed in that area. He went on to say that
this programme was introduced in 1983 and
did not appear in the 1982 budget, which is
what this discharge was concerned with.
He also argued that the case of the Milk
Marketing Board, where the Commission
had overruled the Financial Controller's
withholding of approval for EAGGF expen-
diture in 1978 and 1979, was in no way
connected with the discharge f.or 7982.
Finally, referring to what he called 'this
apparent thirst for more information', Mr
Tugendhat found it astonishing thar the
Committee on Budgetary Control had never
examined the Commission's reolies to Par-
liament's April resolution. 3
The refusal. to grant a discharge. did not
secure unanimous support from the politi-
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cal groups. Mr Klaus tVettig (SoclD) said
that the Socialists were not all of one mind
as to whether the discharge should be re-
fused, even though they firmly believed that
the Commission's budgetary policy had
undermined Community financial policy. In
calling for the refusal, Mr Konrad Schon
(EPP/D) held that the House was not indict-
ing four years of Commission stewardship
-which would be tantamount to a motionof censur*but simply refusing the dis-
charge for a limited and specific period.
Mr Robert Chambeiron (Com/F), however,
wholeheartedly commended the Boserup
report, pointing out that nothing had been
done to recover the overpayments to the
United Kingdom, and felt that the Com-
mission's attitude warranted a vote in fav-
our of the report. Mr Jean Mouchel (EDAI
F) announced that this group would refuse
the discharge on two counts that implied
more than just careless management: the
Commission had paid funds to the British
exchequer when Parliament had frozen
them during the discussion on the 1982 sup-
plementary budget; the Commission had
overruled its Financial Controller, when he
claimed 750 million ECU from the British
Government for infringing the Community
milk market regulationsl and, what was
more, Mr Tugendhat had robbed Parlia-
ment of its budgetary powers by not allow-
ing it access to information on this case that
he had nevertheless promised to provide.
Mr Piet Dankert (SoclNL) also took the
view that the Commission's payment to the
United Kingdom of compensation refused
by Parliament constituted a political act.
However, since this Commission was bow-
ing out in six weeks and the situation was
the result of the action of a single Member,
he should face the music.
Mr Chrysanthos Dimitriadis (ER/G)
declared that Parliament, with its responsi-
bility for the budget, could not exonerate
the Commission by granting the discharge
Bull. EC 6-1982, point 1.7.1 et seq.
OJ C 58, 14.3.1983i Bull. EC 2-1983, point 2.4.8.
OJ C 127,4.5.1984; Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.4.10.
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Parliament
when the Commission had provocatively
ignored the House.
By contrast, the European Democrats, in
the person of Mr Richard Simmonds (EDl
UK), believed that in supporting the rappor-
teur Parliament would be 'wasting, abusing
and destroying the porenrial power of
refusal of discharge', a resource which must
be used only if 'dishonesty, incompetence
or malpractice can be proved'. Mr Giorgio
Rossetti (Com/l) found that the Com-
mission's reply refuted some of the criti-
cisms but not all; he considered that the
findings of the Boserup reporr did not war-
rant refusal of the discharge, because the
Commission's term was about to end and
because the resolution went too far. Mrs
Christiane Scrivener (Lib/F) agreed that the
motion went far beyond an appraisal of the
1982 discharge and amounted to a general
political reprimand, a disguised and deliber-
ate motion of censure, which was not the
object of such a procedure.
Taking a political and institutional view,
the Commission President, Gaston Thorn,
warned Parliament against a misuse of pro-
cedure because the discharge conceined
only the Commission's implementation of
the budget for 1.982. Yet some of the criti-
cisms had nothing to do either with that
budget or with 1982. He also considered
that the report was an ill-substantiated
appraisal in that neither the Court of Audi-
tor's observations nor what the Com-
mission had in fact done justified a position
so radical as to refuse the discharge for
1982. The European institutions were
delicate beings, and too much damage had
been done by what he called unnarural
alliances. Parliament and the Commission
had better things to do than indulge in
recriminations over the past at the risk of
weakening their resolve to fight the vital
battles of the future side by side. There
were enough challenges ahead--concerning
budget discipline and other issues roo-for
them to be intent on mustering their
strength rather than dividing it.
After point 5 of the resolution refusing the
discharge had been adopted by 230 votes to
Bull. EC 11-1984
82 with 24 abstentions, the whole reso-
lution-with an amendment limiting its
effect to 7982 and deleting any menrion of
the Commission's general stewardship of
Community affairs over rhe last four years
-was 
passed by 219 votes ro 102 with 33
abstentions. The European Democrats, the
Liberals and the Greek and Italian Commu-
nists did not vote in favour of refusing the
discharge. Earlier, in the explanations of
vote, Mrs Simone Veil (Lib/F) had
announced the Liberal's abstention on this
spurious censure motion that made the
Commission a scapegoat instead of the
Council. Mr Egon Klepsch (EPPID) had
announced that he would vote for refusing
the discharge since any overall negative
assessment of the Commission had been
dropped from the resolution.
Mr Rudi Arndt (SoclD) had taken the same
decision for precisely the same reasons,
while Mrs Lizin (Soc/B), who was also
speaking for Mr Van Miert, said that the
Belgian Socialists would abstain since ir was
with the Council that they musr semle rheir
accounts. Mrs Carla Barbarella (Com/l)
had announced that she would not vote
for a resolution that was liable to cause
unnecessary political strain, while Mr Rich-
ard Simmonds (EDIUK) said no on behalf
of the Conservatives to what was an 'emas-
culated report'.
After the final vote Mr Thorn declared that
Parliament had barked up rhe wrong tree;
but he did not intend to add pointless words
to pointless votes; the Commission would
continue to do its duty.
1985 budget
2.4.13. Attacking the Council for nor
adhering to the principle of a 12-month
budget by deferring.until the autumn its
decisions on how to meet agricultural
expenditure in November-December 1983,
Mr Ove Fich (SoclDK) said that all foresee-
able expenditure and all foreseeable revenue
must be entered in the 1985 budget immedi-
ately instead of putting off the problems
until the autumn of next year. Furthermore,
the compensation to the United Kingdom
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must be entered on the expenditure side,
broken down according to the funding of
specific operations under Community poli-
cies, and not given back by means of tax
relief, as the Council would have it. Accept-
ance of these two points would mean
additional expenditure of 2 800 million
ECU compared with the draft budget estab-
lished by the Council; this would exceed
available own resources and should, said
Mr Fich, be covered by advances from the
Member States against future own resources
by the same method the Council had used
for the 1984 supplementary budget.
In conclusion he pointed out that apart
from the EAGGF Guarantee Section and
the British 'rebate', where the expenditure
was already allowed for by the Council, the
Committee on Budgets, in propo.sing an
increase in non-compulsory expenditure of
385 million ECU for payments, was respect-
ing the own resources ceiling and thereby
intended to establish its own priorities,
without Council interference. The budget
rapporteur for institutions other than the
Commission, Mr David Curry (EDIUK),
called for reform, self-discipline and more
efficient working methods.
Mr Rudi Arndt (SoclD) took issue with the
farming lobby represented in Parliament,
which was partly responsible for a situation
where agricultural spending could not be
met from current revenue because of the
scandalous subsidies paid to support sur-
plus production. Mr Petrus Cornelissen
(EPPINL) and Mr Piet Dankert (SoclNL),
the latter insisting that the refund to the
United Kingdom be organized on the expen-
diture side, demanded that a budget be
produced covering the full 12 months. This
view was endorsed by Lord Douro (EDl
UK), who proposed that own resources be
increased before 1 November 1985 or, if
necessary, a VAT ceiling of l.2o/o be set for
1985. Three other speakers found the draft
unacceptable for different reasons: Mrs
Carla Barbarella (Comll) contended that
the attempt to impose budgetary discipline
contrary to the spirit and the letter of the
Treaties was illegal, as was the compen-
sation to the United Kingdom, which
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negated the Community concept of own
resources; Mrs Christiane Scrivener (Lib/F)
rebutted the argument of 'the House's usual
detractors' that Parliament's proposed
increases in compulsory expenditure would
necessitate advances from the Member
States; Mr Jean-Claude Pasty (EDAIF) was
angry about the arrangement for the com-
pensation to the United Kingdom: it was
tantamount to authorizing a Member State
to pay itself out of the own resources that
it was required to pay into the Community
budget; nor was there any point in present-
ing a 10-month budget, which meant an
intolerable factor of uncertainty for the
efficient operation of the common agricul-
tural policy, the only truly common policy
the Community had.
Like the previous speakers, Mr Robert
Chambeiron (Com/F) condemned the cos-
metics of the draft budget presented by the
Council. Urging more imagination in the
search for new resources, he suggested tax-
ing imported vegetable oils and fats and
exports of capital out of the Community. It
passed his understanding how the Com-
munity could be about to reimburse the
United Kingdom three times what it spent
on food aid. Mr Egon Klepsch (EPPID)
followed up these attacks on the Council
and condemned any bid to limit Parlia-
ment's budgetary powers. He asserted that
the compensation to the United Kingdom
must clearly be classified as non-compul-
sory expenditure and must therefore be
included in the calculation of Parliament's
margin.
The only group spokesman to take a differ-
ent line was Mr Jens Peter Bonde (Rainbow/DK), who attacked the Fich report for
thinking in terms of a margin of mancuvre
for Parliament wider than the margin calcu-
lated by the Council. This meant an unac-
ceptable increase in non-compulsory expen-
diture. He also criticized the Committee on
Budgets for having pierced the 1% ceiling
and announced that he would not suport
the resolution moved by Mr Fich.
The main area of spending in which -faults
were found was agriculture. Many speakers,
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like Mr Andr6 Rossi (LlblF), Mr Gene Fitz-
gerald (EDAIIRL), Mr Pol Marck (EPP/B),
Mr Louis Eyraud (SoclF) and several orhers
as well considered this budget to be alto-
gether unrealistic as regards agriculture,
reduced, as they saw it, to short commons.
By contrast, Mr John Tomlinson (SoclUK)
held that Mr Fich's proposed budget was
wrong in that it was 'structured to maintain
the appetite of agriculture'. Ir was a scandal
to finance mounting stocks while major
areas of the world were suffering starvation,
malnutrition and deprivation. He
demanded that there be no additional
spending on agriculture. He would nor be
voting for the resolution.
In his speech for the Council, the President,
Mr Jim O'Keeffe, Minister of State at rheIrish Department of Foreign Affairs,
expressed his sadness at hearing members'
accusations of irregularity' and'illegality'
concerning the drafr budget. As regards
agricultural expenditure, the Council had
made a choice which did not imperil the
other common policies. Concerning the
compensation to the United Kingdom, he
pointed out that after lengthy negotiations
the Council had arrived at a solution rhar
had the merit of being 'simple, transparenr,
effective' in resolving the problem on the
revenue side.
At the close of the debate Mr Tugendhat
said how pleased he was that so many
speakers had condemned this 'decimalized'
budget. He hoped that the budgetary pro-
cedure could be concluded 'in a spirit of
peace and harmony'.
At the end of the debate the resolution was
passed with an amendment tablbd by the
European Democrats to the effect that 'the
date for creating new resources should be
brought forward to the year 1985', which
would obviate the need to call on rhe Mem-
ber States for advances to finance the com-
pensation to the United Kingdom and Ger-
many and agricultural expenditure. Parlia-
ment followed the guidelines of its
Committee on Budgets by adding ro the
Council's draft 373.3 million ECU in appro-
priations for payments,773.8 million ECU
Bull. EC 11-1984
in appropriations for commitments plus
I 300 million ECU for agricultural expendi-
ture for 1985 and I 500 million ECU fbr the
British and German'refunds'entered on the
expenditure side.
2.4.14. Parliament gave opinions on a
number of Commission proposals,
including:(i) a Decision establishing a third joint
programme to encourage the exchange of
young workers within the Community;1(iil a recommendation concerning the
adopt-ion of a European emergency health
card;2(iii) a Decision on the adoption of a work
program-me for the first phase of the appli-
cation of an information system on the itite
of the environment and natural resources in
the Community;3(iv) a Directive on air quality standards
for nitrogen dioxide; a(v) a Directive on the limitation of emis-
sions of pollutants into the air from large
combustion plants;4(vi) a Regulation on rhe conclusion of the
Agreement in the form of an exchange of
letters between the EEC and the Portufuese
Republic concerning the implemenration of
specific financial aid for improving agricul-
tural and fisheries structures in Portugal;5(vii) Regulations fixing the Community's
generalized tariff preferences scheme for
1985.6
2.4.15. Parliament also passed resolutions
concerning:(i) the fisheries sector in Portugal with a
view to its accession ro the EEC: having
emphasized the special situation of certain
fishing zones beyond the 12-mile limit
-while rejecting any idea of creatingexclusive Portuguese zones-Parliament
recognized the need to give Portugal as
I Point 2.1.57.2 Poinr 2.1.69.3 Poinr 2.1.85.4 Poinr 2.1.87.5 Point 2.2.3.6 Point 2.2.36.
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much help as possible to modernize its
structures;(ii) the famine in Ethiopia and the Sahel:
appalled by the famine which threatens nine
million lives and welcoming the aid already
provided by the Community, the House
urged the Commission to increase aid and
to coordinate Community relief actions
with those of other aid donors; it also called
on the Community to make long-term pro-
vision for cereals stocks in Africa which
would be available for use at any time;1(iii) budget discipline: reiterating its
strong opposition to the possibility of one
arm of the budgetary authority (the Coun-
cil) unilaterally adopting measures relating
to budget discipline, Parliament considered
that all such measures must be agreedjointly by the two arms of the budgetary
authority (the Council and Parliament),
with full respect for the Community's obli-
gations arising from legislation in force and
with due allowance for the need to develop
new or existing Community policies; believ-
ing that the majority voting rule laid down
for budget decisions should be upheld, the
House considered it vital to have joint
agreement by Parliament and the Council
on legislative acts of the Community which
have financial implications particularly over
a number of years.
2.4.16. In the fields of political cooper-
ation and human rights, Parliament passed
resolutions on:(i) the murder of Father Popieluszko: find-
ing that the Minister of the Interior and the
Polish security services bore considerable
responsibility for this appalling crime, Par-
liament called on the Polish authorities to
conduct a thorough and rapid investigation
with a view to identifying all those directly
or indirectly responsible and to mete out
exemplary punishment to those found
guilty; the House also expressed the hope
that the Polish Government would reopen
a dialogue with the Solidarnosc movement,
which represents a large part of the Polish
population;
(ii) the situation in Chile: concerned over
the spreading violations of human rights in
Chile and noting the international reactions
to the situation, Parliament urged the For-
eign Ministers and the Governments of the
Member States to express through concrete
actions and statements their condemnation
of General Pinochet's anti-democratic
system.
Council
2.4.17. The Council held 11 meetings in
November. The table below lists the num-
ber, place and date of each meeting, the
names of the Council President and Com-
mission representatives and the main items
of business. A more detailed account of
specific items can be found in the sections
of the Bulletin referred to in the footnotes.
I Point 1.2.1 et seq.
Table 7 
- 
Council meetings in Nouember 1984
Number, place
and datc of
meeting
Subiect President Commission Main itcms of busincss
950th
Brussels
5 November
Develop-
ment
cooperation
Mr O'Keeffe Mr Pisani Famine in Africal
Food strategiesz
Plan to combat exceptional drought
in Sahell
Nutritional value of food aid
Aid to non-associated developing
countries
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Number, place
and date of
meeting
Subiect Prcsident Commission Main items of business
951st
Brussels
5 November
962nd
Brussels
8 November
963rd
Brussels
12 and 13
November
964th
Brussels
12 November
955th
Brussels
12 and 13
November
966th
Brussels
13 November
957th
Brussels
22 November
Research
Energy
Transport
Foreign
affairs
Economic
and finan-
cial
affairs
Agriculture
Industry/
steel
Mr Bruton
Mr Deasy
Mr Spring
Mr Mitchell
Mr Barry
Mr Dukes
Mr Bruton
Mr Davignon
Mr Contogeorgis
Mr Thorn,
Mr Natali,
Mr Davignon,
Mr Pisani
Mr Tugendhat,
Mr Haferkamp,
Mr Davignon
Mr Dalsager
Mr Davignon
Mr Davignon
Lom6 III: new approach to develop-
menP
Environmental considerations in
Community developmenr policyz
R&D programme4
European synchrotron facility
Videocommunications project
Implementation of decisions of
principle adopted on 10 May 19845
Inland and air transporC
Accession negotiations;
Implementation of conclusions of
Fontainebleau European Council
ACP-EEC negotiations3
Budgetary disciplineT
Export credits8
Financing the agriculrural struc-
tures policy
\flinee
Structural policy
Food aid
Oils and fats
Sheepmeat and goarmeat
Veterinary questions
Milke
Member States' energy policieslo
Energy priceslo
Financial support for industries
producing solid fuels
Oil and gaslo
Energy implications of certain
aspects of measures to combat air
pollution
Natural gas
Energy-saving programmes in
Member Stateslo
Pipe and tube exports to USAll
Steel industry: internal aspecrs,
restructuring and amending aids
codel2
Situation in scrap market
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Table 7 (continued)
Numbcr, placc
and datc of
meeting
Subiect Presidcnt Commission Main items of busincss
968th
Brussels
22 November
969th
Brussels
26 to 28
November
97Orh
Brussels
29 and 30
November
Culture
(Ministers
meering
within
Council)
Foreign
affairs
Budget
Mr Nealon
Mr Barry,
Mr O'Keeffe
Mr O'Keeffe
Mr Thorn
Mr Thorn,
Mr Haferkamp,
Mr Natali,
Mr Davignon,
Mr Tugendhat,
Mr Dalsager
Mr Tugendhat
Cultural workers and
Social Fund13
Strengthening European
cooperationl3
European
cultural
Multilateral system of support for
European film an_d television pro-
gramme industrylr
Implementation of resolutions of
Representatives of Governments of
Member States
Private copying
Free movement of works of art
Book trade policy
European Foundation
Accession negotiations6
Preparations for European Council
Famine in Africal
Annual report on European Union
Integrated Mediterranean pro-
grammes
Community exports of steel pipes
and tubes to USAIl
Generalized preferences for
developing countries: Community
scheme for 19852
Budgetary disciplineT
Law of the sea
Scicntific and technical cooperation
with Japan
Meeting with Parliament delegation
1985 budget/
Poinr 1.2.1 et seq.
Development.
Poinr 1.1.1 et seq.
Research and devclopment.
Transport,
Enlargcmcnt and brlateral rclatrons with apphcant countrics.
Frnancing Community activities.
Commercial pohcy.
Agriculture.
Energy.
Relations with industrialized countries,
Competition.
Culturc.
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Commission
Commission
Activities
2.4.18. Three main issues dominated the
Commission's meetings in November: dis-
cussions within the Council on the recurring
aspects of enlargement (agriculture, wine
and fisheries) and industrial problems (high
tariffs and the motor and steel industriei);
budgetary discipline, for which the Com-
mission proposed that the draft Council
conclusions be supplemented to take
account of the main requests made by Par-
liament; and lastly, preparations for the
European Council, which was sent a com-
munication on the Community's economic
and social situation and the Commission's
annual report on European Union.
D e cisions, communic ations
and proposals
2.4.19. In the light of the wide-ranging
discussions on its December 1982 proposal
to adapt the system for the supply of nuclear
materials for peaceful uses, I the Com-
mission adopted an amended proposal,2
which should make it possible to achieve
the aim of revising Chapter VI of Title Two
of the Euratom Treaty. The Community's
third illustrative programme analysing the
situation in the nuclear industry and out-
lining likely medium- and long-term devel-
opments was also presented to the Council.
On the monetary front, the Commission
adopted the draft of a Council resolution
advocating a set of modest but significant
measures to boost the European Monetary
System (increasing economic convergence,
relaunching the move towards financial
integration, reinforcing the EMS mechan-
isms, in particular by extending the use of
the ECU).
The Commission decided to extend the
exceptional measures authorized for 7984
until the end of 1985 (end of the transitional
period for Greece) with a view ro restricting
imports into Greece of certain products,
mainly relating to the consrruction industry.
Council assent was requested for the exten-
sion of certain time limits laid down in the
aids code for the steel industry.
In response to a request from Parliament
the Commission sent it a report on the
impact of Community policies and acrions
in Northern Ireland.
Lastly, the Commission put before the
Council a proposal to modify the existing
arrangements for starch and starch prod-
ucts.
Dis cussions, p oli cy de b ate s
and work in hand
2.4.20. The Commission examined the
milk and milk products situation eight
months after introduction of the new rules.
It considered that there was no need to put
any proposals to the Council for changes to
the basic Regulation, despite the wishes of
some Member States. It also decided to
institute infringement proceedings in all
cases of incorrect application. In addition
it decided to postpone by one month (till
mid-December) the deadline for paymenr to
the Community of the superlevies on excess
production.
t Bull. EC12-1982,poinr 7.5.7 et seq.2 Point 1.3.1 et seq.
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Court of Justice
Court of Justice 1
2.4.21. New cases
ECSC 
- 
Steel
253/84 
- 
Alphasteel Ltd v Com-
missionl
264/84 
- 
Alphasteel
missionl
Ltd v Com-
265/84 
- 
Badische Stahlwerke
AG v Commissionz
268/84 
- 
Ferriera Valsabbia SpA
v Commission3
282/84 
- 
Metalgoi SpA v Com-
mlsslon
Customs union
252/84 Collector Guns
GmbH E( Co. KG v HZA
Koblenz
Social policy
262/84 
- 
V.M. Beets-Prope-r v F.
Van Lanschot Bankiers NVz
I For more detailcd information, sce the material published
by the Court of Justice in the Official Journal and the
European Court Reports, and the publications of its Infor-
mation Office (e.g. the annual synopsis of the work of the
Court or the information quarterly).
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Article 33 ECSC
Article 33 ECSC
Article 33 ECSC
Article 33 ECSC
Article 33 ECSC
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Individual Commission Decision of 8 October
1984 granting the applicant a reduction in the
abatement rate and fixing new production quo-
tas for the third quarter of 7984
Individual Commission Decision of 5 October
1984 notifying the applicant of production quo-
tas granted for the fourth quarter of 1984
Commission Decision of 27 September 1984
imposing a fine on the applicant for exceeding
production quotas in the first quarter of 1983
Commission Decision of 27 September 1984
imposing a fine on the applicant for exceeding,
the production quota in the second quarter of
1982
Commission Decision of 22 October 1984 con-
cerning an application for adiustment of pro-
duction quotas for the second quarter of 1984
What minimum features must an article (pistols
and holsters) exhibit for classification as a 'col-
lector's piece of historical interest' under CCT
heading No 99.05?
Does Council Directive 76/207/EEC allow the
Member States the freedom not to include
among the conditions of employment in resPect
of which equal treatment for men and women
must be laid down an express or implied con-
dition concerning the termination of the con-
tract of employment on the ground of the age
attained by the employee, where that condition
relates to the age at which the employee
becomes entitled to a pension?
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Social security
N4/84 
- 
G.J.J. de Jong v
Bestuur van de Sociale Verzeker-
ingsbank
261/84 
- 
C. Scaletta v Union
Nationale des F6d6rations Mutu-
alistes neutres de Belgiquea
Agriculture
N0/84 
- 
Societi Eridania Zuc-
cherifici Nazionali SpA and
Others v Cassa Conguaglio Zuc-
chero, Minisrero delle Finanze
and Ministero del Tesoro
257 /84 
- 
Ireland v Commissions
Basis
Article ln EEC
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Article 175 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Article 173 EEC
Article 215 EEC
Article 215 EEC
266/84 
- 
Denkavit France Sirl v
Fonds d'Orientarion et de R6gula-
risation des March6s Agricoles(FORMA)3
278/84 and 278/84R 
- 
Federal
Republic of Germany v Com-
mtsslon
279, 280,285 and 286/84 
- 
Fa
W. Rau Lebensmirtlewerke and
Others v Commission
281/84 
- 
Zuckerfabrik Bedburg
AG, Lehrter Zucker AG and Lip-
pe-Weser Zucker AG v Council
and Commission
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Interpretation of 'periods to be taken into
account as insurance periods' pursuant to
Annex VI, I, 2 (c) ro Regulation (EEC) No
1408/71
Interpretation of Article 59 of Regulation(EEC) No 574/72 laying down the procedure
for implementing Regulation (EEC) No 1408/
71 in respect of procedures concerning notifi-
cation of transfer of residence from one Mem-
ber State to another
Validity of Articles 24 and, 28 of Regulation(EEC) No 1785/81 on rhe common organiza-
tion of the markets in rhe sugar sector
Application for a declaration rhar by failing to
put a proposal to the Council for an amend-
ment to Council Regulation (EEC) No 856/84
amending Regulation (EEC) No 804/58 (com-
mon organization of the market in milk prod-
ucts) concerning the guaranreed total quanrity
for Ireland, the Commission has failedio act'
Interpretation of Article 15 of Regulation(EEC) No 1380/75 (rules for rhe application of
monetary compensatory amounts) laying down
a time limit for claims for paymenr of monetary
comPensatory amounts
Annulment of Arricles 1,2 and 3 of Regularion
(EEC) No 2677/84 on rransirional measures in
readiness for the revaluation of the representa-
tive rate for the German mark on 1- January1985 and application for suspension of
implementation
Claim for compensation for any damage suf-
fui.-d by the applicants in respeci of their sales
of fresh butter and margarine on accounr of
the sale of Christmas butter at a reduced price
Claim for compensation for losses already suf-
fered and whiih will be suffered in futuie by
the applicants rhrough the application of Regu-
lation (EEC) No 855/84 on the calculation and
the dismantlement of the monetary compensa-
tory amounts applying ro certain agricultural
products and Regulation (EEC) No IG77/84 on
the transitional measures in readiness for the
revaluation of rhe representarive rate for the
German mark on 1 January 1985
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Court of Justice
235/84 
- 
Groupement Agricole
d'Exploitation en Commun
(GAEC) de la S6gaude v Council
and Commission
Commercial policy
256/84 
- 
Koyo Seiko Co-, Ltd v
Council and Commission5
U8/84 
- 
Nippon Seiko KK v
Councilr
260/84 
- 
Minebea Co., Ltd v
Council and Commissions
Administrative questions
267184 
- 
P.J. Card and Others v
Commission/
Disputes between the Community and its staff
v Commissio n: 269 / 848 and 269 / 84R, 277 / 847
v Parliament: N9/84s
v Economic and Social Committee: 270/84 and 270184R
Article 215 EEC
Article 173 EEC
Article 173 EEC
Article 173 EEC
Article 152 Euratom
Claim for compensation for losses suffered
through the implementation of Decision No
84861/EEC conterning an aid granted to far-
mers in the Federal Republic of Germany
Annulment of Regulation (EEC) No 2089/84
imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on
imports of certain ball bearings originating in
Japan and Singapore
Annulment of Regulation (EEC) No 2089/84
imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on
imports of certain ball bearings originating in
Japan and Singapore
Annulment of Regulation (EEC) No 2089/84
imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on
ceriain 6all bearings originating in Japan and
Singapore in respect of the applicant's exPorts
from Japan
Annulment of various Commission decisions
notified to the applicants by the Director of
the JET Joint Undertaking and compensation
for the loss suffered by them by reason of
unlawful recruitment procedures
oJ c 318,29.11.1984.
oJ c 324,5.12.1984.
oJ c 323, 4.12.1984.
oJ c 317,28.11.1984.
oJ c 326, 7.t2.1984.
oJ c 316, 27.11.1984.
oJ c 335, 15.12.1984.
oJ c 334, 14.t2,t984.
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2.4.22. Judgments
Datc and case
ECSC-Steel
T7.11.7984,50/8,1--SRL Bensider and Others v Com-
missionl
Free movement of goods
6.11.1984,177l&3-Theodor Kohl KG v Ringelhan &
Rennett SA and Ringelhan Einrichtungs GmbHz
Customs union
13.11.1984, 98/83 and 230/83-Van Gend en Loos NV
and Expeditiebedrilf Wim Bosman BV v Commission3
15.11.1984, 235l83-University of Hamburg v HZA
Mtinchen-West4
27.11.1984, 99l83-Claudio Fioravanti v Amministra-
zione delle Finanze dello Sratos
Freedom of establishment and freedom to provide
services
5.11.1984, 182/83-Robert Fearon and Co. Ltd v the
Irish Land Commission5
The application is dismissed as inadmissible
(Decision of 23 December 1983-production cer-
tificate and accompanying documents)
The prohibitions contained in Article 30 of the
EEC Treaty apply to a Member State's legislation
on unfair competition in so far as it makes it
possible to prohibit the use, by an undertaking
established in another Member State, of a distinc-
tive symbol lawfully used in that other Member
State, on the sole ground that the symbol was
formerly used by a group of undertakings to
which it belonged, in common with an undertak-
ing established in the first Member State which
has since been wound up, and that the symbol
might therefore be regarded by the public as a
reference to the defunct undertaking or group
The applications are dismissed (annulment of
the Commission Decisions of 10 January 1983
finding that the remission of import duties in
regard to the applicant firms was not iustified)
The phrase 'scientific instruments and apparatus'
in Regulation (EEC) No 1798/75 is to be inter-
preted as meaning that components, accessories,
etc. may be imported free of duty where the main
instrument is or has been admitted free of duty
V/here by reason of an offence or irregularity
committed in the course of a Community transit
operation, duties or other charges which may be
chargeable are not collected, recovery of those
duties and charges shall be effected by the State
in which the offence or irregularity was commit-
ted, in accordance with the laws of that Member
State
Article 52 of the Treaty does not prevent a Mem-
ber State from making exemption from compul-
sory acquisition measures adopted under legis-
lation governing the ownership of rural land
subiect to a requirement that nationals of other
Member States who have taken part in the for-
mation of a land-owning company reside on or
near the land, if that residence requirement also
applies to nationals of that Member State and if
the powers of compulsory acquisition are not
exercised in a discriminatory manner
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Datc and casc
State aids
l4.l 1.7984, 32i / 8}-lnterm i I ls SA v Com mission4
Social security
13.11.1983, 191l83-Felice Antonio Salzano v Federal
Employment Office (Child Allowance Department)7
29.11.1984,181/83-A. lUeber v Bestuur van de Nieuwe
Algemene Bedrilfsverenigingl
Agriculture
73.11.1984, Joined Cases N6, N7,265,267/80, 5 and
51/81 and 282/82-Birra !fliihrer and Others v Council
and Commission3
13.11.1984,283l83-Firma Racke v HZA Mainz3
Commission Decision 82/670/EEC of 22 July
1982 on aid granted by the Belgian Government
to a paper-manufacturing undertaking is void
There is no suspension of entitlement to family
allowances payable in pursuance of Article 73 of
Regulation (EEC) No 7408/71 in the country of
employment of one of the parents when the
other parent resides with the children in another
Member State and pursues there a professional
or trade activity but does not receive family
allowances for the children, the reason being that
not all the conditions laid down by the legislation
of the Member State for the actual receipt of
such allowances are satisfied
The contingencies referred to in Article 47(l) of
Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71do not include an
invalidity benefits scheme in which the amount
of benefits is unrelated to the duration of the
insurance periods and which, for the calculation
of the loss of earnings, is based primarily on the
wage received in the occupation usually carried
on by the party concerned and therefore takes
into account either the fixed wage last received
by the person concerned in that occupation
before he became incapacitated for work or the
average wage received by him over a certain
number of days (which must not fall more than
two years before he became incapacitated for
work)
1. The application by Riseria Modenese in
Case 267/80 is dismissed2. The Community is to pay the other appli-
cants amounts equivalent to the production
refunds for maize gritz and broken rice used
by the brewing industry that they would have
received if, in the periods commencing on 1
August and I September 1975 and terminating
on 19 October 1977, the use of maize and rice
for that purpose had conferred an entitlement to
the same refunds as the use of maize for the
manufacture of starch3. The amounts to be paid are to bear interest
at 60/0 as from the date bf this judgment, which
shall also be the date to be taken for the purposes
of the conversion of the said amounts into
national currency
Consideration of the matters raised disclosed no
factor of such a kind as to affect the validity of
Regulation (EEC) No 167/76
84 Bull. EC 1l-1984
Held
Court of Justice
Datc and case
27.11.1984, 232 and 254/81-Agricola Commerciale
Olio and Others and SAVMA v Commissions
Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforccment of
Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters
27.11.7984, 58/83-Brennero v Wendels
Infringcments
74.8.1984, 164/84-Commission v Federal Republic of
Germany
Disputes betwcen the Community and its staff
v Commission
29.11.7984, 26 5 / 83-ludgment for the applicantl
v Parliament
9.10.1984, 1 88/83-Application dismissed
v Court of Auditors
16.lO;.7984, ?57 / 83-Judgment fo r the applicant
1. Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2238/81
of 3 August 1981 repealing Regulation (EEC) No
7l/81 on the sale of olive oil held by the Italian
intervention agency is void2. Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2239/81
of3 August 1981 reopening the sale by tender of
olive oil held by the Italian intervenrion agency
is void
1. The second paragraph of Article 38 of the
Brussels Convention riiuit be interpreted as
meaning that a court with which an appeal has
been lodged against a decision authorizing
enforcement given under the Convention can
make enforcement conditional upon the pro-
vision of security only when it gives ludgment
on the appeal
2. The second paragraph of Article 37 of the
Convention must be interpreted as meaning that
an appeal on a point of law and, in Germany, a
Recbtsbeschuerde can be lodged only against the
iudgment given on the appeal
Order for removal from the Court register (arbi-
trary discrimination and covert restriction on
imports of game)
Ordcrs for removal from the Court register
N.70.1984, 158 to 167/83-P. Colombo and Others v Commission
74.1 1.1984, 87l83-Hemil ska Ind ustri j a Zorka-Sab ac v Council
19.77.1984, 217 / 84-M. Simeoni v Commission
I oJ c 34o, zo.t2.t9$4.2 Ol C 315,27.11.t984.r oJ c 323,4.12.1984.1 ol c 326,7.12.1984.r oJ c 335, 15.12.r98{.5 ol c 317,28.11.1984.t ol c 324,5.12.1984.
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Court of Auditors
2.4.23. On 22 November the Court of
Auditors adopted its annual report on the
implementation of the general budget of the
Euiopean Communities for 1983 and the
operations of the European Development
Fund. The report was transmitted to the
Community institutions on 30 November.
It will be published in the Official Journal
on 31 December, accompanied by the
replies of the institutions, in all the offical
Community languages.
Economic and Social Committee
221st plenary sess/on
2.4.24. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee held its 221st plenary session in Brus-
sels on 21 and 22 November with Mr Gerd
Muhr in the chair.
The Committee mainly discussed the
Annual Economic Report 1984-85 in the
presence of the Irish Finance Minister. It
also adopted an initial 'policy' opinion on
reform of the organization of the market in
wine and adopted an opinion on lead in
petrol under the emergency procedure.
2.4.25. On 5 and 7 November the Com-
mittee had held a conference on 'Europe
and the New Technologies' with 650 par-
ticipants from most branches of industry
and agriculture, research and adminis-
tration. The conference was intended to
stimulate awareness of the fact that there
could be no turning back from the new
technologies being introduced in every field,
and it demonstrated the need to assess the
effects in relation to the reorganization of
work and environmental protection.
The participants considered the impact of
the new technologies and outlined ways of
developing a more effective social policy.
They expressed their desire to see the Com-
munity play a more active part in a coordi-
nated European strategy. Those taking part
in the conference included Mr Etienne
Davignon, Vice-President of the Com-
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mission, Mr Ivor Richard, Member of the
Commission, Mr Gerd Muhr, Mr Pierre
Pflimlin, Mr John Bruton, Irish Industry
Minister and current President of the Coun-
cil, Mr Karl Rodenstock, former Chairman
of the Federation of German Industry (BDI),
Mr Georges Debunne, Chairman of the
European Trade Union Confederation, Mr
Umberto Colombo of the European Com-
mittee on Science and Technology and Lord
Pennock of Unice.
0prnrons
Annual Economic Report 1984-85
2.4.26. By 58 votes to 45 with 13 absten-
tions the Committee endorsed the Com-
mission's analysis contained in its Annual
Economic Report 1984-85,1 and the overall
strategy proposed to speed up growth and
reduce unemployment.
As regards employment measures, the Com-
mittee noted that a temporary wage freeze
creates few if any lobs. It also suggested
that it should be left to the two sides of
industry to solve the problem of reducing
working time. The Committee considered
that the measures for the business sector
were interesting in principle and suggested
that, in view of the great diversity of tax
provisions in the Member States, there
should be a minimum level of harmoniza-
tion accompanied by a study of ways to
encourage investment.
The Report was very well received by the
Groups representing employers and various
interests. Only the Workers' Group-which
objected to some of the approaches adopted
in the Report, but saw its proposed amend-
ment rejected-considered that the Report
was an endorsement of a monetarist policy
which had produced increased unemploy-
ment and inadequate growth. It also felt
that some of the proposals in the Report
deliberately challenged labour legislation
and social welfare measures.
I Bul[. EC 10-1984, point 2.1.2.
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Lead in petrol
2.4.27. In considering the proposal made
by the Commission in May,l the Commit-
tee advocated the sale of lead-free petrol
from I January 1985 instead of 1 July 1989
and a reduction in the lead content of petrol
used by existing vehicles to 0.15 g/l instead
of 0.40 g/1.
On the question of emissions of pollutants,
the Committee considered that the Com-
munity could achieve better results than
required under present US standards and at
a lower cost. It advocated the application
of US standards to large vehicles from 1988/
90 instead of 7989/91 and asked that the
application of the limits proposed by the
Commission for other vehicles be brought
forward by one year.
The Committee suggested that the Com-
mission should study technical possibilities
of bringing vehicles into line with US emis-
sion standards by 1990 using devices other
than catalytic converters. Lastly, it hoped
that tax incentives would be introduced to
encourage the use of lead-free petrol and
that the Governments of the Member States
would promote the use of vehicles which
conform to future emission standards.
Reform of the cornmon organization
of the market in uine
2.4.28. The Committee adopted an initial
'policy' opinion on the Commission's pro-
posals,2 which it supported with the excep-
tion of the proposed guarantee thresholds.
It asked the Council not to take a decision
on the new Regulations until it had been
informed of the outcome of consultations
with the various sectors of the wine trade.
Positiue action for women
2.4.29. The Committee approved the
Commission proposalon positive action for
women.3 It endorsed the principle behind
such action since it was in women's interests
and, although costs were high, they would
be repaid in the long term. It accepted the
idea of a compulsory quota of women in
Bull. EC 11-1984
the field of training and hoped that the
Commission proposal would be adopted in
the form of a directive.
Opinions adopted without discussion
2.4.30. The Committee also adopted opin-
ions on the following without discussion:
o the list of simulants to be used for testing
migration of constituents of plastic
materials and articles intended to come into
contact with foodstuffs: a the Committee
endorsed the proposal and requested har-
monization of materials at Community
level; it sought a simple procedure, involv-
ing permitted lists, which would offer the
consumer a guarantee as to both the health
effects of the materials and their influence
on the taste of food;
. the third programme to promote youth
employment:5 the Committee supported
the idea of extending the programme to
young job-seekers with practical working
expenence;
o action to combat poverty:6 the Com-
mittee stressed the need for coordinated
measures, uniform statistical criteria and
the creation of a mechanism to support the
launching of official operations;
o action to combat long-term unemploy-
ment:7 the Committee feared that the pro-
posed measures were too piecemeal to deal
with the seriousness of the situation;
o the seventeenth VAT harmonization
Directive (exemption on the temporary
importation of goods other than means of
transport): 8 the Committee expressed satis-
faction with the proposal but criticized the
fact that more determination was not
shown generally in pursuing the objective
of greater freedom of movement of goods;
1 oJ c 178,6.7.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, point 1.2.1 et seq.
z oJ c 259,27.9.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.80; OJ
C 278, 18.10.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.82.3 oJ c 143,30.5.1984; Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.1.55.4 oJ c 102,14.4.1984; Bull. EC 4-1984, point 2.1.13.5 oJ c 153, 13.6.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.78.6 oJ c 208, 8.8.1984; Bull. EC 7/8-1984, point 2.1.lfi).7 Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.43.8 OJ C 244, 13.9.1984l' Bull. EC 718-1984, point 2.1.84.
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o limitation of emissions of pollutants
into the air from large combustion plants: 1
in approving the Commission proposal the
Committee stressed the need to ensure
application of directives already adopted
by the Council, coordination with energy
policies and dissemination of information
to the public;
. protective measures against the intro-
duction into the Member States of organ-
isms harmful to plants and plant products:2
the Committee considered that cerrain
checks must be maintained at borders
within the Community (the Commission's
view being that checks should generally be
carried out at the place of destination) and
recommended caution in this area;
. intra-Community trade in fresh meat:3
the Committee felt that the proposal was a
considerable step forward in the hygienic
control of meat production and added a
further parameter to the present criterion
of 'visual cleanliness';
. financial support by the Community in
favour of industries producing solid fuels: a
the Committee did not feel able to supporr
the amended proposal since the changes
made went against its opinion on the initial
proposal ) (when it had suggested granring
aid towards reducing coal stocks, advocated
a relaxation of aid criteria and suggested an
increase in the level of Community aid to
investment); the Committee was also
opposed to the creation of an advisory com-
mittee, taking the view that the ECSC Con-
sultative Committee could give an opinion
on applications for investment aid;
. a research and training programme
(1985-89) in the field of controlled nuclear
fusion and the realization of a tritium-hand-
ling laboratory:6 the Committee con-
sidered that Community efforts to develop
fusion energy are justified and a noteworthy
example of European cooperation; it also
emphasized the importance of safe handling
of tritium, which is one of the major safety
problems associated with fusion energy;
o 2 r€Sesrch programme (1985-89) in the
field of biotechnology:7 the Committee
endorsed the programme subject to certain
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specific recommendations being taken into
account;
. a research programme (7984-87) for the
optimization of the production and utiliza-
tion of hydrocarbons:8 the Committee
endorsed the programme but criticized the
inadequate level of financing proposed.
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Operations in November
2.4.31. Loans announced by the European
Investment Bank in November for invest-
ments within the Community totalled 953.5
million ECU, e broken down as follows:
533 million ECU in ltaly,310.7 million ECU
in France, 55 million ECU in Greece and
44.8 million ECU in Germany. Of the total
amount, 58.2 million ECU was provided
from the resources of the new Community
borrowing and lending instrument (NCI).10
Outside the Community, the Bank lent 70
million ECU for investments in Spain and
37.4 million ECU for investments in ACP
States.
Community
Italy
2.4.32. LIT 740 000 million was lent in
Italy, including LIT 30 000 million from
NCI resources. LIT 510 000 million was
granted for infrastructure works, particu-
Iarly in the Mezzogiorno, and LIT 175 000
million for investments in the energy sector
I oJ c 49,21.2.1984; Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.118.
, OJ C 186, 13.7.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, point 2.1.109.3 OJ C 255,22.9.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.88.o oJ c 264,3.10.1984; Bull. EC 9-1984, point 2.1.112.5 oJ c 232, 30.8.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.188.6 oJ c 798,27.7.1984; Bull. EC 5-1984, points 2.1.194 to
2.1.196.7 OJ C 182,9.7.1984;Bull. EC 4-t984,pointz.1,.Z5.
, oJ c 154, 14.6.1984; Bull. EC 5-t984,point2.t.t97.9 The conversion rares at 28 September used by the EIB
in statistics for the fourth quarrer were I ECU : BFR 45.31,
DKR 8.20, DM 2.23, DR 92.16, FF 6.85, HFL 2.52, IRL
o.72,LtT 1 388, LFR 45.31, UKL 0.59, USD 0.74.r0 oJ L 298,20.10.1978; Bull. EC to-1928, point 2.1.10.
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to help reduce the Community's dependence
on imported oil. Finally, LIT 55 000 million
went towards the application of advanced
technology in industry.
In the infrastructures sector, LIT 510 000
million was granted for telecommuni-
cations, a motorway, a new business district
in Naples and environmental improvement
in the Gulf of Genoa: LIT 350 000 million
went towards the development of the tele-
communications network in the Mezzo-
giorno, especially in Campania, Basilicata,
Apulia, Calabria and Sicily; LIT 85 000
million was granted for the improvement of
north-south communications through the
completion of the' motorway linkup
between Milan and Naples via a bypass
near Rome; LIT 55 000 million financed the
provision of basic infrastructure in the new
business district of Naples, rhe consrruction
of which forms part of a whole city planning
venture; finally, a LIT 20 000 million loan
was granted to reduce water pollution along
the Savona coastline by updating sewage
treatment facilities.
Projects in the energy sector received LIT
175 000 million: LIT 95 000 million for
investments designed chiefly to reduce oil
consumption and enhance the utilization of
alternative sources of energy; LIT 50 000
million for the construction or extension of
four hydroelectric power stations in Emilia-
Romagna, Friuli and Ldmbardy; LIT 20 000
million from NCI resources to finance the
installation of solar panels in residential and
office buildings throughout Italy; a further
LIT 15 000 million towards the full resto-
ration of electricity-generating, trans-
mission and distribution plant and equip-
ment damaged by the 1980 earthquake in
Campania and Basilicata; and LIT 80 000
million towards the completion of the main
pipeline for imports of natural gas from
Algeria and the upgrading of the linkup
between the Mezzogiorno and the gasline
networks in northern Italy.
As for industry, LIT 55 000 million was lent
to Rockwell CVC SpA to help finance the
application of advanced technology at a
plant producing axles for commercial
vehicles at Cameri in Piedmont.
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France
2.4.33. FF 2130 million was lent in
France, including FF 300 million from NCI
resources. FF 1 100 million (FF 800 million
from the EIB and FF 300 million from the
NCI) was granted for the consrruction of
three satellites, each equipped with six tran-
sponders to provide communications facili-
ties within and between companies, three
for telephone traffic and one for television
transmissions. Part of the new satellite
capacity will be devoted to improving com-
munications with France's overseas depart-
ments. Costed at FF 3 000 million and due
for completion towards the end of 1985, the
project also includes a reference and systems
management centre at Mulhouse, 100
unmanned earth stations for the business
service, 80 stations for video broadcast
reception and connection of subscribers to
the network. Companies from 10 countries,
including seven. Community ones, are pro-
viding know-how and equipmenr for this
advanced technology project.
FF 500 million was granted in the form of
a l5-year global loan (credit line) ro rhe
Caisse d'aide i l'6quipement des collectiv-
it6s locales (CAECL) for small and medium-
sized equipment for local authorities. Most
of the funds will go to departmental road
networks, port equipment and rural electri-
fication.
FF 330 million lent to the Caisse nationale
des autoroutes (CNA) will be passed on
to the Soci6t6 des autoroutes Paris-Rhin-
Rh6ne (SAPRR) to finance construction of
the 95-km MAcon-ChAtillon section of the
A40 motorway, which will link the A5
Paris-Lyons motorway with the Mont Blanc
tunnel and the Italian border. The project
is costed at FF 5 000 million and is due for
completion in 1989.
Finally, FF 200 million, also in the form of
a 15-year global loan to CAECL, has been
granted for projects by municipalities,
departments, regions, urban areas, joint or
intermunicipal consortia, and districts. In
line with Community objectives, the invest-
ments financed will involve the use of
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renewable energy sources (geothermal
energy, biomass), the replacement of oil by
fuels such as coal, electricity transmission,
the recovery of heat from industrial plant,
from the incineration of household waste
or from thermal or nuclear power stations,
heat distribution networks or the construc-
tion of small hydroelectric power stations.
Greece
2.4.34. DR 5 000 million was lent for
infrastructure projects in Greece: DR 2 800
million to fund improvements to the main
east-west highway linking Thessaloniki to
Alexandroupolis and Turkey, the upgrad-
ing of feeder roads, and roadworks designed
to relieve traffic congestion at the
approaches to Thessaloniki; DR 2 000
million towards strengthening, aligning and
standardizing national and provincial roads
in mainland Greece and certain islands,
with a view to regional development; and
finally, DR 1 200 million for sewerage and
sewage treatment works to reduce pollution
in Thessaloniki, Volos, and Aghios Niko-
laos in Crete; the facilities will restore the
quality of the bay water in all three localities
and should permit the resumption of
inshore fishing and bathing.
Germany
2.4.35. DM 100 million went to energy
projects in Germany:
. DM 80 million for the construction of a
second unit at the Neckarwestheim nuclear
power station in Baden-!iltirttemberg; this
project, due for completion in 1988/89,
involves a 1 230-MV unit, mainly for the
local network, equipped with a pressurized
water reactor and a cooling tower;
. DM 20 million for the construction of
a district heating transmission line from
Fenne to Saarbriicken; apart from the 8.40
km main transfer line, the works also
include two branch lines and two heat-
exchange stations for the transfer of indus-
.trial waste heat to the Saarbrticken district
heating system; this project forms part of a
Iarger scheme in the Saarland and will help
90
reduce air pollution and develop new tech-
nology in the field of energy conservation.
Outside the Community
Mediterranean countries
2.4.36. As part of pre-accession financial
cooperation with Spain, for which a further
250 million ECU was allocated for the per-
iod from July 1984 to the end of 1985, the
Bank granted four global loans totallingT0
million ECU:
o the Banco de Cr6dito Industrial (BCI)
will onlend 40 million for small and
medium-scale ventures in industry and
related services: a total of 25 million ECU
will help fund ventures in the industrial
regions and 15 million ECU will go to ven-
tures in the less-developed regions;
o the Banco Hipotecario de Espaffa (BHE)
will onlend 15 million ECU for small and
medium-scale tourism ventures in regions
away from the major Mediterranean coastal
resorts;
o the Banco de Cr6dito Local de Espaffa
(BCLE) will onlend 15 million ECU to sup-
port small infrastructure schemes by local
authorities in the less-developed areas and
the islands.
ACP States
2.4.37. Under the second Lom6 Conven-
tion the Bank lent 13.4 million ECU to
Cameroon for the H6v6a-Cameroun devel-
opment company (Hevecam), which in the
past 10 years has planted 15 000 hectares of
rubber trees at an estate 25 km from Kribi
and 250 km from Douala. The loan is for the
third phase of this agri-industrial complex,
which involves the planting of an additional
1 500 hectares, the first tapping of. 9 4O0
hectares of rubber trees, the installation of
additional processing lines to boost daily
throughput capacity to 64 tonnes of latex
and 32 tonnes of coagulum, and various
investments including 500 hectares of small-
holder plantations. The EIB is financing the
treatment plant and ancillary equipment,
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installation of which will be phased over
the period up to 1989.
12 million ECU was granted to the Ethiop-
ian Government from risk capital adminis-
tered by the Bank to rehabilitate a textile
mill at Bahr Dar on the shores of Lake Tana
some 550 km north-west of Addis Ababa to
meet local demand for cotton fabrics. The
scheme includes the overhaul of existing
plant, the replacement of obsolescent equip-
ment of premises to rehabilitate and mod-
ernize existing facilities. The project also
includes a staff training programme and
measures to improve working conditions.
In Guinea 7.5 million ECU was lent for the
introduction of a new process to improve
the quality of alumina produced at Fria-
Kimbo, 150 km north-west of Conakry, by
Friguia, a semi-public company in which
the State holds a 49% stake. The new pro-
duction process will enable the Kimbo plant
to turn out sandy alumina on a steady basis.
The investment will appreciably reduce dust
emissions and thus improve the environ-
ment and working conditions.
In Tanzania the Bank lent the State 3.5
million ECU from risk capital for onlending
to Morogoro Canvas Mill Limited for the
acquisition abroad of raw materials (dyes
and chemicals) and spares required for
launching production at the mill at Moro-
goro, 180 km west of Dar es Salaam. In
tandem with the EIB loan, the European
Development'Fund is providing 2.2 million
ECU to ensure ongoing technical assistance.
The Morogoro mill, built with financial
backing from the EIB and the EDF, boasts
a capacity of 7.5 millioir metres of canvas a
year. It will absorb about l0o/o of national
cotton fibre production, especially qualities
of fibre which prove somewhat difficult to
export, and provide employment for nearly
900.
In Tonga 1 million ECU was lent from risk
capital for small and medium-sized firms:
700 000 ECU to the Tonga Development
Bank for shares or loans and 300 000 ECU
to the State to increase its holding in the
Bank's share capital.
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PART THREE
DOCUMENTATION
\
1. ECU
Values in national currencies of one ECU Representative rates ('green' rates)
Conuersion rates into national currencies
{or the ECII used in connection with
'the 
common agricuhural PolicyBeleian franc and
Luiembourg franc (convertible)
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (financial)
German mark
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
Danish krone
French franc
Italian lira
Irish pound
Greek drachma
United States dollar
Swiss franc
Spanish peseta
Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Canadian dollar
Portuguese escudo
Austrian schilling
Finnish mark
Japanese yen
Australian dollar
New Zealand dollar
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc
Danish krone
44.9108
45.0408
2.23327
2.5tglt
0.501256
8.M526
6.8427i
I 382.08
0.718932
91.2870
0.721807
1.83678
124.512
5.35804
6.44754
0.954374
119.820
15.6921
4.53833
178.N0
0.841856
1.48185
National currcncy
Greek drachma
French franc
Irish pound
Italian lira
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
For seeds.
For other products.
For ccrcals and durum whcat.
For mrlk and mrlk products.
For pigmeat and wine.
44.9008r
46.41782
8.234001
8.414992
2.57524r
2.528753
2.542n4
2.514572
77.2479r
90.52812
6.9i7%4
6.49211r
7.ros96
7.868662
0.7N690r
0.75011G
1 341.001
t $2.0G
21556,3r
2.721493
2.7$274
2.709812
0.518655
I
7
l
1
6
t oJ c 321, 1.12.198+.
NB, Explanatory notes on the ECU and'green'rates can be
found in Bull. EC 7/8-7982, points 3.1.1 to 3.1.3.
30 Novcmber 19841
Novcmbcr 198{
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Velue in
national currcncy
of onc ECU
2. Additional references in the official Journal
3.2.1. This section Iists the titles of legal instru-
ments and notices of Community instiiutions or
organs.wh.ich have appeared in the Official Journal
since the last Bulletiri was published but ielating
to items appearing in earlier issues of the Bulletin]
the references were nor available when the Bulletin
went to press.
The number of the Bulletin and the point to which
this additional information refers is followed by
the title shown on rhe cover of the Official Journaf,
the number of the issue and the date of pubiication.
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Point 2.1.L42
Commission Decision of.-2 May 1984 concerning
the State aids provided for by Law No 97 of the
Region of Sicily of 6 May l98l on measures to
encourage productive secrors of agriculture and
various agriculrural standards
oJ L 305, 23.11.1984
Commission Decision of 2 May 1984 on State aids
und-er Sicilian Regional Law No 87 of 5 Augusr
1982 providing for measures in respecr of agrftul-
tural loans and urgent assistance foi certain icro.,
of agriculrural production
oJ L 311, 29.11.7984
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Point 2.L.112
Points 2.2.38 to 2.2.41
Commission proposals to the Council fixine the
Community's scheme of generalized rariff pr-efer-
ences for 1985
OJ C294 of 5.11.1984
Bull. EC 9-7984
Point 2.1.9
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to seamless, steel gas cylinders;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to seamless, unalloyed aluminium and alu-
minium alloy gas cylinders;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to welded unalloyed steel gas cylinders;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on rhe
approximation of the laws of rhe Member Stares
relating to 
,common provisions for lifting and
mechanical handling appliances;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to electrically operated lifts;
Council Direcrive of 17 September 1984 on rhe
approximation of the laws of the Member Srates
relating t_o common provisions for appliances using
gaseous fuels, safety and control devices for these
appliances and methods of surveillance of them;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to appliances using gaseous fuels for
instantaneous production of hot water for sanitary
PurPoses;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on rhe
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to common provisions for construction
plant and equipment; -
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on rhe
approximation of the laws of the Member Stares
relating to the permissible sound power level of
comPressors;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on rhe
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to the permissible sound power level of
tower cranes;
Commission Decision of 30 May 1984 concerning
the aids provided for in Law N; 105 of 5 August
1982 of the Region of Sicily amending the resiJnal
budger and the budget of'the State lorestr 6f th.
Region of Sicily for 1982
oJ L 311, 29.11.1984
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Point 2.1.172
Revised forecasts for the outlook for the Com-
munity solid fuels marker in 1984
oJ c297,8.11.1984
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Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
aooroximation of the laws of the Member States
rilating to the permissible sound power level of
welding generators;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
aooroximation of the laws of the Member States
rilating to the permissible sound power level of
Power generators;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
aooroximation of the laws of the Member States
ril"tine to the permissible sound Power, level of
po*.rid hand-held concrete-breakers and picks;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
rilating to the permissible sound power level of
lawnmowers;
Council Directive of 17 September 1984 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to electro-medical equipment used in
human or veterinary medicine.
oJ L 300, 19.11.1984
Point 2.1.32
Commission Decision of 12 September 1984 on
the Belgian Government's proposal to prolong the
textile ind clothing industry aid scheme
oJ L 312,30.11.1984
Points 2.4.16 to 2.4.22
Opinions adopted by the Economic and Social
Committee during iti session on 26 and 27 Sep-
tember
oJ c 307, 19.11.1984
External relations
o Cooperation agreement between France and
the USSit in disregird of the obligations deriving
from the Council -Decision of 22 luly 1974 estab'
lishing a consultation procedure for cooperation
ag...i'rents between Member States and third
countriesr (France).
Internal market and industrial affairs
o Discriminatory provisions in the laws relating
to several occupations (Italy).
Agriculture
o Importation of pasteurized milk (United
Kingdom).
o Failure by the Greek intervention agency
respect the rights of tenderers for a quantity
30 000 tonnes of common wheat (Greece).
3. lnfringement procedures
Initiation of proceedings for
failure to implement directives
3.3.1. In November the Commission sent letters
of formal notice for failure to incorporate direc-
tives into national law (the Commission not having
been informed of national implementing measures)
in the following cases:
Internal market and industrial affairs
o Council Directive of 31 March 1982 1 on the
aooroximation of the laws of the Member States
rilatine to methods of testing the biodegradability
of nonlionic surfactants and amending the Direc-
tive of ZZNovember 1973 2 (Belgium' France, Italy,
Luxembourg).
o Council Directive of 31 March 1982 I amend-
ine the Directive of 22 November 1973 on the
ao"oroximation of the laws of the Member States
ril^atine to methods of testing the biodegradability
of ani5nic surfactants2 (Belgium, France, Italy,
Luxembourg).
Reasoned opinions
3.3.2. The Commission delivered 12 reasoned
opinions in the following cases:
96
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I oJ L lo9, 22.4.1982.z ol L 347 , 17 .lz.1Y7 3 .r oJ L 208, 30.7.1974.
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I nfringement procedures
o Restrictions on
(Greece).
o Import licence
Kingdom).
the importation of beef/veal
for milk products (United
Environment, consumer protection
and nuclear safety
o Failure to incorporate correctly into national
law the Council Directive of 18 September 19791
amending for the sixth time the Council Directive
of 27 June 1957 on the approximarion of the laws,
regulations and administrative provisions relating
to the classification, packaging and labelling of
dangerous substances z (Federal Republic of Ger-
many, Italy).
o Failure to incorporate correctly into national
law the Council Directive of 2 April 1979 on the
conservation of wild birds 3 lFediral Republic of
Germany, Ireland).
o Failure to inform the Commission of national
measures to give effect to the Council Directive of
18 December 1978 on the approximation of the
laws of the Member Stares relating to the labelling,
presentation and advertising of foodsruffs for sale
to the ultimate consumer4 (France).
Financial institutions and taxation
o Incorrect application of the sixth Council
Directive of 17 May 1977 on the harmonization of
the laws of the Member Srares relating to turnover
taxes 
- 
Common system of value-added tax: uni-
form basis of assessment 
- 
tax position of notaries
and bailiffs5 (Netherlands). -
Proceedings terminated
3.3.3. The Commission decided nor ro conrinue
the following infringemenr proceedings:
Cases in respect of uhich a reasoned
opinion had been sent
Customs union
o Simplified clearance procedures for steel prod-
ucts (Federal Republic of Germany).
Internal market and industrial affairs
o Discriminatory measures in respect of inter-
national fairs and exhibitions (Federal Republic of
Germany).
o Import price guarantee (United Kingdom).
o Incorrecr application of the Council Directive
of 25 July 1978 concerning the mutual recognition
of diplomas, ciitificates and other evidence of the
formal qualifications of practitioners of dentistry,
including measures to facilitate the effective exer-
cise of the right of establishment and freedom to
provide services 6 and of the Council Directive
of 25 July 1978 concerning the coordination of
provisions laid down by law, regulation or admin-
istrative actio_n in respect of the activities of dental
practitioners 6 (France).
o Failure to apply the Commission recommen-
dation of 3 July 1981 to the Member States on the
obligation to publish price lists and conditions of
sale and on prohibited practices in the steel tradeT
(Greece, Italy).
o Incorrect application of the Council Directive
of 21 December 1976 coordinating procedures for
the award of public supply contracts 8 (Italy).
Agriculture
o Payment of the intervention price for olive oil
(Greece).
Transport
o Incorrect application of the Council Regulation
of 25 March 1959 on the harmonization of certain
social legislation relating to' road transport9(ltaly).
Financial institutions and taxation
r Incorrect application of the Council Directive
of 77 May 1977 on the harmonization of the laws
of the Member States relating to turnover taxes 
-Common system of value-added tax: uniform basis
of assessment 
- 
place of taxation of services sup-
plied in connection with the hiring out of movable
iangible property5 (Federal Repu"blic of Germany,
France, Italy).
oJ L 259, 15.10.1979.
oJ t96, t6.8.1967.
oJ L 103, 2s.4.t979.
oJ L i3,8.2.1979.
oJ L 145, t3.6.t9n.
oJ L 233, 24.8.1978.
oJ L 184, 4.7.t981.
ol L 13, ts.t.t977.
ol L77,29.3.1959.
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4. Implementation of Community
Code of Conduct by companies with
subsidiaries in South Africa
Fourth Community analysis July 1981
to June 1983
3.4.1. At a political cooperation meeting on 20
November the Ten adopted the fourth Community
analysis (July 1981 to June 1983) on the implemen-
tation of the Community Code of Conduct for
companies with subsidiaries in South Africa. The
text is reproduced below.
Introduction
Trade union membership among blacks increased
substantially during the period under review' The
ILO estimates that by the end of 1982 there were
545 000 blacks in trade unions, an increase of over
50o/o on the figures for the previous year. This
increase has taken place despite a rise in unemploy-
ment among blacks.
Changes in industrial relations matters during the
period include the elimination of 'iob reservations'
in the Labour Relations Act, although discrimi-
nation on grounds of race continues to be a feature
in the Mines and Works Act. Also, the Supreme
Court found in a binding decision (i) that the
Government had erred in insisting that unions
register on a racial basis and (ii) that unions were
entitled to register on an open basis catering for
all races,
Despite these changes, trade unions still encounter
serious difficulties in organizing their activities.
Union leaders have been imprisoned without trial
and one, Dr Neil Aggett of the African Food and
Canning Workers Union, died in detention in Feb-
ruary 1982. At the subsequent inquest, evidence of
torture was adduced. In the Ciskei, the South
African Allied Vorkers'Union was banned follow-
ing amendments to legislation there and many
trade unionists were arrested and tortured.
The number of strikes and the number of workers
involved increased during 1982. According to
official figures, the number of working days lost
increased by over 50%. Most strikes concerned
wage disputes while dismissals and layoffs were
also significant causes.
Among developments in the Ten, it is worth noting
that the Goveinments of the Federal Republic of
Germany and the Netherlands appointed social
attach6s to their embassies in Pretoria with
responsibility for increasing contacts with com-
panies and trade unions. The United Kingdom has
had a social attach6 at its embassy for a number
of years.
Analysis of reports
In the third Community analysis of national
reports on the implementation of the Code of
Conduct, the periods covered ranged from mid-
1980 to the end of 1981. In 1983 the Ten began a
process of harmonization of the reporting periods
so that all reports will eventually cover common
periods from 1 July to 30 June each year.
This fourth analysis is of reports covering periods
from July 1981 to 30 June 1983. A summary of the
national reports analysed is given in the table
below.
Countryl Period covercd Numbcrs of companyreports analysed
Numbers of black
employes
Belgium
Denmark
Germany(FR)2
Greece3
France
Italy
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total
.7
.7
.7
.7
.7
,7
,7
.7
.7
.7
982-30. 5.1983
982-30. 6.t983
981-31.12.1982
981-30. 6.1982
982-30. 6.1983
982-30. 6.1983
981-30. 6.1982
982-30. 6.1983
981-30. 6.1982
982-30. 6.1983
5
2
51
2
7
2
t7
t6
130
139
not stated
2M
21 100
35
2 230
I 050
4 468
4 050
134 000
113 000
at 30.5.1983 224 t4t 679
Ireland and Luxcmbourg do not have companies rcportrng under thc Codc.
Thc first rcport from the Fcderal Repubhc of Gcrmany to adopt thc standard rcporting pcnod wrll cover thc period to 30 Junc 1984-
Thc Grek rcport is also vahd to 30 Junc 1983.
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Reports were filed by over 90o/o of companies
expected to do so. The present analysis repolts on
conditions in 224 companies employing approxi-
mately 741 579 black workers. The Governmenrs
of the Ten are encouraging those firms which have
not yet done so to submit reporrs under the Code.
The national reports of Denmark, the Federal
Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom are publicly available.
Relations within companies
The increased importance of trade unions and rhe
increased readiness of Community companies to
cooperate with them is apparent. The number
of German companies reporring cooperation with
trade unions rose from 7 to 15. The number of
UK companies now giving formal recognition to
independent black unions or established registered
unions has risen to 39, a subsrantial increase from
the 1981 figure of 17 and rhe 1982 figure of 5. The
number of British companies prepared ro negotiate
with registered or unregistered trade unions also
increased from 38 in 1982 to 55 in 1983.
Twenty-two German companies, employing 55%
of the workforce in German enterprises, informed
their employees that rhey were prepared to cooper-
ate with unions. Among the 15 German companies
at present cooperating with unions, union activities
were facilitated in a variety of ways including:
r allowing meetings during working hours;
o assistance in preparing union information;
. partial or full exemption from work for shop
stewards;
o deduction of union dues from wages.
The Netherlands reports note thar Dutch firms
accept the principle that employees are entirled ro
determine their own form of representation and
that they were generally willing to negoriate with
unionized employees. In addition, six Dutch firms,
including the five which employ 400 or more black
workers, state their willingness to negotiate with
unregistered trade unions where these could show
that they had sufficient supporr in the workforce.
The two Greek firms reporr rhar rhe employees of
one firm, a bank, do not belong to any union, nor
have they expressed any wish or made any request
to belong to one. No trade union caterJ for
employees in the other firm's business-an airline.
Both of the reporting Danish companies fully rec-
ognize the right of blacks to membership of a
trade union. In the seven French companies union.
membership is open to all employees. The five
Belgian companies also recognize the rights of rheir
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workers to a free choice of trade union. One Italian
company reports that its employees are unionized
and the same company also liaises with its
employees through a workers commirree.
The liaison committee remains the predominanr
form of organization for employees although its
role in some companies is being superseded by
trade unions. Seventy-seven British firms now
report liaison committees, compared with 91 in
1981 and 99 in 1982. The workers in 24 of the
51 German companies are represented by such
committees, as are the employees of both Danish
firms and two of the French firms. Liaison commit-
tees are also active in many Dutch firms, parricu-
larly the larger ones.
Migrant labour
Migrant labour is used by a minority of companies
reporting under the Code. The Danish, Greek and
Italian companies employ no migrant workers,
The workforce of the only Belgian company using
migrant labour consists entirely of migrants. Of the
two French companies employing migrant labour,
one is situated close to a 'homeland' whence the
workers travel daily. Two Dutch firms reported
using a small number of migrant workers. Of rhe
15 German firms employing migrants, six firms
employed 90o/o of the total; and one British firm
accounted for over 70o/o of. the migrants employed
by the 42 British companies using migranr labour.
In many cases migrant workers receive the same
treatment as permanent staff, while several firms
provide extra facilities such as subsidized trans-
port, extra leave, etc., to alleviate the problems of
migrants. Some firms have stated that they intend
to phase out the use of migrant workers,
Pay
The Code recommends that all employers should
pay minimum wages at least 50% above rhe
amount required to meet the minimum needs of a
family.
The reports indicate that most employees are paid
wages above this minimum level and thar most
companies abide by the Code's recommendation.
Firms encompassing 59% of workers in all German
subsidiaries pay their employees above the rec-
ommended level; 90.1% of blacks employed by
British firms and 85% of those working for Dutch
firms are also paid above this level. One Danish,
all Belgian and six French companies also pay all
their employees above the recommended level,
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There was, however, a slight fall in the percentage
of employees of German and British firms who
were paid above the recommended norm. In the
case of British firms, this appears to have been
caused, at least in part, by the recession in the
South African economy.
One hundred and thirty-five employees (3.3%) of
Dutch companies and I 400 employees (1.3%) of
British companies received wages below the
amount considered adequate to meet the needs of
a family. Over 50% of the British employed wor-
kers in this category are in a single company. In
many cases these employees, mostly in the mining,
construction, agricultural and service sectors, were
new recruits or trainees. Some of the employees
were women who were not the sole income earners
in a family.
Wage structure and black African
advancement
The overwhelming majority of companies accept
the principles of equal pay for equal work and
equality of iob opportunities. There were only 5
firms which either did not accept them or else did
not state their policy.
However, equal access by blacks to iob opportuni-
ties is often circumscribed by their lack of qualifi-
cations or skills as a result of inferior education
and training, Many companies seek to remedy this
deficiency by the provision of suitable training
either on the job or in institutions outside the
firm. Most of the Dutch companies provide such
training, as do 131 British, 31 German, 6 French,
1 Belgian and all the Italian and Danish firms.
Approximately one third of the companies which
filed reports increased the training offered in the
period under review. One Italian company and
three German firms reported the construction of
new training centres, Several firms reported that
they provided scholarships to university, technical
college or other third-level institutions to some of
their employees.
Many companies said that they had a deliberate
policy of advancement of black Africans and cited
instances of such promotion, However several
companies also perceived a shortage of skilled
labour and recruited skilled workers and managers
from abroad to fill particular needs, but the num-
ber is declining.
Fringe benefits
Almost all companies reported providing fringe
benefits in addition to wages. The maiority of
companies contribute to pension and insurance
schemes and provide assistance to employees to
1m
purchase accommodation. The range of benefits
provided by different companies includes contri-
butions to study costs, subsidized travel, low-cost
meals, bonus payments, sports facilities and legal
advice. Several companies report their involvement
in community projects, whose benefits are not
restricted to their own workforce.
Desegregation at places of work
A majority of companies report that partial or
complete desegregation had been achieved at the
workplace. Desegregation of social and works
amenities was reported by a smaller number of
firms, which nevertheless constituted a majority.
Among the reasons cited for continued segregation
are unchanged statutory provisions and controls,
the nature of older buildings and the preferences
of employees. However, some progress has been
made during the period by many of the firms
whose facilities are still not fully desegregated.
Conclusion
A rapid increase in the growth of trade union
membership has been a feature of the period under
review. There has also been a welcome increase in
the preparedness of subsidiaries of companies in
the Ten to recognize and negotiate with both regis-
tered and non-registered trade unions. Given the
ambivalent attitude of the South African authori-
ties to the development of trade union rights for
black workers, it is considered that employers will
have to maintain a conciliatory and encouraging
attitude if progress is to be made towards the
achievement of internationally accepted standards
of industrial relations.
The recession in the South African economy has
been partly responsible for the slight drop in the
percentage of workers paid above the level rec-
ommended in the Code of Conduct. However, the
relative lot of the lowest-paid workers appears to
have improved slightly although there still remains
a small percentage who are paid wages below what
is regarded as the poverty level, i.e. the minimum
subsistence requirement for a family. It is clear,
therefore, that there is still scope for persuading
companies which have not yet done so to meet the
wage guidelines recommended by the Code.
Because of the inequity of South Africa's edu-
cational system, training and education provided
by companies plays an important role in upgrading
the skills of black workers and in enabling them
to compete on equal terms for available job oppor-
tunities. The further room for improvement in
training and development of black workers is dem-
onstrated by the shortage of skilled workers, which
companies have continued to meet by recruitment
abroad.
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5. lnterim report by the ad hoc Committee
on lnstitutiona! Affairs
Report to the European Council
(Dublin,3 and 4 December 1984)
Preface 1
3.5.1. After the Second World War Europe made
a very promising start by sctting up, firstly with the
ECSC and then with the EEC, an un precedented
construction which could not be compared with
any existing legal entity and which in its originality
answered the complex and deeply felt needs of our .
citizens.
The Member States became caught up in quarrels
which made them lose sight of the considerable
economic and financial advantages which they
would obtain from the realization of the common
market and of European economic and monetary
unton.'
Although the partners had decided to complete
this construction as from the Summit in The Hague
in 7969, it is now in a state of crisis and suffering
from serious deficiencies.
After 10 years of crisis, unlike Japan and the United
States, it has not yet got back to a growth rate
which would anable it to reduce the disturbing
figure of 13 million unemployed.
In this state of affairs Europe is faced with ever
more imporrant challenges both in the field of
increasing industrial and technological compe-
tition from outside and in the struggle to maintain
the position of political independence which his-
torically it has held in the world.
Faced with these challenges, Europe must recover
its faith in its own greatness and launch itself on
a new common venture 
- 
the setting up of a
political entity 
- 
which, if a dogmatic approach
is to be avoided, must be based on clearly defined
priority obiectives and mu-st provide itself with the
means of achieving them. r
A true political entity 4 ,5
Ic is not enough to draw up a simple catalogue of
measures to be taken 
- 
even if they are precise
and concrete 
- 
since such exercises have often
been attempted in the past without achieving
results. We must now make a qualitative leap and
present the various proposals in a global manner,
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thus demonstrating the common political will of
the Member States. In the last analysis that will
must be expressed by the formulation of a true
political entiry4,s among European States: i.e. a
European Union
o with the power to take decisions in the name
of all citizens, by a democratic process according
to their common interest in political and social
development, economic progress and security,5
and according to procedures which could vary
depending on whether the framework is that of
intergovernmental cooperation, the Community
Treaties, or new instruments yet to be agreed;
o in keeping with the personality of each of the
constituent States.
Priority obiectives
A. A homogeneous internal economic area
(a) Through the completion of the Treaty
(1) By creating a genuine internal market
The aim is to bring about economic and monetary
union and to create the fully integrated internal
market envisaged by the Treaty of Rome and called
for since 1972, thw allowing Europeans to benefit
from the dynamic effects of a single market with
immense purchasing power. This would mean
more iobs, more prosperity and faster growth and
thus make the Community a reality for its citizens.
This involves:
o the effective free movement of European citi-
zens;7
o pending the adoption of European standards,
the immediate mutual recognition of national stan-
I Sce Mr Mellcr's obsrvations annexed.2 Mr Papantoniou cntercd a rcscrvation, stating that the advan-
tags resulting from cconomic integration are uncqually dividcd and
could also disguisc losses for the less-prospcrous rcgions.3 Mr Moller felt that the drfficultics facing thc construction of
Europe resulted from a failurc to implcmcnt thc cxisting Trcatics
fully and could bc remedrcd by thc strict apphcation of thc Trcatis.
Hc considercd that thc achievemcnt of thc Europcan Union as
already foresan in cxisting sratcmcnts was thc obictive,4 Rcscrvation cntcrcd by Mr Papantoniou, who suggcstcd rcplac-
ing'A true polrtical entity'by'A true cconomic and political entity'.J Mr Mellcr considercd that thc exprcssion 'a true political cntity'
should be replaced by thc cxprssion 'the Europcan Union'.5 Mr Msller considcred that thc point 'rcuriry' should bc limrtcd
to thc polrtical and cconomic asDcts of srcurity.7 Td be dealt with further by thc Committe ior a Pcoplc's Europe.
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dards by establishing the simple principle that all
goods lawfully produced and marketed in a Mem-
ber State must be able to circulate without hin-
drance throughout the Community, and by intro-
ducing a single customs document as planned for
1987;
o the early introduction of a common transport
policy;
o the cre-ation at an early date of a genuine
common market in insurance; I
o the opening-up of access to public contracts;1
o an application of national and Community
competition rules, adapted to the new industrial
situation;
o the creation of conditions which will favour
cooperation between European undertakings and
in particular the elimination of taxation differences
that impede the achievement of the Community's
objectives;
o the strengthening of European financial inte-
gration, inter alia, through the free movement of
capital, hand in hand with the building up of a
European Monetary System; I
o the development, in close consultation with the
Community industries and bodies concerned, of
Europe's scientific and technological potential,-at
the level of the regions and of the Community. z
(2) Through thc promotion of economic conver-
gence r
o the promotion of solidarity amongst the Mem-
ber States aimed at reducing structural imbalances
which prevent the convergence of living standards,
through the strengthening of specific Community
instruments and a judicious definition of Com-
munity policies;
o the effective pursuit of integration and the
strengthening of Community institutions that
underlies it require positive action to counter the
tendencies to inequality and promote the conver-
gence of living standards.
(b) Through the realization of the EMS
The European Monetary System, which was cre-
ated and set up pending restoration of the con-
ditions for the gradual achievement of economic
and monetary union, is one of the achievements
of Europe over the last decade. It has enabled the
unity of the common market to be preserved,
reasonable exchange rates to be maintained and
the foundations for the Community's monetary
identity to be laid.
The time has come, however, to forge ahead
towards monetary integration through
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o closer coordination of economic, budgetary
and monetary policies with the aim of true conver-
gence of economic performances;
o the promotion of the role of the ECU in trans-
actions between central banks and the develop-
ment of the use of the ECU in private transactions;
. participation in the EMS by all Community
Member States and the opening up of the EMS to
States applying for membership. This will include
special financial measures for the benefit of
countries with weak economic structure loining
the exchange rate mechanism of a strengthened
EMS, if they join;
o the strengthening of the EMCF by giving it
effective powers, and the promotion of the ECU
as an international reserve currency. Only by this
route can steps be taken towards developing the
EMS into a common independent central bank
system and eventually the creation of a European
Monetary Fund and a common currency.4 
' 
5
Discussion will continue in the Committee on this
point.
(c) Througb mobilization of the necessary
resources
Intensifying the efforts already undertaken, fram-
ing new policies and delegating new powers to the
Community 6 will often, but not always, entail
additional expenditgre - which will necessitate
transfers of resources. These transfers will only be
feasible if they are subject to strict budgetary con-
trol and if the implementation of these new policies
at Community level is reflected in savings in each
Member State.6
I Rcservation cntcrcd by Mr Papantoniou, who considercd that
the introduction of thcse pohcics should takc account of thc panicu-
lar situation of national cconomics.2 Mr Mallcr strcsscd rhc following points:
oThe large numbcr of national 'State aids which distort compctnion
should all bc rcmovcd with rigour and rcsolutcncss.
oThc drsmanthng of all the measurcs in thc agricultural arca which
havc in rcccnt ycars ben introduced with thc intcntion of renational-
izing thc common agricultural pohcy.
rThc ncccssary transparcncy in nationalired industries should bc
introduccd in order to safcguard thc principlcs laid down in the
Trcatic.3 Rcscrvation by Mr Papantoniou, who argued that thc tcxt should
stress more cxplicitly the ned to reinforcc thc policics aiming at
economic convergencc, and should givc a morc comprchcnsivc defi-
nition of thcir scopc.a Reservation by Mr Papantoniou on thc inclusion of rcfcrcnccs
to'cffcctivc powcrs', common indcpcndcnt ccntral bank systcm,
furopcan Monetary Fund and common currency.5 Mr Rrlkind entered a rescrvation on thc rcferencc to a common
indcpendcnt central bank systcm, to a Europcan Monctary Fund
and to a common currcncy.5 Mr Moller considercd that thc increasc in thc VAT cerLng
agrccd by thc Europcan Councrl at Fontaincblcau would scarccly be
suffrcicnt for the promotion of ncws polcies.
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B. Promotion of the common values of civiliza-
tion
The European Union contemplated will not rest
simply on an economic community. The logic of
integration has already led European States to
cooperate in fields other than economic ones and
will continue to lead them still further along that
path. Accentuating this essential process will give
a European dimension to all aspects of collective
life in our countries. I
To that end a number of measures must be under-
taken, wherever possible in close cooperation with
European countries which are not members of the
Community and with the Council of Europe.
These measures are:
1, Measures to protect the environment through
the harmonization of plans to combat pollution of
the seas, rivers and air.
1;.r1..rr", 
achievement of a European social
3. Intensification of European ludicial cooper-
ation.
4. Measures to combat organized crime and ter-
rorism.
5. Protection of human rights throughout the
world.
5. The promotion of European cultures, in par-
ticular through the European Foundation and the
European University Institute. Common measures
will have to be initiated, particularly to encourage
transnational cooperation in the field of audio-
visual communication.
C. The search for an external identity 2
Europe's external identity can be achieved only
gradually, within the framework of common
action and political cooperation in accordance
with the rules applicable to each of these. It is
increasingly evident that interaction between these
two frameworks is both necessary and useful. They
must therefore be more closely aligned. The obiec-
tive of European political cooperation must remain
the systematic formulation and implementation of
a common external policy. J
Similarly in the case of defence, although the aim
of European Union is indeed the cohesiveness and
solidarity of the countries of Europe within the
larger framework of the Atlantic Alliance, it will
only be possible ro achieve that aim in a series
of stages and by paying special attention to the
differing individual situation, including the situ-
Bull. EC ll-1984
ations of the two nuclear powers which are mem-
bers and of certain member countries facing spec-
ific security problems.4
(a) External policy
It should first of all be noted that there already
exist common policies provided for by the Treaties
which have an external dimension, and external
policies such as the development policy and the
commercial policy.
In particular, Community development policy
must be intensified, without prejudice to the tra-
ditional actions of the Member States.
On the diplomatic front several measures could be
considered initially which might allow progress to
be made towards finding a common voice.
1. Strengtheningpolitical cooperation structures
by'
. creating a permanent Political Cooperation
Secretariat to enable successive Presidencies to
ensure greater continuity and cohesiveness of
action; the secretariat would to a large extent use
the back-up facilities of the Council;
o regularly organizing EPC working meetings at
the Community's places of work, while meetings of
Ministers should also be arranged in the Member
States' capitals.
2. Improving political cooperation activities by:
o an explicit undertaking by the Member States
to promote EPC by agreeing to a formalization of
the commitment to a prior consultation procedure;
o seeking a consensus in keeping with the
maiority opinion with a view to the prompt adop-
tion of common positions and to facilitating joint
measures;
o adopting a common position in multilateral
and inter-regional relations, particularly at the
United Nations.
3. Member States and the Community should
examine on a case-by-case basis the desirability of
a common representative at international insti-
tutions, especially in the UN framework and in the
countries where only a few Member States are
represented.
I Thc Commincc wishcs to cxaminc in grcatcr dctail a numbcr
of mcsurcs referred to hcrc.2 Mr Msllcr cntcrcd a gcncral rcrrvation on all of stion C. Hc
considcred that, instead of structural changes, it is ncccssary to havc
a new pragmatic dcvclopmcnt of Europcan polrtical cooperation on
thc cxisring base, which has already shown itsclf to bc cffcctivc.
Particularly in relation to security, it should bc confincd to political
and economic aspccts.J Rcservation cntcred by Mr Papantoniou.{ Scnator Dmgc drd not agrc to thc inclusion of thrs paragraph.
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4. Codification of EPC rules and practices. 1
(b) Security and defencez
The aim is to encourage greater awareness on the
part of the Member States of the common interests
of the future European Union in matters of
security.
Any discussion of this question will need to take
account of:
(a) the frameworks which already exist (and of
which not all partners in the European Community
are members) such as the Atlantic Alliances and
the WEU;
(b) the differing capacities and responsibilities
and the distinctive situations of the Commuity
Member States.
Several measures could be considered, for example:
o extending and strengthening consultations on
political and economic aspects of security prob-
lems as part of political cooperation;
o a commitment by the Member States to design,
develop and produce together the weapons systems
necessary for their security and, more generally,
high-technology materials;
o the intensification of the efforts to define and
establish common standards for materials.
The means: efficient and democratic
institutions 3
European Union-like the Community today-
needs institutions which are entirely at the service
of the common interest. Their functioning and
behaviour must clearly reflect the original nature
of their purpose within the framework of their
specific powers, it is in the first place for the
institutions to comply with and apply the rules of
the Treaties.
(a) Easier decision-making in the Council, which
means primarily changes in practice and cerrain
adjustments to existing rules:
o less bureaucracy within the institutions, as
national authorities have, through their experts,
gained too much ground over the last 10 years;
o adoption of new general voting principles:
the only decisions which must be unanimous
will be those concerning new areas of action or
new accessionsl
other decisions will be taken by a qualified or
simple majoriry.a,S,e
IM
o while introducing, in return, an appropriate
procedure under which, for a transitional period
a Member State could plead a vital intirest, T
provided it can obiectively iustify it to the Council
which, in turn, must ensure with the help of the
Commission that the vital interests of the Com-
munity as a whole are respected. 4'5'5
o in order to ensure the implementation of cer-
tain decisions, the use in exceptional circumstances
of the method of differentiated Community rules,
provided such differentiation is limited in time and
based solely on economic and social consider-
ations.5,8
o the trend towards the European Council's
becoming simply another body dealing with the
day-to-day business of the Community must be
reversed. Heads of State and of Government
should play a strategic role and give direction
and political impetus to the Community. For this
purpose two European Council meetings a year
should suffice.
It will now be useful for the Committee to discuss
the practical implications of the above proposals
and of other proposals which would improve
decision-making in the Community.
(b) A strengthened Commission
The Commission guarantees autonomous rep-
resentation of the common interest. Wedded to the
general interest whose guarantor it is, the Com-
I Mr Papantoniou entered a reservation on points 1, 2, 3 and 4
of the section on external ooLcv.2 Senator Dooge drd nlt 
"ir.. to the inclusion of thc tcxt onsecurrtv and defence.3 Reservation cntercd by Mr Msller on this chaptcr.
Mr Maller considers that thc problems faced by the Community are
not due to the failurc or impcrfmtrons of the institutions of rhe
Communrty system. On thc contrary, it may be said that the gradual
deviation and dcrogations from thesc fundamental principles
together with a lack of polrtical wrll to take decisions ari thc ioot
of m4ny of the problems of today. It is necessary to put thc Com-
munity housc in order in the sense that exisring common policies
and common actions are brought into hnc with thc fundimcntal
principlcs of the Treaty. Ncw common policies are required and thc
necessary frnancial means should be put at the drsposal of thc
Community. Following this thc balancc bctwcen rhC insritutions
should bc re-establishcd by respcting the drstrrbution of com-
pctcnccs betwren them as laid down in the Treaties.{ Rescrvations by Mr Papantoniou on rhe second and third
indents. He argucd against the adoption of a new gcneral prrnciplc
for voting, and in favour of maintaining thc right of cach Member
Statc to invokc a viral interat.5 Rcservation entered by Mr Msller.6 Mr Rrlkind cntcrcd a rescrvarion on this tcxt, but accepted thc
principlc of a morc frequent usc of majority voting, and of othcr
reforms which would improvc dmision-making in thc instrtutrons./ Mr Andrrcsscn, Mr Dondchngcr, Mr He rman, Mr Ruhfus and
Mr Van F-ekelen abstained from taking up a position on the recog-
nition in thrs form of the invocation of the vital national intcrcst.
Jhey are awaiting thc final report.u Reservation by Mr Papantoniou, who proposed to add two
furthcr condrtions for the utrlization of rhc method of drfferentiarron :
namely that it dcs not apply to estabhshed common policies and
that it excludcs dccisions having budgctary implications.
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mission cannot be identified with individual
national interests.
If it is to carry out fully the tasks entrusted to it,
which make it the lynchpin of the Community, its
Powers must be increased.
In the first place its autonomy must be confirmed
so that it can be completely independent in the
performance of its duties in accordance with the
obligation specifically imposed upon it and on
each ot its Members individually.
To this end it is proposed that the President of
the Commission be designated by the European
Council.
The other Members of the college shall be
appointed by common accord of the Governments
of the Member States, acting on a proposal from
the President-designate. 1
The Commission must not include more than one
national from any Member State.
At the beginning of its term of office the Com-
mission should receive a vote of investiture on the
basis of its programme.2
Similarly, the Commission must now be acknowl-
edged as an organ with full powers of initiative,
implementation and administration.
(c)The European Parliament as a- guarantor of
democracy in the European systemJ
A Parliament elected by universal suffrage cannot,
if the principles of democracy are logically applied,
continue to be restricted to a consultative role or
to having cognizance of only a minor part of
Community expenditure. That dooms it to obliv-
ion or overstatement, and more often than not to
both.
An enhanced role will be sought for it in three
areas:
o by effective participation in legislative power,
in the form of joint decision-making with the
Council;4
o by increasing its supervision of the various
policies of the Union and its political control over
the Commission and over cooperation in the exter-
nal policy field;
o by giving it responsibility in decisions on rev-
enue as the coping-stone of the establishment of a
new basic institutional balance, which will develop
in line with the system of own resources.
These developments should go hand in hand with
increased representativeness of Parliament itself
through the standardization of voting procedures.
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(d) Court of Justices
The legally binding nature of the Community gives
the Court of Justice of the European Communities
an essential role to play in the progress towards
European Union. The Court ensures compliance
with the rights and obligations laid down in the
Treaties. The Community legal system may be
strengthened by extending the powers of the Court
of Justice. t
The method 6 ,7'8
The Committee's proceedings, which will have to
be supplemented in the coming months, already
show that an intergovernmental conference should
be convened in the near future to negotiate a draft
European Union Treaty, on the basis of the acquis
coffifiundutaire, the present document and sub-
sequenr documents which the committee will sub-
mit to the European Council, the Solemn Declar-
ation on European Union adopted in Stuttgart,
and guided by the spirit and the method underlying
the draft Treaty adopted by the European Parlia-
ment.
The drafting, signing and ratification of a treaty
will inevitably take time. However, the mere
decision by Heads of State and of Government to
convene the Conference would have highly sym-
bolic value and would constitute the founding of
European Union.
I Mr Rifl(ind entered a reservation on this sentcnce, holdrng to
thc view that whilc thc President-designatc should bc closely
involvcd, thc rcsponsibrhty for appointing Commissioners should
rcst with Governmcnts.2 Resrvation by Mr Papantoniou, who suggcsted replacing thc
text of thc four (precedrng) paragraphs by the following tcxt: 'To
this cnd it is proposcd that thc Presidcnt of the Commission (which
should be composcd of onc Member per Member Statc), after
bcing dcsignatcd unanimously by thc Europcan Council, should bc
consulted by thc Govcrnmcnts of the Member States prior to thc
nomrnation of the Commissione rs'.I Mr Rrfkind entered a rservation on this stion, argurng that
the concrliatron prccdurc should bt improved and extcndcd, as
proposed in thc Solcmn Dcclaration on Europcan Union adopted in
Stungart in June 1983.a Rcservaiion cntered by Mr Papantoniou, who suggested replac-
ing the text of this indcnt by'an improvcmcnt in the conctltation
proccdurc and an cxtcnsion of its field of applrcation.'f Reservation entcrcd by Mr Papantoniou, who observed that thts
subicct was not discusscd in thc Committce, whrch should thcreforc
return to it.5 Mr Rrfkind cntered a rscrvation on thc wholc of this section
on the grounds that it is premature in an intcrim report to call for
an intergovernmental confcrencc.7 Resirvation entcrd by Mr Msller, who considers that it is
Drematurc to makc orooosals on the means.
x Reservation.ntir.d by Mr Papantoniou, who pointcd out that
the Committec should dcal with thc question of rhc method in its
final rcport after receiving the reaction of the Europcan Council.
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Annex
Observations by Mr Msller
I am not convinced that the overall approach in
the interim report is the right one. I agree that
the Community needs a new impetus. But in my
opinion this should encompass the following items:
A more efficient decision-making process respect-
ing the distribution of powers between the insti-
tutions as laid down in the Treaty. The blurring
of the powers should stop and be replaced by the
clear logic in the Treaty.
Re-establishment of the fundamental aim of bring-
ing about an efficient production structure by
rejecting distorting factors. The gradual introduc-
tion of a quota system, production thresholds and
so on poses a danger to this principle.
Development of new common policies to sup-
plemenr the common agricultural policy. Further
financial means will have to be placed at the dis-
posal of the Community.
Intensification and strengthening of our consul-
tations within the framework of European political
cooperation with a view to identifying areas of
common interest and agreeing on a growing num-
ber of common positions.
Development on a European scale of new activities
for which participation should not be limited to
the present members of the Community.
Members of the ad hoc Committee
on Institutional Affairs
Mr Dooge, representative of Mr FitzGerald, Prime
Minister of Ireland (Chair)
Mr Andriessen, representative of Mr Thorn, Presi-
dent of the Commission
Mr Dondelinger, representative of Mr Santer,
Prime Minister of Luxembourg
Mr Faure, representative of Mr Mitterrand, Presi-
dent of the French Republic
Mr Ferri, representative of Mr Craxi, Prime Minis-
ter of Italy
Mr Herman, representative of Mr Martens, Prime
Minister of Belgium
Mr Moller, representative of Mr Schluter, Prime
Minister of Denmark
Mr Papantoniou, representative of Mr Papan-
dreou, Prime Minister of Greece
Mr Rifkind, representative of Mrs Thatcher, Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom
Mr Ruhfus, representative of Mr Kohl, Chancellor
of the Federal Republic of Germany
Mr Van Eekelen, representative of Mr Lubbers,
Prime Minister of the Netherlands
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Lmrdo, V.: Mott!, E....: Di*tirr fin&alc Aoricuhrr.-i!,729.,
22fi9., 18tab.: 23crn: brod$: t36g: (FR) lAgiilht.r. - Di.ctin
1in&alc Mrctr6 dc l'infamation !t inrrcvation: Cornmircixr dca
Canmmcut& crrqfcnncrl EUR 92OO
CINK-8rrcl1-3H4 ISBN 92-826-464G,7: ECU 6,66,
BFB 3OO.
E.dhtlon Prot.ctlon Op,tlmls.tbn'Ar Lw Ar Boermbly
Achl.y.bl.r,.,. - Joliht, A.: Sinnmvr, J.: DiEld.tlcsEill
Scicnca, Rcrerch and Dcvdopm.nt - yi, 51 5pp., 48td., 74fi9.,
lgr!ph,: 3ocm: toftcovr: 13229: Proc..dng. of th...cond
Erropaln tcicntific taminr hcld in Luxamborg m 8 and 9
Novrmbar 1983 (EN) [Rldioprotctbn - DiEldrt.-G.rsd
lnfsmltkh Mitct lnd lnnovation: Conrmi$ion of th. Eue.ln
CanmmiticelEUR 8173
CB.NP-&ffi+N{ ISBN 82-825-4499€: ECU 34,90,
BFR 16@, tRL 26.80, UKL 20.20, USO 30.
Brdloprot.ctlon d. L popuhtlon i l'5gerd d.t blrnr do
oon3ommltlon oNranta @ntanrnt daa tubftrncat
redlualvo - Di*tim g6n&dc Sciono. rcchcdrc ct
d6rohppcmcnt - v, 25p.: 21cm: !g.af6: 6OC: IFR)
[Ratloprotccrion: 31 - Dietlxr g6]&dc Mrch6 d. l'infdmrtk n .t
innoratkrn: Cornmicdm dGa Cdnmunrut5r cuogfcnmrl
EUR 9290
CINP-84-O1O+R4 ISBN 92-826-4963-1: ECU 4,42,
BFR 2OO.
Baac!rch and tralnlng progrrmma ln blomohuler
.ngln.cilng (Aprll I 982-Mrrch t 9861 - ProCr.E r.port I 983
- Dirctdatlcarl(d Scicnca, Ralarch lnd Dslopm.nt
[Biolofol rchnco - Dirctart]G.nr.l lnfdmllion Mr.k.t lnd
lnnovltion: Commislim of thr Eu@a!n Cmmmiti.l]
n.2: Training - v, 43pp.: 3Om: tottcotn: l469: (EN) EUR 8987
ClNl-84-BO1-3A-C ISBN S2-826-4333-1: ECU 4,12,
BFR 200, rRL 3.30, UKL 2.70, USD 3.60.
Soma lmportrnt parrthlc l]rfactlonr ln bolrlnar conrldarad
Irom aconomlc and rodal (roonoatrl polnta ot ylaw - Eudy,
J.: G.wcy, J.: Dt.ctartc{.ffillAgrkrultuc - vi, 268pp., 23fi0.,
53t!b.: 23cm: tottcovr: 4O59: (EN) [Agricuhuc -
Dractdrtlc.ffid lnfamatirx Mrlct rnd lnnovatiqr:
Commi$im of thc Euop.ln Cornmuniticrl EUR 89OO
CD.NK-8Im8-2A-C ISBN 92-826-601&1: ECU 17,59,
BFR 800, rRL 12.90, UKL 10.50, USD 15.
f.chnlk und O.t.lltchrft lV: Risikeinrchitzung und Alc.ptlu
n r T*tnoloficn - Lindnc, R.: G.ffiddircttidr
lnfcmltionlmrkt und lnnoyltion: Kommision der Euopiirttpn
Gcmdnschaftcn - ri, 48S.: 3Ocm: korchirt: 1769: (DE)
EUR 8179
co-Nx-8rffi)E{ tssN 92-8264291-2: ECU 5,48,
BFR 260.
21
2A
29
30
23
27
26
26
10
31 Trchnlk und Grtrlbchrft V: Grundcgtn mcntchlicild
O.nkllrtitua - Lindnr, R.: Gcn(ddr*tkxl lnfqmltionrmrkt
und lnnovation: Ksnmirsim dcr EuqEirchcn Gcmcincchaftcn - vil,
675.: 3Ocrn: brochirt: 1869: (DEl EUR S398
C$.NX-84{o5-DE4 ISBN 92-826-6o3tt-8:ECU 6,63,
BFR 260.
32 ZuummlnrltzungvonKonttmlnailont.ohlchtanund
Wlrkramkrh drr D.kont!mlnttlon - Ahll6ngr, W.:
Ganfrsldrcktion W$cnlchrft, Fcrchung und Entwid<lung - vi,
79S.: 3ocm: broschirt:24Og: (DE) [Kcrnfqrhung und
-rcchnologic - GcnraldrC(tion lnfdmatk ormrtt und lnnovltion:
Kommission dr. Euopiischcn Crmcinrchaftcnl EUR 93E2
CO-NE-84{49-OE-C ISBN 92-826460€-7: ECU 6,65,
BFR 3@.
PERIOOICALS
Euo-Abstslct!: Scicntific lnd tchnicrl Publicltidl. rnd P!t.nt!:
S.ctim I lnd ll.
EueAbltrlcts, S.ction l - Erltorn lnd EEC R.!.rch. Scicntific
snd tachnicll Publicttions lnd Pltant!.
EucAbttlct!, Srtioo ll: Corl - Stml.
Errooct Dilm Ncwt.
Communlty rurury of fichard fruh traaa 1982 - Ststisticrl
Otficc of thc Euopcan Cqnmuniti.r [Agricultur, tqcsirY snd
Itshiics (grtr corrsl - Cmmissim o{ thc Euopcan Cmmunitical
1982 - gop.: 3ocm: roftcow: 2609: (OE/EN/FR/lTl
OC:84- ll -39. FR:8/t- 11 -35. n:84- 1l -38
CA-4G8+367-4A{ ISBN 92-825.4986-2: ECU 6,60,
BFR 300, rRL /1.90, UKL 4, USD 6.50.
A gulda to currant tourclr ol wlgo rtltlttlca ln tha
Europorn Community - Statistiel Otfi@ of th. Euop.sn
Csnmuniticr - 169pp.: 3ocm: rftcow: 46O9: (EN) lPopulation
lnd leid condtimr (yollow cot (l - Coanmi$ion o( th. Euopcrn
Communiticsl
CA-38-83-f61+N{ ISBN 92-826-4832-5: ECU 10,96,
BFR 6@, IRL 8.1O, UKL 0.60, USD 9.
Structur. ot.lrnlngr 1 07tl79 - Prlnclpll r.tuh. - Ststisticsl
Otfie ol thc Euopcan Communitiar [Poprdatim and rocial
condirim! (y.llow covq) - Cdnmissim of th. Euop.6n
Communiti.d
n.3: LUXEMBOURG - L: 6O3p.: 3Ocrn: roftcorr: l8OOO:
(DA,/OE/GR/E N/FR/TTlNLI
DA:8/t - I t - 39. OE:84 - t I - /tl. FR:8/t - I I - 40. Gfi:8,1 - I t' 34.
IT:8t1- 11 -4O. NL:8t1- 11 -4O
CAO9-82{O2-7C4 ISBN 92-826-3817€: r€t
ISBN 92-825-388$3: vdumc: ECU 32,66, BFR 15oo,
rBL 23.80, UKL 18.70, USD 28.
Studl.t of iltlon!l lccflnir - No 6: Thr drgror of rlmllarlty
ln th. .conomlc! o( th. EEC countrl.t 1 975 rnd t 97O/ 1 981 -
Sutistial Offica o, th. EropGan Cmmunitir! [Nltioosl lccounls,
finsu lnd balanc. of paymcnts (virct covdl - Commi$ion of thc
Erop.sn Cdnmunitiolt
1984 - 126p.: 3Ocrn: goftow: 340rg: (EN/FBI
FB.&t-rr-36
CA-4O8+852-24-C ISBN 92-826-496Gx: ECU 4,44,
BFR 2@, IRL 3.30, UKL 2.70, USD 3.50.
@ Y.!rb6k ol firh.ry ttltlttic. - Ststrstiel Offic. of tht
Eropoan Cornmunitn3 lAg]i@ltro, fdostry lnd 6shsi$ (gl6n
coyu) - Commi$im of thG Eropssn Cmmunitilrl
1984 - 1 19p.: 3Ocm: roftcove: 34Os: (DA,/OE/GR/EN/FR/|TINL)
DA:84 - r I - 37. OE:84 - I I - 38. F8:84 - I I - 34. Gf, :84 - I 1 - 36.
lTr84- tt -36. NL:84- ll -39
CA-/+G8+586-7C-C ISBN 92-826-4983-6: ECU 9,9O,
BFR 45O, IRL 7.3O, UKL 6.90, USD 8.
PERIODICALS
Agriculiusl Mo.kct!: Pric.r.
Agricultrll ltltisticr: c.o9 lnd snimal prodEtidr.
Animal p(odrrclio.l.
Balanc.3 of p8ymcnts: Ourtfily dat!.
Csl: monthv bullctin.
cIop productsr.
Ec-sg.icultull pri6 indi€r {Ouput lnd lnpotl.
Electriel cmgy: mmthly bullotin.
Enngy ststistica: Mmthv bullrtin r) Co8l, b) Hycleebm!, c)
Elocri€l onsg,y.
Euoslstistica: Dst0 fs shdt-tsm *mqnic analy3i3.
Huly crnings: Hff3 of wqt.
Hydoctrboo!: monthv bullatrn.
lndusirisl p(odrctioo: Misccllsnils setor!.
lndusirid 3hrt-lrm tond8.
lnfqmatimr dc l'Euoslat.
lrm and st6l; monthly bullctrn.
lron lnd stsl: qufisly 8nd monthly bulletins.
Iron lnd srml: quartdy bullelrn.
Mmthly cxtsnsl t ad. bullotrn.
30
37
38
17 Education and culturalPolicv
MONOGMPHSAND SERIES
33 Highrr oduutlon ln th. EuroP.ln Communtty: Dlr.story o{
Hlgh.r Eduotlon lnrtltutlonl: 1984 cdition - Cornmi$ion ol thc
Euopran Cornmunitic! - 364pp.: 2 1cm: roftcovr: 4669: (ENl
OA:8/t- rr -33. OE:84- 11 -35. FR:84- tl -33. 1T:8t1- 1l -33.
NLr84-ll-34
C8-38-83{O6+N-C ISBN 92'826'4.307'2: ECU'16,19,
BFR 7OO, IRL 1 1,10, UKL 8.7O, USD 13.
PERIOOICALS
EuopFlnfqmltioncn fiir di. &g.no.cs.
Fichoe p,6dagogiqucr'3O iuc d'Ettop.'.
1 g statistics
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES
34 Agrlcuhurrl prlc.3 I 872-1 983 - Statisticll O,ffic. of thr
Euopoan Communiii.s [Ag.icultuc, fqastry 8nd lishcria! (g.tn
covs) - Cornmisim oI thc Euop.an Communitieel
1983 - uiv, 316p.: 3Ocm: mftcovo.: 8769: (OE/EN/FB/|T)
DE:84- l1 -36. FR.84- l1 -39. fT:t4- ll -39
CA-4O84-77 1-/tA-C ISBN 92-826-6072-9: ECU 1 7,69,
BFR 800, tRL r2.90, UKL 10.50, USD 16.
35 Blhnca of plymants m.thodology of Fnnc. - Stltisticll
Officc of the Euopean Communities INatisal lccountt, finana cnd
bslaM of plytnant8 (violot cove) - Commisifi of th. Euopasn
Cmmunitiesl
1984 - 123pp.:23cm: softcos:2OOg: (EN/FR)
FRStl-11-38
CA-4G84€84-2A-C ISBN 92-826-4266-1 : ECU 2 1,7 1,
BFR 10@, rRL 16.90, UKL 12.40, USD 18.
39
11
Uncmploym.nt: Mmthv bullctin.
Wrgca and incomcs - Rapid infqmation.
&lpplcmcnt to th. Ofllcill Jdrnd ot thc Euopcm Cunmunitho,
!.rh! S.
MONOGRAPHSAND SERIES
r+1 Annual Cateloguo ofCOM Docum.nts-Cdnmildon ofth.
Euopcan Cornmunitica
1983 - 126pp.:3ocrn: roftcow:3409: (EN)
FR:84- lO-4,t
CB-41-84-49GEN4 ISBN 92-826-4626-3: ECU I 7,7O.
BFR 8@, tRL 12.76, UKL 10.rO, USD 13.80.
Dlr.ctory of Communlty l.gl.lrtlon ln forco rnd othrr ectr ol
th. Communtty lnnhutlonr: n.l 6
Dlr.ctory ot Communlty lagbhtlon ln forc. !nd oth.r .cir ot
th. Communlty lnrthutlonr: n.ll 7
Glorlalra dar Communrut6r rurop5rnno
Frlnc,lr-Allcmlnd 42
lnd.x: Eull.tln d.r Communeutir rurodonncu 1983 1
PERIODICALS
Bullatin: E[opaan Documcntation Cantr.r - O.pcitry Librrha.
COM Documcnt!.
COM Documcnt!.
COM Deumcnts: Monthly catlloerr.
Documcntstim bullatin A.
Documcntstion bulbtin B.
Oocumcntrtim bullotin C.
Ookumcnt. und Publikstimcn.
EF dokumcntation.
List of addtionr to th. Lib.ry of th. CEC.
1 g AiUtlography and documsntation
ZO Miscellaneous
MONOGBAPHSAND SERIES
42 GlorulrodorCommunrutarauropaannat
FrrnollAllcmlnd: 1984 - Consril dcr Communsut6s
europ6enncs: Srvico dr Tsminoloeia: Comif6 6conomiqs ot reial
(redoctarf 
- xvii, 1sOOp.: 25cm: b(och5: 2OOO9: (DE/FB)
DE:84-ll-4.1
BX-4G8+577-284 ISBN 92-824{123-6: ECU 26.38,
BFR 1200.
PERIOOICALS
COM Oeumenta.
COM Dcumont!.
COM Documents: Monthv cataloouo.
Euo-Abstsacts, Soction l - Euatom and EEC Bcsrarch. Scientific
rnd technical Publications and Patent!.
't2
Periodicals
P I 30 tourt d'Europa - Gommi$im d.! Cornmunrutir crroffcnncl
- Prir, Brrcau do prcsse ot d'infdmation - 28cm: (FR) - m.nrtlc|.
aboommcnt.
P2 Agrlcuhurrl Mark.it: Prlcat -Conrmisrionofth. Euopcm
Cdnmuniticr: Oi.cctaltcG.nrd Aoricaltu. - 3odn:
(OA/DEIGR/E N/FR/rTlNLl - mmthty.
DA:8,1 - I 1 - P73. DE:&t - I I - P2. FR:84 - t I - PC8. GR:84 - 1 I - P6.
IT:84- l1 -P68, NL:84- ll -PC8
ISSN O26G96O1: rr$rcriptkxr: ECU 82,50, BFR 3780,
rRL 69.75, UKL 47.75, USO 71.
P3 Agrlcuhur.l prlcat - StltisticllOffic. ofrh. Euop.tn
Communithr: Cqnmirim of thc Eropcan Cdnmmiti.! -
miqofichc: (DE/EN/FR/rn - quttrty.
OCr84- ll -P3. FR:84- tl -P71. lT:8,1- ll -P7l
liEiption: ECU 24, BFR 11OO, IRL 17.60, UKL 14, USD 21
aingh copica: ECU 6,68, BFR 3OO, IBL 4,8O, UKL 3'7O,
usD 6.60.
P4 Agrlcuhurll rtltlrtlcr: Crop rnd rnlm.l Productlon -
Stltilticsl Otfic. of thc EropGln CoflrmunitiG.: Commi$ion of th!
Euopcan Communitbc - 3Ocm: (DA,/DE/EN/FB/lTlNLl - quttrly.
DA:trt - I I - P74. OC:84 - t t - P4. FR:84 - I I - P83. IT:84 - t t - P82.
NL:84-11-P09
.ublqhtion: ECU 63.26, BFR 2440, IBL 38.50, UKL 30.76,
USD 46.
P6 Anlmrl productlon - Stltisticll O{fic.of th. Errop.ln
Cornmrnitics: Csnmisriofl ol th. E[opaln Cmmunitict - 3ocm:
(OA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NLl - qurtrv.
DA:84- tt -P3. DC:8/t- lt -P79. FR:8/t- tt -P72. lft81-11-?72,
NL:84-11-P2O
ISSN O25G668O: tlbEiptiofl: ECU 31,65, BFR 1460, IRL 23,
UKL 18.26, USD 28.
PO Awup. - Commisdon of thc Eu@.!n Cornmunhicr - Ankra,
Awupr toplulugu koniryonu cnfcmaaym - 27 m: (IB) - mmthly.
fra of chagc.
P7 Blckground Eaport - Cornmilsim of th. E|rop6ln Cmmuniti.l
- London, lnfdmltiorr olficc - 3Ocm: (ENl - irogulr.
lre of chrgc.
PB Erhnc.r ol p.ym.ntt: Outrt.rly dtt. - Cdnmirdm of th.
Euopcan Conmuniti.r: Stltilticll Offic. of thc Eropran
Co.nmuniti.! - 3ocm: (EN/FBl - qurtdy.
FR:6ti-11-P4
ISSN 0261-18oo: .6Eiption: ECU 10,60, BFR 48O,
IRL 7.60, UKL 6, USD 10.
Pg B.rlcht. und lntorm.ilon.n - Kornmisim dcr Euopiirchcn
Gcmcinrciraftcn - Bmn, Pr.tr} ufld lnformltimlbiio - 3ocm: (oE)
- ncimd w6dEntlich.
koatml@.
PIO Bullatln: Europarn Documrntrtlon Cantrar - DaPothrry
Llbnrt.r - G!!kcll, E. (rdrdl: Csnmiadon of thc Erropcln
Cmmuniti.! - 3Ocm: (EN/FR) - ircoulr.
FR:84-tt-P7
frc of chrgp: tialtcd cfstibutbl.
P t 1 Bullnln ol th. Europran Communhl.3 - Commission of th.
Euopoan Gonmuniticr - 25cm: indcx (ENl - clcvcn timo a ycr.
DA:84 - I t - PtO. OE:84 - 1 I - Pla. FR:8rt - t I - Pt2. Gf :8/t - I I - PC.
tTr84- lt -P8. ttL:84- 1l -P0
ISSN 0378-3693: ].rbraiption: ECI,J 32,75, BFR l600,
IRL 23.75, UKL 19, UsD 3* gnglc nmtgiig ot rg,lc.
P12 Cotl: monthly bullatln - Sutisticll Offic. of th. Euopcln
Csnmuniticr: Cornmi$iofl ol tha Euop.e Cornmmiticr - 3Ocrn:
(DE/EN/FR) - mmthty.
DC:84- lt -PCtl. Fn:&]- ll -Pl5
ISSN O37&367X: !(btcdption: ECU 1O,5O, BFR 48O, IRL 7.5O,
UKL 6, USO 10.
P I 3 COM Docum.nt! - Cmmislim of th. Euop.ln Csnmmiti.t -
3ocm: (ENl - eproximrtrv dlity.
DA:84- 11 -POe. DE:8't- 11 -P66. Fh:8tl- t'l -P17. Gn:8'l- tl -Pt.
tTr84- ll -P16. NL:84- tl -Pll
ISSN 025+1475: trblctiptkr: ECU 872,76, BFR /+OOOO,
IRL 632.50, UKL 605, USD 762: PtNt cditia ffipbtc with
inhxct.
P11 COM Documant. - Cornmiclion of th. Euogcan Ccnmuniticr -
Microficho, 24x: IEN) - eproximrt.ly drity.
DA:8/t- lt -P7O. DC:84- ll -P67. FR:84- tt -P18. Ga:84- lt -P2.
lTr8/t- lt -P'lC. HL:8a- tl -Pt2
]rbrcriptior: ECU 152,76, BFR 7ooo, IBL I I l, UKL 89,
USD 132: M*rofr,-odtb, dltpbtcwith h4'x8 lar pryt i
dilyt.
Pl6 COMDocumentr: Monihlyc.trloeu.-Cornmissionof th.
Er@can Cqnmunith. - 3ocm: (ENl - mmthv.
DA:8rl - t I - P71. D€:8,1 - t t - Pc8. Ffi :84 - t i - P27. Gf, :8tl - t I - P3.
IT:84- t1-P27. l,al:8rt- tt -Pl3
rbsiptirxr: ECU 32,75, BFR 15OO, IRL 24, UKL 19, USD 31.
Pl 0 Commlttor Roponr of tha Europcrn Prrlhmant - Euop.ln
Pilirmcnt - 3osr: (ENl - ircgulr.
OA:8/t - I I -P7C. D€:&t - I t - P76. FR:8/t - I I - P28. ITr8a - I I - P28.
t{L:84-tt-P84
.6!crhtion: ECU 62,36, BFR 24oo, IRL 38, UKL 30.25,
USD tt9: 9rrcrrjorim fin Much 1983 to F*tuuy 1981.
P17 CommunautS ruropirnnu Lrttro d'lntormltlon du Buraau
do Oonlvr - Cornmi$ion dos Cmmunlut6t cuq)5.nms -
Gcrow, Bu.!u d. p..s8 rt d'infamltion - 30 cm: (FR) -
habdofir!d!ka.
gr.tuit.
P18 Communauta Europrirnnr lnformtlonr - Cqnmicsion d.s
Cqnmunaut6r crop6anma - Prit, Btrmu da prccso et
d'infqmltion - 31cm: (FR) - mcncll.l.
ISSN 0223-3063: rbonncmcnt: tl&*rtioa b prix ptr
fuomcntgaltis.
P19 Gomunldrd ouropm - Direiih C*sd dc lnfamrckh:
Cornioi6n dc h! Communidldat cuop.ls - Brr.qallcs{rursl - 30
qn: (ESl 
- mcncual.
g.rtuito.
?2O ComunldldotEutoprhr: lnformtio-cqnbliodlt
Cornunidadcr crropciu - Lirbor, Bucau d. lmp(.n!r c lnfamlgio
- 3Odn: (PT) - mcnru!|.
gr!tuilo.
P21 Comunhi ouropoa - Cqnmisim d.llc Conunrti cropa -
Rm!, Uffrcio.trmg! c info.mr:idf, - 3O cm: (lTl - mcngilc.
grrtuito.
?22 Th. Courl.r: Alrlc.-CrrlbblrPrclfc - Europlan
Communtty - Frisch, D,: Commiaoion of th. Euoprsn Conrmuitia3
- Budhr - Br6s.l - 3Om: (EN) - binonthf.
Fn:84-11-P25
ftc. of chrg..
?23 Crop Eodudlon - StltitthllOffica of thc Euop.ln
Cmmunitht: Cdnmisim of thc Erd.rn Communiti.r - 3ocfi:
IDNqEIEN IFR lrr lNLl - qurtrly.
DA:8/t - t t - P83. D€:44 - t I - P72. FR:&t - I t - P74. IT:84 - I t - P73.
NL:84-11-P7/t
ISSN 0378-3688:.r6lcription: ECU 31,66, BFR 145O, IBL 23,
UKL 18.25, USO 28.
P24 D.brt.a oltha Europaln P.rlhmant- Euop.rn Prlilmant-
3Ocm: indox (EN) - kcgulr.
DA:t4 - I I - P6t. DC:84 - t t - P8O. Fn:84 - I l - P2C. G8:84 - I I - Pl2.
lT:84- lt -P24. NLr8/t- tt -P66
ISSN O378-6Ot1: lublcriprion: ECU 03,30, BFR 29OO, IRL 48,
UKL 36.60, USD 55: S/brdrpfbn lron Mudt 1983 to F$ruuy
1984,
?25 Docum.ntltlon bull.tln A- Dir.cto.lt.-Gcnsll Pulonncl lnd
Adminisrltim: Commislion of thc Euopcln Co.nmunithr - 3ocm:
(DA/DE/EN/FR/lTlNLl 
- h.grdr.
DA:8/t - | I - P10. D€:Ett - I I - P22. FR:84 - 1 1 - P8, 1T:8/t - I ! - P0.
NL:8/t-11-P2t
ISSN 0378*44lX: tublsiption: ECU 80, BFR 2750, IRL 43.60,
UKL 34.76, USD 52: Ihc crSscnption alb @v$ ari., B ,nd C.
P26 Docum.nt.tk o buliatln E - Dlcctqltlccndd Pdronn l lnd
A&ninistrrtisr: Csnmillion of th. Euopcrn Cornmuniti.r - 3ocm:
(ENl 
- incgulr.
FR:84-t'l-Pg
ISSN 0378-4428: rubt riptixr: ECU 60, BFR 2750, IRL 43.60,
UKL 34. 75, USD 52: Ih, &/Orcriation also @vrt rfii.t A u1d C.
P27 Oocum.ntltion buliatln C - DL.ctqltlc.nrd Prlonnol md
AdminisBltion: Co.nmi'3ion of thc Eiropcrn Cdnmunitlcr - 3ocm:
(DA/DE/E N/FR/lTlNL) - lrcsulr.
DA:84 - I I - P2O. DE:84 - 1 1 - P23. FR:84 - I I - PlO. IT:Ea - I I - PlO.
NL:E4-1t-P22
ISSN 0379-2250: rubrcriptim: ECU 60, BFR 2760, IRL 43.5(),
UKL 34. 7 5, USD 62: Trrr rdrorFtion rlso @wt ,fi:ict A end 8.
P2A Dokum.nt. und Publlkatlonon - Kommisrim dc. Euopiirch.n
Gamcrnrchattcn - 8onn, Prcs$.und lnfamatimrbiio - 3O m:
(DEl 
- mmltlich.
kostcnloa.
P29 EC-agrlculturrl prlco lndrcl (Output.nd lnputl - Stlti.ticd
Of6€ of th. Era.sn Communitic: Cornmisrion of thc Euop.ln
Cmmuniticc - 3ocm: (DE/EN/FR/lT) - h!lt-y.rly.
DE:84- 1t -P28. FR:8u1- tt -P60. tT:84- 1t -P60
ISSN O25G5987: Bublcriptiori: ECU 2O,76, BFR 95O, IRL 16,
UKL 12, USO 18.
P3O Echor dc l'Europo - Co.nmirsion d!! Communaut6r
crop6cnncs: Buclu da plcsla at d'infamltkm, Luomboug -
27cm: (FR) - menaucl.
grEluit.
P31 Economlc end Sochl Commlttaa: Bull.tln - Economic lnd
Scial Committoc - Brux.lles-Bru$.1- 21 cm: (EN) - mmthf,
DA:84 - I t - P72. DE:84 - I I - P84. FR:84 - t'l - P19. GR:8rt - t t - Pl l.
rT:E/t- l'l -P17. NL:84- ll -P27
froa of chrga.
P32 EF-lylt.n - Kommicrimcn fa Dc cuoplis&. Fdhssklb.. -
Krbcnhrs, Prass+. og infcmrtbnekmtq - 29 x /tofii: (DA) -
hdmincdig.
grati!.
P33 EF dokumantltlon - Kmmissionan fq Dc cuopaiskc
F6llosskab6. - Ktb€nhrm, Prassr- og infamstionskontc - 21cm:
(DA) - halmlnedlig.
gratis.
P34 EG Mlglrrn - Kommislion do.
Bonn, Pr€ss+. und lnfcmationrbiio - 27cm: (DE) - monatlich.
Abonnsmont
Ernzelprer*.
P35 EIB-lnformltion - Euopcrn lnvcrtmcnt BanI - 30 cm: (EN) -
qurtdty.
DA:84- 11 -P27. DErS/t- l1 -P3O. FR:8/t- tt -P6. Gf:8tt- lt -Ptl.
1T:8/t- ll -P5. NL:84- ll -P3l
ISSN O25O-3891 : fr6 of chrg..
P38 Elrctriul energy: monthly buil.iln - Stltilticll Ofll6 of thc
Europeon Com: .unitEr: Cmmisim ot thc Euogaan Cmmuniti.!
- 3Ocm: IOE/EttUFR) - mmthly.
13
DC:6/t- lt -P34. Fi:&l- t I -P'll
lSSt{ 0378-3661: 8tbrcriptian: ECU lO,5O, BFR 48O, IRL 7.60,
UKL O, USO 10.
P37 En.rgy.rrtl.tlc.: Monthly bull.tln .l Co.l. bl
Hydrocrrbonr. cl Ebctrlcrl onrrgy - 3Ocm: - m6thly.
DE:84-'ll -P35. FRrSa- ll -P82
sublcripiio: ECU 38,86, BFR 178O, IRL 28.26, UKL 22.60,
USD 34: CsnDr;ncd stbsbt*n.
P3B Eorr..ill - Bdb ith! clilth - 30 cm: (GAl - mmthv.
fr6 of chrF.
P39 Eur lnto - Cornmislim drr Cdnmunlut6! uop5onm -
&ulhs - BrB!.1, Bucau d. p.osr..t d'infqmltim - SOcm: (FR)
- mcnsEl.
NLrS/t- il -P/l{)
grlrdt.
P/tO Euro-Abrlr.ctt: &l.ntlflc rnd t.chnlc.l Publlc.ilon! rnd
Prtants: Sactlon l.nd ll - Di.ctaltlc.rsd lnfdmltion Mrt.t
md lnnovrtim: Cornmi$ion of tE Erop.m Gsnmunithc - 3ocfi:
(ENl 
- 24 iscLm.
r$scriptim: ECU 91,06, BFB 42OO, IRL 06.60, UKL 63,
USO 86: CsnDinrd a.brrrirtbl.
P4 1 Euro-Abitructt, sac-tlon I - Eu[tom .nd EEC Rararrch.
Scl.ntmc rnd t.chnlc.l Publliltlonr rnd Prt.nt. -
Di.cio0tc-G.ndd lnfdmlti.m Mrt.l lnd lnnovlthn:
Commis{im of th. E[opcsn Cornm$iticr - 3Oen: (EN] - manthly.
ISSN 00l+2362: riblcriptim: ECU 62,35, BFR 2rt@, IBL 38,
UKL 30.25, USD 49.
P42 EurcAbrti.st., S.ctlon ll: Co.l - 8t..1- Sd|Jft, H.L.(rdtdl: J!y, B. (adtal: Di*tdltc-G.nrd lnfdmltion Mrt.t
and lnnovltkh: Cmmi$ion of thc Euopacn Cornmuniticr - 3ocrn:
indrx (DE/EN/FR) - mmthty.
OE:84- ll -Ptlt. FB:&t- ll -Pttt
ISSN 0378-3472: r,blcrhtict: ECU 52.35, BFR 2/t@, IRL 38,
UKL 30.26, USO 49.
P43 Euron.t Dbn. If.wr - OketqltlGrndd lntamltion Mitct
lnd lnnov.tion: Mlrt odd, F. (cdtal - 3O cm: (ENl - qrrrtily.
fts of chrgr.
P44 Europ. - Cornmi.sion of th6 Euopcln Communiticr - Bsogkd(,
Prus lnd infsmation otficc - 3Ocrn: (EN) - bif,otthly.
frcc of chrgc.
P46 Europ.-llrformtlon.n fiir dl. Jug.ndpr.tr - Kornmissiqr
dr Eropiischcn Gcmcinrchrftcn - Bonn, Praslc- und
lnfsmrtmsbLo - 3Ocm: (DE) - monatlir:h.
kolt.nlos.
P46 Europa vrn morgan - Coflrmi$ic yan do Euogela
Gcmcenrchappcn - Don H!!g, Vodlichtingobucau - 3ocm: (NL) -
wC(clil!,
gr!ti!.
?47 Europ. t3 - Cmmisim of th. Eu@.an Cmmmilior -
London, lnfcmltio.l office - 27cm: (ENl - monthly.
frca ol chrga.
P48 EuropranEconomy-Dk.ctdltcc.nddEconomiclnd
Finrncirl Afftirs: Cmmision of th. Euop.ln Cmmunitics -
3Ocm: (ENl - t}rc. timc! ! y.t.
OA:8/t - I | - P4l. DE:8tl - t I - Pl7. FR:84 - I I - P32. IT:84 - I I - P32.
NL:84-tl-P'+6
ISSN 0379€99 1 : .ublniption: ECU 22,7 O, BFR 1o4O,
rRL 16.60, UKL 13.26, USD 23.
P49 Europaln Economy: oomplata tarla! of rupplamanis -
3ocrn: - 25 ism.
OA:8tt - I I - Ptt2. OE:8/t - I I - P'18. FR:84 - I 1 - P33. lT:8/t - I I - P33.
NL:8/t-tl-P/t7
lubEiption: ECU 2/t, SFR I lOO, IRL 17.5O, UKL 14, USD 27.
14
P6O Europoan Economy- Buppl.mani - SarlarAi Bac.nt
aconomlc trandr - Di*tdltlca]lfd Ecqrqnic and Financial
AtflLr: Corrimirsim of thc Euopcan Cornmuniticr - 3Ocm: (ENl -
aLlrn timr! ! yca.
oA:8,1 - I t - P43. OE:8/t - 1 I - Pag. FR:e4 - I I - P3/t. IT:8tt - I I - P3tt.
NL:8/t-11-P/+8
ISSN 0379-2066: tLblcriptkm: ECU 1 1,36, BFn 620, IRL 8.50,
UKL 6.50, USD 12.
P61 Europlan Economy- Suppl.mant- SarlarB: Economlc
proapactr: Budnast auryay raruh3 - Diactdltlccndd
Economic lnd FinlncblAtfahr: Commisim of th. Euog.rn
CommunitiG! - 3Ocm: (ENl - cLwn timd r y.r.
DA:8'l- 11 -P44. DE:84- tl -P5,O. FR.8/t- ll -P30. lT:at- 11 -P35.
NL:8/t-ll-P/tg
ISSN 0379-2110:.ralcriptiofl: ECU 14,65, BFR 87O, IRL 11,
UKL 8.60,USD 10.
P62 Europ.ln Economy - Suppl.m.nt - Sarlar C: Econmlo
prorpractt: Contumar auBay rauha - Oir(tqtta-Gaffid
Emmic cnd FinancialAffah: Cornmiskm of th. Euop.ln
Co.nmuniti.! - 30cm: (EN) - ttra timo r ycr.
OA:84- l1 -P46. O€:84- 11 -P61. Ff,:e4- ll -P36. 1T:8tt- lt -P30.
NL:8/t- 11 -P6O
ISSN 0379-217X: a.blsipti.m: ECU 3,89, BFR 160, IRL 2.5O,
UKL 2.20, USD 4.20.
P63 EuropranEconomyrnd.uppl.m.nieAEC-3Ocm:-28
itsrict.
DA:8/t- ll -P4t. D€:8tl- 11 -P62. Fn:84- lt -P37. f:84- ll -P37.
NL:04-ll-P61
tublcriptim: ECU 43,0E, BFR 2OOO, IRL 31.76, UKL 25.60,
uso 46.
P54 Europaln Flla - Dir.ctdrt.-Gandd ior lnirmltion:
Cdnmission ol th. Euopcan Canmunitiar - 30sn: (EN) - twicc
monthly.
OA:84- 11 -P38. tX:84- 11 -P7C. Ff,:6/t- ll -P3O. tT:84- l1 -P78.
HL:84-ll-Pr2
ISSN 0379-31 33: frc. of chigp.
P66 Europren nowr - Cornmi$im ol tha Euopaln Communitia! -
B!ngk*, Pr.lr lnd infcmrtion otfi6 - 3Ocm: (ENl - wrckly.
frr. of chrgp.
P60 Europ.ln P.rllrm.nt - Errop.ln Pdi.mcnt - 30 x r+3cm: (EN)
- iragi.{r.
DA:44- ll -P30. DC:8tt- l1 -P4t. FR:84- 11 -PCg. tT:84- t1 -P69.
NL:8/t-11-P,lE
ftr. of chrgr.
P67 Euro3t tlstlc.: Drt. tor rhort-t.rm @nomlc.mlytb -
Stltistical Offica of thc Euopcrn Commmiticr: Cornmisdm of th.
Euopoan Communitica - 3Ocrn: (DEIEN/FRI - clcvcn timca a ycr.
tX:84- 1t -P6C. FR:84- ll -P53
ISSN O25G3921:.r6lcription: ECU 23,30, BFR 1260,
rRL 19.76, UKL 15.75, USO 24.
P68 Flcho pldegoglquor'3O tourr d'Europ.'- Cmmisim dar
Cornmuncut6r cuofr6cnncr - Pri!, Buaru dc prc$a ct
d'infdmltion - 3Ocm: (FRl - mc num6r6 pr rn,
abonmmcnt: Sidrtioa b ptix pu $otncmcnt, grd4i..
P59 Hourly alrnlng!: Houra o/t work - Cornmilri{h of thc Euop.rn
Co.nmuniticr: Strtisticll Officc of thc Eiropam fummunitia! -
3Ocrn: (DA"/OE/EN/FR/fTlNLl - hatf-ycrty.
OA:8.1 - I I - P81. IX:8/t - I l - P77. ?Atl84 - t t - P67. lT:84 - I I - P7C.
NL:8/t-ll-P8l
ISSN 0378-3596: rubrcription: ECU 20,75, BFR 960, IRL 16,
UKL 12,USO 18,
P6O llydroclrbont: monthly bull.tln - Stltilticll Offic. of th.
Erogcan Cmmunitics: Cmmillim o( th. Euop.ln Cmmuniti.!
- 3Ocm: (DElEN/FR) - monthly.
D€:t/t- ll -P65. FR:64- ll -P58
ISSN 0378-3731: ]SHiption: ECU 20,75, BFR 95O, IRL 15,
UKL 12, USD 18.
lndu.trhl productlon: Mlrcollanoout !.cttrt - Stltilticll
Offrcc of thc Euopcrn Csnmunitiar: Cqrmisrim of thc Erropaan
Communiticr - 3Ocrn: (DEIEN/Fn) - qurtdly.
D€:84- l1 -P59. FR:84- t t -P73
trtlcriptirn: ECU 14,tt0, BFR 660, IRL 1O.5O, UKL 8.60,
usD 13.
lndudrhl .hort-i.rm tr.ndr - Slltisticrl Offc. of th.
Euopcm Cqnmunitiar: Cdnmiuim of thc Euop.ln Communhicr
- 3oon: (ENl - mmthly.
D€:04- ll -Pco. Fi:8tt- ll -P60
ISSN 0378-7877: tlbrsiptiorl: ECU 17,46, BFR 8oo,
IRL 12.76, UKL IO, USD T6.
lrrorm.tlon Bull.tln o{ th. Staal lndudry srf.ty rnd H.!hh
Conrml.dm - Oi.ctartlcrffid Emplovmmt. Socid Afflir. lnd
Edrcatim: Dkmtqatlcard lnidmltidl Mitat md lnnolrrtioo:
Cdnmisrim of th. Euqcan Conmuniticc - 3Ocrn: (ENl - ircgulr.
D€:84- 1t -PtO. FR:84- l1 -P13. lT:84- 1l -Pll
lrc of chr0r.
lntormrlon on tha Court o{ Ju.tlc. of th. Europ.ln
Communhlaa - Col.rt of &stic. of th. Euop.ln Cornmuniti.! -
3ocrn: (ENl - wrtrty.
OA:8/t - I I - PC2. D€:84 - I I - P7O. FR:84 - t 1 - PG2. IT:84 - t t - Pt7.
NL:Btl-lt-P60
fr.. ol chrgr.
lntoimrtlmt da l'Euroatrt - Offica ttltiltiqi.E da3
Cornmunaut6c cuqr5cnner; Cqnmirsion dos Cornmunsutis
crro(icnmr - 23cm: (FB) - rimcsEi.l.
O€:84- I I -P6l
ISSN O378-36Ox: grltuh.
lntormrrlonl - Cmmi$im d.lL Cdnmiti uea - Rornr,
Utficio stlmpr c infdmazirxr - 30 cm: (lTl - ircgdrc.
grltuho.
lntormlzlonl documantl - Cornmilsiql. dalb Cmuniti uopaa
- Rmr, Ufficio rtlmpr c infCmuim. - 30 crn: (tT) - kcgdrc.
grrtuho.
lnlormulonl Irrtna parlodlca - Commisistc dcllc
Cornmiti.rr@Ga - Bqn!, Ufficio ltlmpe c infmuirn - 30 m:
(lTl 
- ircgdrc.
Crltuito.
lron .nd it..l: monthly bull.tln - Strtisticll Ot66 o{ th.
Euoo.ln Cornmmitia!: Co.nmislim of tha E[@arn Cmmmitica
- 30cm: (DE/EN/FR/m - mmthV.
IrE:84- tt -P3t. FR:84- tl -P70. IT:8'a- lt -P79
ISSN 037&7669:.ralsiption: EcU 15,7o, BFR 72o,
tRL 11.50, UKL 9, USD 14.
lrm rnd 3t..1: qurt.rly rnd monthly bull.tln! - 3ocm: - l8
isour.
tx:8/t- ll -P33. F8:Ba- ll -Pet. 1T:84- ll -PtO
rL6lcripti6: ECU 47,33, BFR 210O, IRL 33, UKL 26, USD t+4:
Cdnbitpd ttb,€,btbl.
lron .nd it..l: qu.rt.rly bull.tln - Sutirticrl Offic. of ih.
Eropcan Ccnmmithr: Csnmierim of th. EropGs Communitics
- 3Ocrn: (DE/EN/FR/D - crlrtrty.
DC:A/i- tl -P32. FR:84- tt -P8O. IT:84- t'l -P8l
ISSN 037&.7872: ttbgiptim: ECU 41.46, BFR 19oo, IRL 30,
UKL 24, USD 36.
Lln o{ .ddltloil to th. Llbr.ry of th. CEC -
Oiactdrtlc-]rfd Pcsnd lnd Administrrtrm: Cmmi$im of
th. Eu@.!n Communiticr - 3ocrn: (DA"/DE/EN/FRllTlNL) -
mmthv.
DA:84 - I I - P8. D€:84 - I I - P82. FR:84 - I l - Pt t. f:84 - I I - P7.
tlL:84-tl-P7O
ISSN 0378-3464: rrbtcription: ECU 60,20, BFR 2300, IRL 29,
UKL 36.60, USD 44.
Lln ot Lwa and raeuLtlons adoptad ln tha Mambar stataa
ol th. Communhl.. ln rppllatlon of .ct. ldopt.d by th.
Communltlar - Corrncilof tha Euopcrn Cqnmunitica - 3ocm:
lD N OE IEN I FR I tT I NL) - mmthv.
P61
PA2
P64
P08
PA7
PE8
P70
P71
P73
P74
OA:84 - I I - P67. DE:8,+ - I 1 - P81. FB:84 - I I - P78. 1T:8/t - I t - P76.
NL:84-'11-P73
ftra of ch!.g.: timitcd dstibutioo.
Monthly axlarnrl tr.d. bull.tln - Statirticll Otfi6 ot th.
Euopoln Coflrmuniticr: Cornmislion of thc Errogcan Catmunhio
- 3Ocrn: (DA,/DE/EN/FR/|T/NLl - monthly.
D4.84- tl -P76. DE:8/t- 1l -P71, FR:8/t- tt -P14. lT:84- tt -P12.
NL:84-11-P7l
ISSN 0378-3723: sublsiption: ECU 62, BFR 28/+O, IBL 45,
UKL 38, USO 54.
Otllclal Journal o{ th. Europarn Communhlrr, rrbr G:
lnformrtlon lnd Notlc.t - All lnstitutionr - 3ocm: (ENl -
lpp.oximatcly daily.
DA:8rt- 1t -P47. DE:8/t- 11 -P6. FR:8rt- lt -P6G. G8:8rt- ll -P8.
IT:84- lt -P67. NL:8/t- 11 -P76
ISSN O37ffi986: lublcriptioo: ECU 209,60, BFR 96@,
IRL 1 52, UKL 121.26, USO 181| Strbsit tiotl cotn4{t oui.t L
end C.
OffiGlll Journ!l ot tha Europ.rn Communhlat, ..rl.t L:
L.glrl.tlon - All lnsiitution! - 3ocm: (ENl - lpproximltcly drily,
DA:8.1- ll -P48. DE:84- 11-P6. FR:84- l1-P67. (n:84- 11-P9'
lTrS/t- tt -P58. NL:84- lt -P77
ISSN 0378-6978: rublcription: ECU 209,60, BFR 9600,
IRL 162, UKL 121.25, USD lSltStbEfrbtiotrcpdtptist,tricsL
,nd C.
P7e
P77 Praar Ralaata - Cdnmierion of thc Erropcan Communiti.r -
London, lnfqmatim otficc - 3Ocm: IEN) - kcgulr.
lrec of chargo.
P78 R.porit o, C!t.r b.tora th. Court of Ju.tlca - Cut of
Justie of th. ELropoln Cornmunitict - 23cm: (EN) - ircgulr.
OA:84- t1 -P70. OE:A/i- 11 -P74. FR:8a- ll -P75. Gfi:81- tt -Pl3.
II:84- I l -P7rt. NL:8/t- tt -Pt7
ISSN 0378-7591 : rubuiption: ECU 76,35, BFR 3600.
IRL 66.60, UKL 44, USD 06,
P79 Ratuht of iha burlnlrr ruruoy orrlad orrt among
m!nlgamanta ln tha communlty - oirrctdlt.-frcnsd Econdnic
rnd Finrrcid Aftlka: Cornmisim of th. Euopcln CtrnmunitiGr -
3Osn: (DA/DE/EN/FR/ITINL) - monthly.
DA:84- 11 -P78. DE:8/t- 1l -P37. FR:44- tl -P77. IT:8rt- tl -P77.
NL:t4-11-P78
ISSN 0378-4479: subrctiptm: ECU 60,20, BFR 23OO,
rRL 38.60, UKL 33.50, USO 86.
P8O supplam.ni to thr Officlrl Jourml gf th. Europa.n
Communhlrr, rorl.. I - All lnltitutionr - 3ocm: Plblicrtim of
mtic$ of prblic ryqks cdrtslct! rnd prblic tuppv cfittlctr rnd
invitatkrs to tcndr. of thc Erop.ln Dcvclopmcnt Fund (EN) -
rpp(oimltov daity.
DA:84- 11 -P8O. D€:8tl- 11 -P78. FR:84- ll -P84. Gnr&l- 11 -P7.
IT:84- ll -P83. NLr84- 11 -P70
ISSN 0378-7273:.ublcription: ECU 83,80, BFR 43OO, IBL 88,
UKL 64.25, USO 81.
P81 Unrmploymrnt: Monthly bullatln - StltisticllOffic. of th.
Euopoan Co<nmunirics: Commilrion of tha E[opasn Communitiar
- 3ocm: (EN) - monrhv.
DE:8/a- l1 -P7. FR:84- ll -P16. IT:8/i- 11 -P26
rublcriprion: ECU 10,60, BFR 48O, IRL 7.5O, UKL 6, USD 10.
PA2 Voc.tlonll trllnlng: lnformrtlon bull.tln - Euop.ln Ccntr.
fd tha Dcwlogmcnt of VocationllTrlining: Commiacion of thc
Euopcan Cqnmuniti.s - 3Ocm: (EN) - tlxm timcr ! 1rcr.
DA:8/t - 1 I - P5/t. DE:8tl - 1 I - Pl2. FR:8/t - t I - P60. 1Tr&l - I I - PEC.
NL:14-11-P7
ISSN 0378-6068: rublcriptim: ECU 4. BFB 190, IRL 3,
UKL 2.50, USO r+.
P83 W.g.r .nd lncom.r - Rlpld lntormrtlon - Stltilticrl Offica of
th. Euoprln Communitics: Commisaion of thc EropGln
Commmitiar - 3ocm: (EN) - iregulr.
FR:84-ll-P78
ftm of cfirgr.
15
Woman of Europa - lnlormatlon bull.lln - D?.clqrtr-Gondd
fq lnformatinn: Commirsim of tha Eus.ln Coflrmunitias -
Bucllcs - Bruucl - 3Ocrn: (EN) - bi<nmthly,
DA:&t - I 1 - P40. IN:84 - t t -P58. FB:8,1 - t 1 - P6tl. lT:8/t - I I - P3O.
NLrS/t-tl-Pt2
fi.. of chrgp.
E0ponolxf Korv6mro -'Enrponf r6,v E0ponolk6v
Korvordrov -'Aonvdrv - 30 cm: (GB) - Fnvtolo EK6oon.
6opedv.
P84
P85
P76
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SUB.CONTRACTING TERMINOLOGY
Metal Sector 
- 
2nd edition
The main objective of this terminology is to promote sub-contracting at both national and
international level by offering industry in general and small firms in particular a
harmonized nomenclature enabling them to describe their sub-contracting activities in nine
different languages.
It includes definitions of the categories o[ product, production machinery and main-
contractor's products with the equivalents in the other languages covered.
This terminology is a useflul multilingual technical guide for sub-contractors and
main-contractors who wish to establish contact. It can also serve as a basic classification
for any organization interested in a systematic catalogue o[ the sub-contracting sector.
The terminology is sub-divided into four parts:
Part A: Nomenclature of sub-contract products
Part A is an eight-chapter catalogue of categories of product offered by sub-contractors
which can be used to describe the products manufactured by a given sub-contractor and
the degree of technical complexity which the sub-contractor can offer.
Part B: This part, likewise divided into eight chapters, is a survey o[ operations and
production machinery used in the sub-contracting sector. It gives some idea o[ the
characteristics ofthe basic material used, the production methods available and the degree
of precision which sub-contractors can offer.
Part C: Nomenclature of main contractor's products
This part is based on the Common Nomenclature o[ Industrial Products (NIPRO)
published by the Statistical Oflice o[ the European Communities. It lists the products
manufactured by main contractors and identifies the sectors in which a firm has carried
out sub-contracting work in the past.
Part D: Company file card
The company file card sums up all the information given in Parts A, B and C in a
readily-intelligible florm designed to allow a choice to be made o[the subcontractors best
equipped to carry out a given order. What is more, it gives an idea of the sub-contractor's
capabilities, production machinery and experience.
Languages: Danish, German, English, Greek, French, Italian, Dutch, Spanish and
Portuguese.
ISBN: 92-825 -427l-8
Kat/Cat: CB-40-84- I 25-9A-C
Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg:
ECU 17.36 BFR 8OO ESC I92O IRL 12.70 PTA 2220 UKL IO USD 14
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L - 2985 Luxembourg

VOODLANDS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
This unique map of Europe's woodlands shows, in green of course, all the woodlands of
the Communiry right down to local level.
The implicit message behind this map is that Europe's voodland must be preserved.
There are 165 million hectares of woodland in the Communiry covering one-fifth of its
tonl area. At first sight this is a reassuring fact, but the situation varies a great deal from
one country to another.
There is an inset on the map containing a large number of diagrams giving statistics for
each Member State and for the Communiry as a whole, together with comparisons
between the Community and the other main wood-producing countrics of the world.
Size unfoldcd: 75 x 105 cm;
size folded: 25 x 13 cm;
scale: I : 4 000 000 (l cm 
- 
+0 km).
Printed in seven colours.
Seven language versions: Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek and Italian.
Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg: ECU 5,45 BFR 250 IRL 4,00 UKL 3,20 USD 5,00
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